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PREFACE

The purpose of this study is to examine four plays utilizing 
the Paolo-Francesca theme| two are tragedies and two are comedies« All 
of the plays were written by American playwrights, and all, during a 
period of slightly more than one hundred years* were produced on the , 
professional stage. Variations in treatment of plot and character will 
be discussed, structural weaknesses and strengths will be noted, and 
some conclusions will be made as to the suitability of the theme, either 
for tragedy or comedy, in American drama.

George Henry Boker* s Francesca da Rimini, written in 1853, has 
been called his masterpiece and the climax of nineteenth century romantic 
American drama. The play was first produced in Mew York in 1855; the 
producer, l.L. Davenport, played the leading role of Lanciotto* Although 
Francesca da Rimini seems to have been well received in 1855, running 
from September 26th till October 5th,' its real popularity began in 1882.
At this time, Lawrence Barrett, casting himself as Lanciotto, revived 
the play and made it part of his repertoire for the next ten years.
Lesser revivals were that of Frank 0. Bangs in 1892 and that of Frederick 
Sard and Louis James in 1893* Otis Skinner, who had played the part of 
Paolo in the Barrett production, revived the play in Chicago on August 
22, 1901; in his own production he took the role of Lanciotto,

Next in order of: time is the Francesca da Rimini of Francis Marion 
Crawford, originally written in French for Sarah Bernhardt, who with 
some success played the title role in London during the season of 1902.

Sidney Howard's They Knew What They Wanted, which won the Pulitzer 

Prize for that year, was first produced in Mew York on November .24, 1924,



The fourth play examined in this study is The Most Happy Fella 
by Prank Loesser* This, musical) which was first produced in New York 
in 1956, is based on Howard *s They Knew vlhat They If anted. The Most Happy . 
gella was revived in New.York in 1959, as a part of the light opera 
season at New York City Center.

ii



THE HISTORY AND THE TRADITION

In 1275, Guido da Bolenta, .8 Geulph, became the tyrant of
Ravenna in the Italian province of Tuscany. Giovanni Malatesta’s
- ■ : -  ' ■ ■ • - ^  , :

reward for military aid during this struggle was the hand of the .
beautiful young daughter of Guido, The renowned soldier Giovanni 

: was said to be brutish in appearance, and he had been given the - ■ \ 
nicknames of Gianciotto and ilSciancato because of his lameness.
' To insure Francescaes consent to the: marriage,; it was decided to 
send Paolo, Giovanni Is handsome younger brother, to act as proxy at 
the betrothal rites in Ravenna.

In 1269, Malatesta had arranged a marriage between his son 
Paolo, who was only seventeen or so at the time, to Orabile Beatrice, 
daughter of the Count of Ghicciuolo, gome ten years after Francesca*s 

marriage, when Paolo was the father of two children by. Orabile and 
Francesca was the, mother of a nine-year-old daughter, Giovanni Malatesta 
discovered his wife and•brother together and killed them both,

guch is the history;1 the tradition of Paolo and Francesca, 

which ranks with the legends of Tristan and Yseult and Lancelot and 
Guinevere as a continuous inspiration for works of art, music, and 
literature, in some respects:sharply contrasts with the history.

■ •1' The history of Paolo and Francesca is related in Edward Sculley
Bradley's George Henry Boker, pp. 130-131, and Gertrude Urban8s article, 
"Paolo and Francesca in History and hiterature,” Critic, XL (1902), 425-38,

1



Dante was the first to'write of the lovers; M s  account in
The Divine Comedy is probably the briefest one in literature, but it
is also the most poetically beautiful. He does not burden his reader
(who is assumed to know the history of the lovers) with many details;
Francesca, upon being questioned by Dante in the Second Circle of Hell
tells of only one incident— that of her and Paolo’s initial discovery
of their mutual love: .

But if thou hast such desire to learn the first root of
. our love, I will do like one who weeps and tells.

One day for pastime, we read of Lancelot, how love
constrained him; we were alone, and without all suspicion, 
Several times that reading urged our eyes to meet, and 
changed the color of our faces; but one moment alone it
was that overcame us, .
Mien we read how the fond smile was kissed by such a 
lover, he, who shall never be divided from me, 
kissed my. mouth all trembling: the book, and he who 
wrote it, was a Galeotto. That day we read in it no. 
farther. %
Boccaccio’s account of the story in his Commentary on The

Divine Comedy is more detailed:
You must know, that this lady. Madonna Francesca, was 

daughter of Messer Guido the Elder, lord of Ravenna and of 
Cervia, and that a long and grievous war having been waged 
between him and the lords Malatesta of Rimini, a treaty of 
peace by certain mediators was at length concluded between 
them; the which, to the end that It might be the more firmly 
established, it pleased both parties to desire to fortify by 
relationship; and the matter of this relationship was so 
discoursed, that the said Messer Guido agreed to give his 
young and fair daughter in marriage to Gianciotto, the son 
of Messer Malatesta, Mow, this being made known to certain 
of the friends of Messer Guido, one of them said to him:
’Take care what you do; for if you contrive not matters 
discreetly,- such relationship will beget scandal. You know 
what manner of person your daughter is, and of how lofty a 
spirit; and if she see Gianciotto before the bond is tied, 
neither you nor anyone else will have power to persuade her

Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, trans. Carlyle and iJicksfceed 
The Modern Library edn,. (Mew York, 1932,1950) , p.34.



3
to marry .him; therefore, if it so please you, it seems to me 
that it would be good to conduct the matter thus: namely, that 
Gianciotto should not come hither himself to marry her, but that 
a brother of his should come and espouse her in his name.5

Gianciotto was a man of great spirit, and hoped, after 
his father's death, to become lord of Rimini; in the contemplation 
of which event, albeit he was rude in appearance and a cripple, 
Messer Guido desired him for a son-in-law above any one of his 
brothers. Discerning, therefore, the reasonableness of what his 
friend counselled, he secretly disposed matters according to 
his device; and a day being appointed, Polo, a brother of 
Gianciotto, came to Bavenna with full authority to espouse 
Madonna Francesca. Polo was a handsome man, very pleasant 
and of a courteous breeding; and passing with other gentlemen 
over the court-yard of the palace of Messer Guido, a damsel 
who knew him pointed him out to Madonna Francesca through an 
opening in the casement, saying 8That is he that is to be your 
husband6; and so indeed the poor lady believed; and incontinently 
placed in him her whole affection; and the ceremony of the 
marriage having been thus brought about, and the lady conveyed 
to Rimini, she became not aware of the deceit till the morning 
ensuing the marriage, when she beheld Gianciotto rise from her 
side; the which discovery moved her to'such disdain, that she 
became not a whit the less rooted in her love for Polo.
Nevertheless, that it grew to be unlawful I never heard, except 
in what is written by this author (Dante), and possibly it might 
so have become; albeit I take what he says to have been an 
invention framed on the possibility, rather than anything which 
he knew of his own knowledge. Be this as it may, polo and 
Madonna Francesca living in the. same house, and Gianciotto being 
gone into a certain neighbouring district as governor, they fell 
into great companionship with one another, suspecting nothing; 
but a servant of Gianciotto6s noting it, went to his master and 
told him how matters looked; with the which Gianciotto being 
fiercely moved, secretly returned to Rimini; and seeing Folo 
enter the room of Madonna Francesca the while he himself was 
arriving, went straight to the door, and finding it locked 
inside, called to his lady to come out; for, Madonna Francesca 
and Folo having descried him. Polo thought to escape suddenly 
through an opening in the wall, by means of which there was 
a descent into another room; and therefore, thinking to conceal 
his fault either wholly or in part, he threw himself into the 
opening, telling the lady to go and open the door. But his 
hope did not turn out as' he expected; for the hen of a mantle 
which he had on caught upon a nail, and the lady opening the 
door meantime, in the belief that all would be well by reason 
of Folo'8s not being there, Gianciotto caught sight of Polo as 
he was detained by the hem of the mantle, and straightway ran 
with his dagger in his hand to kill him: whereupon the lady, to 
prevent it, ran between them; but Gianciotto having lifted the 
dagger,' and put the whole force of-his arm into the blow, there came 
to pass what he had not desired— namely, that he struck the dagger 
into the bosom of the lady before it could reach Folo;



by xtiiicli •accident> being as one who had loved the lady better 
than himself, he withdrew the dagger, and again struck at Polo, 
and siexf him;- and so leaving them both dead, he hastily went 
his xvay and betook him to his wonted affairs: and the next 
morning the two lovers, ; with many tears, were buried together 
in the same -grave. $ '  ̂ ■■■ .

"Dante:has been the poetic inspiration for subsequent literary: ■
. treatments of ' the Paolo-Francesca, story, while Boccaccio has supplied the
:v lilot details Of' the story’’which: have baddweVtfaditiohal*',-:;"
. , . The main plot elements of the Paolo-Francesca tradition may be

outlined as followst ' ' . : '' -f'' ■; '
V V:' 1»: fhe marriage is' afrhnged. x<rithout' the previous meeting of the 

. principals*. -I y. - : "" . ' ' . , ■
The prospective groom is unattractive. • .

3, • A handspme young mah, related in some way to the groom,
’ - serves as proxy in the marriage negotiations. :

. ' ■ 4 .  The prospective bride feels a' strong attraction to the man
/ : 1 'Whom she supposes to be her future, husband. . " '
' 3:, The girl is married to the unattractive man* • ■ ■ v:’
..... /’ 6«■' A love .affair ensues betv/een .the wife and the young proxy. .

7. The husband learns of the affair. : : : ■
■ " 8. The husband feels murderous rage.

These main plot elements, though glveh varied treatment, may
be clearly traced in the four plays examined here. 1

,I ' * 1.,. ̂ Gioyattni- Boccaccio,; Gommentary on the Divine Comedy,, trans, . ■
heigh Hunt in Stories from the Italian’ Poets,.the New Universal Library 
edn, (London,-New York, h.'d,), pp. 269-271. 1 •



II ■ •
THE AUTHORS AND THEIE PLAYS 
Boker - Francesca da Rimini - 

George Henry Boker (1823”1890), son of a. Philadelphia banker, 
studied law after his graduation from Princeton, but he soon turned from 
it to an earlier interest, literature. Later, he served in the Union 
League of Philadelphia, which greatly aided in buildingcUnion morale 
. during the Civil ffar. From 1871 to 1878, Boker had a diplomatic career, 
first as Minister to Turkey and then as Minister to Russia.

Boker was known as a poet during his own lifetime, largely through 
his patriotic poetry, written during and shortly after the Civil liar, and 
his volume. The Book of the Dead, written to vindicate his father’s me
mory. However, Boker’s true value as a poet and especially as a sonnet
eer, whose only equal among Americans is perhaps Longfellow, was. not 
widely recognized until after the publication, in 1929, of Sonhets, A 

Sequence on Profane Love. These sonnets, edited by Edward S. Bradley, 
whose biography of Boker, published in 1927, is the standard one, had 
remained in manuscript until this time.

In an unauthorized production, Boker8s first play, Calaynos, a 

blank verse tragedy with a medieval setting, had a long run in London in 
1849; in 1851 and in 1855, it was acted at the Walnut Street Theatre in , 
Philadelphia.;' . His other plays produced professionally were The, Betrothat, - 
a romantic comedy with a medieval Italian setting; The World A  Mask, a 
social satire with a contemporary London setting; Leonor da Guzman, a 
blank verse tragedy which Bradley rates next to Francesca da Rimini; The 
Bankrupt, a prose melodrama; and, of course, Francesca da Rimini.

5



■ Boker wrote other plays, whicU for one reason or another, were 
never produceti. on the stage. Anne Boleyn and The Widow's Marriage, a 
tragedy and a comedy, respectively, x<rere published during his lifetime; 
Hydia and Glaucus. both based on Bulwer5s hast Bays of Pompeii, were 
neither published nor produced during Boker s lifetime, but Dr. Bradley 
edited Hydia, which he described as "finely proportioned, intense, 
beautiful,11 for a 1929 edition.

1 Boker was following a literary trend of his times when he chose 
to write on romantic subjects. In poetry, Poe dealt with the supernatural 
hongfellow utilized Indian legends and other romantic material; Tennyson 
reworked the Arthurian vein with Idylls of the King. Such English 
novelists as Ainsworth and Bulwet, such French novelists as Dumas and 
Hugo, and such American novelists as Cooper and Simms all showed the 
influence of Sir Halter Scott in their romantic novels with historical 
backgrounds and/or exotic settings. Such American playwrights as 
Robert Montgomery Bird and Nathaniel Barker Willis had had their romantic, 
blank verse tragedies successfully produced before Boker tried his hand 
in the genre with Calaynos, Leonor de Guzman, and Francesca da Rimini.

Bradley states that young Boker and his father often went to the 
theatre. Boker/s imagination, as well as his interest in the drama, must 
have been stirred at an early age by such performances, described by 
Charles Godfrey Leland, as Edwin Forrest8s in Metamora and Fanny Kemble6s 
in Beatrice. Leland, with whom Boker grew up, further reported of these 
boyhood days that "Boker and I, from reading Don Quixote and Scott, used 

to sit for hours improvising legends of chivalry and marvelous romances."



: : ; V'V' 7
Bradley lists Boccaccio as being among the authors whoxn Boker read- at' 
Brinceton, and when he was only twenty, Boker composed "A Sonnet, on 
Sending a lady a Copy of the Bivine Comedy,n indicating that by this time 
he had read Dante, The inspirational seeds, then, for the play,which 
Bradley describes as “the most impassioned and dramatic of Boker“sworks, 
as well as his greatest,” were sown a good many years before the harvest
in 1853 when Boker, in the amazingly short period of nineteen days, wrote

■ ■ ' 1 ' . - ■ . •• Francesca da.Rimini, ,
Bdker*s Francesca da Rimini takes place “around 1300.“ In Act I,

Scene 1, Fepe, Malatestass Fool, announces %  better joke of Uncle
Malafesta*s than any I e'er uttered. , .He means to marry Mnciotto*“
The company of noblemen in the palace garden begin to laugh with the Fool
at the “joke,M but they are immediately put to silence when Paolo,
i.anciofto *s younger brother, rails out: ,

, , ,i3hat tongue dare echo yon fool8s laugh'/. .
1'll strike the.dearest friend among ye all,
Beneath my feet, as if he were a slave, ■ _
Who dares insult my brother with a laugh.1 Tl.i.51,53-55J
Banciotto, Malatesta's eldest son and a captain in his armies,

has as his earliest memory the sight of his nurse's husband “hacked to

death by the fierce edge of these Ghibelins,M He believes that his mission
in life was foretold on that occasion: ,

. . .My distracted nurse 
Stooped down^ and paddled in the running gore. . ,

. . ,and with her dripping hand 
Three times she signed me with the holy cross.

. , .Thus she spake,
“May this spot stand till Guido's dearest blood

, Be mingled with thy own."’ The soldiers say,

V  Biographical information about Boker may be found in Edward 
gculley Bradley's George Henry Boker, .(Philadelphia, 1927).



la the close battle, when my wrath is up, ■
The dead man6 s blood f lames on my vengeful brow 

V : 1 ;Vln.ke^a.^d-planet.. V  :
: . . . .it shaped my earliest thought.

And it will shape my last. • |l.ii. 47-48, 51-58, 61-60 /
Now when ’his father tells him, who never intended to marry, have
chosen the fairest wife in Italy for ,you:J‘tLanciottp ■replieSj ■ MSir»; 1.;.;;
youstretch paternal privilege too far, to pledge my hand wlthout my
own consent, ** and when he learns that his bride-to-be is Francesca, ■ '
the daughter of Guido of Ravenna, the man whom he hates above all others,
he exclaims,"By heaven,•it shall not'be* My blood shall never mingle
with his race.H His father, wryly putting a different interpretation
on the.old nurse’s words,; replies, "According to your nurse8s prophecy,■
fate orders it.'", He reminds Lanciotto that "You brave gentlemen, so fond

: of knocking out poor people’s brains, in time must come, to have your
own knocked out ? Stoat,, then, if. , ,our house die out for lack of princes?
Lanciptto -1ells him,, "Wed my brothers: They*11 rear you sons. I 'll slay
you enemies, and continues in a prophetic vein, Paolo and Francesca,®
Note their namest they chime together like sweet marriage-bells. A
proper match, . .,l But commanding “No more: I'll have it so!" Malatesta

leaves, 'his son, who laughs bitterly: • ' ' .
; 1, the great twisted monster of the wars.

The brawny cripple, the herculean dwarf,'. ,
, * ,1 be.a bridegroom! Heaven, was I not cursed

More than enough. When thou didst fashion me
■.... ■ To be a type of ugliness. „ „

' ■ . . .  j » .Must I further bear f
1 The sidelong shuddering glances of a.wife? Si.xi, 125-126,128-130 

4: V 'i:
His soliloquy is inferrupfed by the entrance of Pepe, who 

tauntingly tells hanciotto that the funeral knell, which,rings out at 
this time, has been ordered by’Pepe instead of the marriage .bells that '



he has been instructed by Malatesta to tell the sexton to play.
Lanciotto seizes Pepe:. "Varlet, have you no bones to risk their breaking?

The bells then begin to peal joyiully of the approaching marriage, but

Pepe refuses the florin offered by Lanciotto in remorse for his violence:

My wit is merchandise^ but not my honour. « ,
Cousin, you laid your hand upon my coat-- 

■ *Twas the first sacrilege it ever knew-- «
And you shall pay it. ; p.ii, 188,193-1941

At this, lanciotto laughs, nHa! you bluster well. . .Pepe, if I should
strike you on the cheek--thus, gossip, thus (strikes him) what would

you then demand?” Pepe replies, “Your life.115 and lanciotto continues

to laugh, but when he has left the room, Pepe ominously promises, "Era

I'm done, you'll curse as heartily, you limping beastI”

Paolo walks in as lanciotto is gazing at his dagger and

contemplating suicide during a gloomy soliloquy; seizing Lanciotto*s

hand, Paolo chides Mm:

] , .Dare you bend ^
Your wicked hand against a heart 1 love?

. I heard the bells of Rimini, just,now,
Exulting o'er your coming marriage-day,
While you conspire to teach them gloomier sounds.

' • E.iii. 40-41,63’
But Lanciotto replies that he is wretched, that the knell rung at 
Pepe's bidding is a bad omen, as is his sword *s "leaping" to the floor 
and oozing.blood at his utterance of Francesca's name. Paolo goes to 
the hall, looks at the sword, reports that there is no blood, and that 
if the sword is an omen, it is a good one, "looking. . .like a blessed 
cross.n He urges Lanciotto to “go trim yourself for the young bride," 

but Lanciotto confesses his inner anguish at his being a cripple: "Can 
you, who are a miracle of grace, feel what it is to be a wreck like me?"



M o l o  declares: : ■  :: •1:-':; v„ : r/V-
' Could I change with you—

My graces for your nobler qualities-- 
'' “' Your.'- strength, your courage, your: renown--’by heaveri, ' .•

. We'd e'en change persons, to the 'finest hair. „ „
" Go to Ravenna, , wed your bride, and lull . \ ;
Your cruel delusions in domestic peace. ..

, %jrdmen- admire' you heroesRusty, sages, ' ■ ■
Pale poets, and scarred warriors, have been • .«

v . : : ■ Their idols‘ever* iii.;- 148-151,157-158,161-16^

Lanciotto is horrified at the idea, of goirtg to Ravennat ^
l 6d be a new-come monster, and exposed ■ ; r
To curiohs wonder. . ' ■

I will not go.
To please you all, 1 811 marry; but to please 
The wonder-mohgers of Ravenna, . V  

; v,; , ' '  : You shall go vi/-- iXy 7 ^
. To bring Francesca, and you811 speak of me, / -

Hot as I ought to be, but as 1 am. ;■ : ' . ' . .
.• If she draw backward, give, her rein; and say

That neither Guido nor herself shall feel ,,(
■ ■. The weight of my displeasure. , . y ■ :

And,, dear, Paoio,, if. she please your eye; ■ '
: ■. .And move your heart to anything like love, - ;
• l?ed. her yourself. , , p. iii. 168-169,176-184,189-19i!
Paolo laughs, "That is right,1 Ply me with jokes!" and assuring

his brother that "an .empress, y .were honoured by your hand," he urges

Lanciotto to "look up!" Dejectedly, Lanciotto replies, "I cannot:
Heaven has bent me down,"but nevertheless, Paolo has cheered his

- spirits, and when Halatesfa and Pepe come in, Pepe is surprised to see
Lanciotto smile. When'Halatesta tells his eldest son that the train-is
waiting to accompany him to Ravenna, Lanciotto-declares that he is not
going. Halatesta asks why not,.and Paolo quickly answers that it would

be dangerous to send Lanciotto, Pyour.greatest captain, hope of all the
: Guelfs. '* .Lanciotto would be a precious hostage. , ,T go there in.his

place." Malatestais pleased with this plan and says that he will send



a letter, with Paolo, but Pepe tails the story of Vulcan’s: sending :

■ Mercuryt ). ' ' . ■ . .. -va'’ : ; "; V >" ■ " . - .

To fetch dame Venus, from a rosip in heaven, 1 . .
: , Well, they were long in coming, as he thought, . /
•: ■ ,'Mete epmes. the moral. . in a little while,  ̂ '
■ Vulcan grew proud, beeause.'.he - saw’ plain aigns/' . '' ' \ v.:
. .' That he should be a- father, . . , .

His brat. was born; but then--hoI 'ho.1-.-the brat 
.; • ; IHad' winigs‘ upon his heels;: 'and .thievish ways, . ;
; ■/ And a vile squint, like errant Mercury's, a : >: ■ ' ' ,

ttiich honest Vulcan could not understand;-- 
Can you! \ |:«diil;'250-:251,254-256,259-265''V :
Pahlo is furious with Pepe, who, undaunted, tells Paolo that if 

he has:no picture of Lanciotto,to show the bride, he might show her the

elephant in the fatoily scutcheon, and say, ?*Here.,s Lanciotto in our ; ■

heraldry.611 Paolo furiously strikes Pepe, who promises to himself,
..another" lifeOfor ;thati*l-,.:.'-:i ;v ■ ■ ■ :

- ; .hv;.Act ,11 opens in Pvayenna;.: Guido da. Polenta refuses - to listen to

the Cardinal, who thinks it erUelto send Prancesca to Rimini; when 

Ritta, Francesca/s maid, begins a remark about Count Lanciotto, Guido : 

takes her,aside' and promises in a semi-comical:Scene to Mbpil her in 

i a pot1' if she says anything to Francesca about her husband-to-be* . A 

letter arrives from Malatesta, informing Guido that Paolo is coming % q . 

f etch -Francesca back to. Rimini,, - ' Francesca: protests against the marriage 

arranged by her father: 'T do not like this marriage. . .to he given

away like a fine horse or falcon, to a man whose face I never saw.,ie •
Guido reminds her; “A. prince8s child cannot' choose husbands, Bdr '
'desires must. aim,,, not' at:'herself, but at the public good,u ' Francesca 

' 'acguiescesa - but pleads with her father to tell her what manner of man 

Lanciotto is. Guido, who has seen/Lanciotto.in battle, replies, “YouE11 

know ere long, I could not alter him to please your taste,.*1 .



Fearful that.Francesca will not go through with the betrothal if she 
learns that Lanciotto is an ugly cripple, Guido decides to deceive her 
into thinking that the handsome Paolo is the man chosen to be her 
husband. "Get her to Rimini by any means," he tells the Cardinal, "and 
1 shall be content. The fraud cannot last longj but long enough to win
her favor to the family.14 The Cardinal remonstrates with him:

sTis a dull trick, , .
Thou hadst informed Francesca of the truth.
And said, now daughter, choose between 
Thy peace and all Ravenna's, who that .
Knows the constant nature of her noble heart 
Could doubt the issue?. . .
Treachery with enemies is bad enough, - - •
With friends *t is fatal, jjll.ii. 12-19,28-2{g

Guido, however, refuses to give up his plan of fraud, even when Francesca
comes in, penitently saying?

: I will wed the Count,
he he whate'er he miy. , , ,

. . .I've weighed it all,—
'Twixt hope and fear, knowledge and ignorance,—  ■" . „
And reasoned out my duty to. your wish. . * yll. ii. 66-7%

Guido's conscience bothers him somewhat”"'This is too much! If she
would rail a while at me and fortune, it could be endured"”-but when
the cavalcade approaches from Rimini, he lets her think that the Count
"upon the dapple-gray61 is Lanciotto. Francesca confides to Ritta, "Is .
that not glorious. . ,to see a cavalier sit on his steed with such
familiar grace,11 Ritta, bound to secrecy* tries to minimise this
favorable first impression by saying that it doesn't seem much to her,
but Francesca continues, noticing the "minstrels thronging round the

Count,16 that "the soul that feeds itself on poesy is of a quality more
fine and rare, than Heaven allows the ruder multitude. « .If that's the
gentleman my father chose, he must have picked him out from all the world.



Sheri Paolo is presented to Guido and Francesca, he strengthens, by his 
courtly compliments, her initial attraction to him:

, .1 need not ask, my Lord,
Where bides the precious object of my search$ ■
For 1 was sent to find the fairest maid 
Ravenna boasts, among her many fair* , ,
I blush to bear so rich a treasure home,
As pledge and hostage of a sluggish peace;
For beauty such as hers was meant by Heaven 
fo spur our race to gallant enterprise.
And draw contending deities around
The dubious battles of a second Troy, jlil.ii. 137-140,143-148§
After Faolo6s departure, Guido, not entirely pleased, even though 

his plan is working smoothly, mutters, "Hang your deputies! I 611 never 
woo by proxy,” and Francesca is puzzled by his remark, Ritta's love for 
Francesca proving stronger than her fea|, of Guido, she tells her mistress 
that ‘’he who looked so fair, and talked so sweet, who rode from Rimini
upon a horse of dapple-gray, and walked through yonder gate, is not Count

Lanciotto, ” % e n  Francesca hears’ this, she despairs that if this is true, 
she is "more abused— more tricked, -more trifled with, more played upon, . . 
than anything, suspected of a heart, was ever yet.n

Ritta confesses to Guido that she has told Francesca that Paolo is 
Lanciotfco Ss proxy; Guido, in an aside confession that Ritta is his own 
illegitimate daughter, tells her that she is safe from the pot this time, 
but warns her not to say anything of Lanciotto to Francesca. The habit 
of deceit is strong in him, and when Francesca, seeing him look downcast,
can not find it in her heart to chide him as she intended, but instead
asks his forgiveness for doubting M s  wisdom, he still will not admit his 
fraud, but assures her, ”1 was as ignorant of Count Paolo8s coming as 
yourself. The brothers are so alike,11 Francesca, hearing this, momen
tarily hopes that Ritta might have been mistaken about the identity of



the Count, but a servant announces Paolo by name, and she laments to 
herself:-. "Misery.* That name was not Lanciottol"' Her father has dis
illusioned her: '■ '

, I could not look‘ M m  in the fade again 
.. . With the old faith, . . . . v-''

: . . ,1 could not trust—  "v - ' v;--; 7;,
Strive as I might--my happinesss to him, /-

1 once did* , .*.■ . ,
Saintsj; no5 The gold that gave my life away , ;; :-V
Might even then .be rattling in his purse,

■ Warn from the buyer *s -hand. ■ .'' v- -v -'hi 'v
iforse ; cahnbt f all me. Though my husband lack '
it parent’s tenderness, he yet may have .
Faith, truth, and honour, . ,
bet me away to Rimini. gl.ill. -87-88,-9'o-92,96-98,106- 
Fad lo comes in just as she: breaks into hears; she charges him: y

. "They -tell''itte: you; are' love - s commi s sioner, a kind of broker in the •■trade..- 
of hearts: Is it your usual business?*’ He protests that he did hot think 
nto hear you.underrate your. Own importance, by dishonouring me. . „1 am 
somewhat hurt. . „8T is not because 1 suffer from the jest, but that your 

lips should deal it,1- and she further- charges: "Compliments appear to be 
the staple of your speech. You. ravish one with courtesy." He answers,
"If I compliment, It is not from habit, but.because'I thought your face 
deserved my homage-as its due, . .yet you are not pleased," She returns, 
that since lanciotfo, in the place he should have, filled, sends- a go-between, 
"How can the sender, or the person sent, please overmuch?M He reveals his

love for, her when he confesses, "Heaven, bear .me ■ witness how my traitpr y
.heart has fought against my duty; and how off T have wished myself in 
lanciotf o *s place, or him. in mine, “ but when she replies, “You riddle,11 

he answers, ,.HDo I? Well, let- it remain unguessed. H . - ': . v ' :

: :,;1. ‘-'-■:Mofivated;by his.-loVd; fpr'his1' brother, he, too evades her questions 
as to Lanciotto*s person, praising instead Lanciotto6s character and . '



' as ' a j - .-IR :this 'same'.speech,': he foreshadows what is to /
come by admitting that, although he thinks Lanciotto is perfection,

. v. , Dtheps 'may, ,fhink̂ ,̂̂  'hrothet,. over-nice': r ■ - ■
tlpon: the point of honduri over-keen .. .

; To take offence inhere no offence is meant; ■ ; ■ •
' ; ' A thought too pirodigal of human life, \

Holding it naught, when weighed against a wrong; • ' .
. . ..with a certain gloom of temperament
ttoen. thus di s tar bed,, that makes him terrible _ : ;
And rash in. action. ... j|l.iii» 126-130S133"135J

Francesca, telling him that she has noticed .t*an,ovef-care£tilnesArAh: . 1: .ii:
choosing words both in my father and his nearest friends, when speaking
of your brother,11 says, "From you I look for perfect frankness. Is there

naught withheld?" He chides himself in an aside;
. /.-'V Q, ■ ,base temptation! What if I betray ■ - • i’-’ '

' y ''/: h. ■. His, crippled, person-,-iŝ tate..'hi®' iitiP'-'” - : 'l'7 ’iv
' Laugh at his hip, his back, his sullen moods ■ :/y-

. Of childish superstition?— tread his heart
■ Under my feet, to climb into his place?-- ' .
Use his own warrant ’gainst himself; and say,

. Hecanse: 1 loved her,, and misjudged your jest, -r.
: Therefore I stole her? ill.ill» i53-16(Q
Francesca interrupts hlsreverie; "This is strange. , .1 ask a simple 
gnestibn, and straight you start to one side,, and mntter to yourself, v .
It appears to me that I have been singled as a common dupe by every one."

He replies, ’Bll that nQr honouriealls for 1 have.said," and she agrees to 
be betrothed by him at Ravenna in his brother6s name, for, ’.Unless I v
greatly err. Heaven made your breast the seat of honest thoughts.n Paolo
then feels that "at heart I have betrayed my brother’s trust, Francesca’s 
openly. Turn where I. will. ; ,1’ see a traitor." ■

. In Act III, Paolo and Frabcesca, along with.Guido, and attendants,
arrive in Rimini, The .hypocrisy of both Guido and Malatesta Is ironically 
shown whenj although both pledge their warm regards for each other and their



16
intentions to keep the truce, Malatesta schemes with one of his captains 
to show off the strength of his army and conceal the weaknesses, and Guido 
in an aside instructs one of his knights to draw a plan showing the 
Weaknesses of Rimini*8 defenses,

' Lanciotto, seeing Francesca "start and pale" when she first sees 
him, tells her, %ow that you have seen me, and conversed with me, if . 
you object to anything in me; go, I release you," #ien Francesca asks,
"But &avenna!s peace?" hanciotto promises, "Shall npt be periled,h But 
Guido steps behind Francesca and warningly whispers, "Trust him not, my
child!, , -,He'd rather fight than wed, . .Stand firm for poor Ravenna!"
She asks Lanciotto, ,$Eould you cast me off?, . .The rites were half 
concluded ere we met." When he then asks, "Meeting, would you withdraw?" 
and she replies, "Ho," he exclaims:

.» . ,a choice like thine 
Implies such love as woman never felt. , »
Lady, I 6il worship thee! 1^11 line thy path 

: Ifith suppliant •'kings!,. .
"•There’s no such love as mine alive in man.
From every corner of the frowning earth,
It has been crowded back into my heart, _
How, take it all! §11, ii:, 251-252,255"256,268-271

Francesca, in an aside, feels as did FaolpXbefore her, that she is a traitor
Thus 1 begin the practice of deceit,
Taught by deceivers, at' a fearful cost. . ,
llhere it will end, heaven knows; but I-- .
1 have betrayed the noblest heart of.all! _

gll.iii. 293-294,297-29^}
At the beginning of Act IV, Lanciotto has begun to doubt whether

Francesca loves him:
It cannot be that 1 have duped myself.
That my desire has:played into the hand ■ ' ;
Of: my belief. . .
#e palm more frauds upon our simple selves 
Than knavery puts upon us. . .



' ... / Foi?, siH :iber -dainty: she never says, : . .
Frankly, I love thee, =, ... . . .. • -v v '

1 -'I V V ; I':.'; ;, . But -sbe clings: to #e,;. ; . .
... ; M. the lesast hint of parting. Ah? $T is sweet,
_ . . : ' ■ Sweater than slumber to the lids of pain , - f
,:i; ' ' To fancy that _a shadow of true love .. ■ " '' ;' - v .

/'May ' Tall oh this :Ghd-stricke^moul'd of woe. . , / ^  ;
'  ̂ Shall..1;.turn5Off. and diel. gVvil-5,l8-1913:-36t4§ ' 1 ' '
. Eepe comes in, declaring that he is a. troubadour, s,a ballad-monger of ,
.■Iftohgrel, ballads, n and when Banciotto; agrees to listen to his song, Pepe
sings what' he calls n*Th'e Babels Confession, * written"just before his '' ; ■ ,

: father strangled him .I1 Banci o 11 o is advised that the song5‘has a moral -

.fathers should regard--^ black-haired d,pg breeds not a red-haired cur,

.■Treasure this knowledgeyou1 re about to wive. * • Lanciotto seizes Pepe11 s .
cap, warns him, °There lies your cap, the emblem that protects your head
from chastisement. »:.Let me tell you, fool, no man e’er lived to make a -

second j.estvatime .before your time. ‘ t'e.p.e in turn warns Banciotto, ,**!■ 11
.Work you harm! . 1811 do you mischief, manIs - and Lanciotto promises to hang ' .
him.if he does. Pepe prophetically replies, ;’Siell, cry quits, cry quits!
Till stretch your heart, and. you,my neck, ' i

Making one:more.effort to discover whether Francesca is at least 
free,to learn to love him, lanciotto questions Paolo: %hen at Ravenna,.. 
did. ybU eyer hear of any romance in Francesca’s life? .A, love-tilt 
. gallantry, or 'anything'that might.'have touched her, heart? ” Wien Paolo ■
answers,..hi,think her.heart as-virgin as her hand,w lanciotto expresses •
hope that he may win. her, . but with sudden intuition, he adds, "Perhaps 
she loves you.S! Paolo exclaims, "Me, Lanciotto. , .hhat,; love--she love-- 
yet marry you!n. Lanciotto observes,'ajt moves you much,15 but Paolo assures 

him, "You have such' wild,,conjectures!".' lanciotto, admitting that he. loves 
.Francesca;,asks Paolo to ’help' me woo. . .Tutor me in the best .arts of



amorous strategy.H Paolo answers humorously, but ironically, ‘‘-Conquer
for yourself. Two captains share one honour. « „!fhat if I ask to share
the spoils?"”1 . -

Paolo is sent to escort Francesca.to church for the marriage
ritesj Francesca, after admitting that she has had a sleepless night,
charges him:

So, Count Paolo, you have come, hot haste,
To lead me to the church--to have your share
In my undoing; And you came, in sooth, •
Because they sent you? jjlF.ii. 138-14l|

Paolo rejoins that he does not understand this scorn, and that the next
time she is called, he will send a lackey, When Francesca says, "1 have
angered you," he answers that he would not appear low and contemptible to
her. When she asks why not, he warns;

„ . .if you press me further, I will say 
A word to madden you.--Stand still! 
you stray around the margin of a precipice.

- . . .Beware, beware!
Lest this unholy fascination grow 
Too strong to conquer! jjtP.ii, 150-52,159-16yj

He urges her, "Come!" and she, weeping, charges, "Count, you are cruel!"
Be answers, !l0! no, 1 would be kind. But now, while reason over-rides
my heart, and seeming anger plays its braggart part, in heaven’s name,
come!" When Francesca asks, "Is it your wish this marriage should proceed?*
and Paolo replies, "It is," she declares, "You shall not take my hand:

I'll walk alone^-now, and forever!" Eitts observes the scene, and sadly
comments;.

. , .it is as plain as day—
She loves Paolo!♦ « .
And now she’s walking through the chapel-door.
Her bridal robe above an aching heart, 
pressed up for sacrifice.. . .

;.v;. - (iv,ii. 171-172,177-17# V r ; .



After the marriage, Malatesta urges Lanciotto to kiss the bride, 
for ,fwe are all. mad to follow you*” Pepe observes, siLord, he’ dbn6t like 
it», , , He backs at the first step. Does- he not know his trouble6s just 
begun?” Lanciotto in an aside,mourns, "I felt her body tremble. . .And 
then she turned a sickly, miserable look on pallid Paolo, and he shivered, 
too!!1 He then questions Paolo, who denies that he knows the "secret of 
francesca’s grief." Lanciotto charges, "Count Paolo, let me say, you 
look much like a full-convicted thief!. . . You deceive me, sir: You and 
that lady have a devil’s league to keep a devil’s secret*" Paolo tries 
to calm him, to send him to his bride, but Lanciotto declares, "Until I 
go to her, with confident belief in her integrity and candid love, 1611 
shun her as a leper. “ Just at this moment, a messenger comes in with the 
report that the Ghibelins have attacked (Guido declares, "1 have no hand 
nor heart in this new trial, 61 and while Malatesta in an aside expresses 
disbelief, he tells Guido to remain in Rimini.), Despite protests from 
his father and Paolo’s offer to take his customary place as leader of the 
army, Lanciotto takes advantage of this opportunity to escape to camp. 
Paolo stands in his path as if to stop him; Lanciotto brushes him aside 
with a brush, "Out of my way, thou juggler!" and departs with his knights 
and soldiers.

Act 7 opens in the garden of the Malatesta castle; Pepe, observing 
Paolo, Francesca, and Ritta entering the garden, hides behind the bushes. 
Shea Paolo seats himself in an arbor to read, Francesca calls Ritta aside 
and tries to get her to go back to the castle. She makes every pretext 
she can think of: Ritta-looks ill; Ritta is restless when Paolo reads; 
Ritta should finish her new embroidery.



J ' a o : '

. Ritta firmly refuses to leave Francescaes side until she is just as firmly 
ordered to. do so; even then, she leaves reluctantly, warningly: .,{1 know 
Paolo loves you. . .more than brother should, * .you love him, too, ■> >'
I $ve said it!,^ . . beware! . Back," while you may!" Francesca, with a . 
great show of indignation, sends Ritta away weeping, but feels some - 
sympathy for the girl and admits to herself the truth.>of Pitta's 

^suspicion; ' ' ' '1' \ - -: ■ ' i . ■ ■i'-: : ■.r.h

Boor girl™ - but x̂ ere she all the world to me, " ' f...'.:. .
And held my future in her tender' grasp, . , ; . : • : ; .  .
l^d cast her off without a second thought, _ '4 , .

■: loysavage' deaths yforidear Baplo*s sake! ■. g/’.i.- 101-104|
y'-'Baolo' finds the place .in the romance where they last left:off; 

reading--*/-sat Guehevra and.Sir 'fcanceloth™-and suggests that they 
' follow the romance by sitting upon a bank, also. Before he begins to 
. read, he lays aside his dagger with the: words; 5In thoughts of love, w e 111 
lay our weapons' by," When he reaches the place in the romance where "she 
'smiled;' he kissed her full upon thh mouth, " Paolo kisses Francesca, ahd̂  ■ ■ 
starting up and dashing down the book,: deelafes in Dantees words, "I'll 
read ho more! He confesses his love: "0, heaven! 1 struggled, with it, ' 
but it mastered.me!» .fyl' prayed, ;1 wept, v, .And every tear rolled 1 
backward on my heart, to blight arid poison,8"' When Francesca: asks, "Dost \ 
thou regret?" he replies, "The love? No, no! I'd dare it all again. . , ‘ 
for thai one kiss, . .Here, on the ’brink of ruin, we two stand; lock hands 
with me, and brave the fearful plunge!" Francesca throws herself into hid 

arms, declaring passionately: h ! : ' h.’:'. . .. . \
Ll;!.'.:;':' '̂ I yy-!;

Body and soul. The women of our clime _  : . ;
- Do never give away but half a heart: ' ’ -'-v ; ’ '

' : , . .When I saw, thee first :; -I; V : VV.:;  ̂h iy
yi: l.i:ding, alone-vamid:;a.::thousand m e n ! ' i  '.:



:■, And Guido da Polenta S&id to me, :r ■
^Daughter, behold they husband!!5 with a bound 

■ .My heart went forth to meet thee, . . . . - . .
: ■ .v • ' V. ; - -  " l r . 1 .  1 8 3 - 1 8 5 ^ 1 8 7 - 1 8 8 ^  /

: .$he' lov'ers know the. dangers they are risking, but Francesca declares,
;ilGom@j love? The present whispers joy to us; we811 hear the voiceless 

future when its turn arrives,11 and Faolo answers, "Thou art a siren. . . ■
.• 1 cannot tell what fate thou hast provided when the. song [is oser; 'but T-- . .
will venture, it.11 Bhen Paolo and Francesca go into the castle, Pepe ' ,
comes out from behind the bushes, mimicks Paolo8s words, E- $In thoughts 
of love, we‘IT lay our weapons by,1" and, picking up the dagger, mockingly 

[ adds., “That *s very, pretty? Heress its counterpart; In thoughts of hate> ".-:- . 
we’ll pick them up again? How for my soldier, now for crookbacked Mars?, . »
He’ll kill me? Yes: what then?. . .More blood will follow; like the royal '

sun, 1 shall go down in purple.st ; .
hanciotto,:at his camp, longingly fhihks that perhaps by now •

Paolo "forgives the wrong of my hot spleen. Perchance Francesca now ..
wishes me back," but dismissing these thoughts as "dreams?" he plans the 
next day’s campaign with a captain and sends a page with his sword to be 
repaired and his horse to be shod. Pepe, travel™stained and tattered, comes 
:in breathless, but gleeful. He has a. story to tell, but.■'first Lanciotto - % ', 
;^St ypwear?two:' oathst ■’"First, ' swear \to listen till the end. . ; .Mekt>[: sweaf 

to know the truth.'6! .lanciott0 sWears to listen for the jest’s sake, but 
mocks, "The truth of a foo1’s story’" But when Pepe'promises to tell the 
reason of the "strange glances. . .between Paolo and your lady wife," 

hahciottO' seizes him, crying,'"Bpeak? or I ’ll throttle you?"and when 
Lanciotto finally swears the last oath, Pepe tells him of the scene in 

the garden, ■ . • '



Infuriated, Lanciotto seizes Pepe, who.makes an unsuccessful 'attempt to 
stab him with Paolo's dagger, which Lanciotto seizes and plunges into Bepe,. „' 
Bepe gasps that Paolo, hired him to. murder Lanciotto; when lanciotto declares 
that he lies, Pepe with his dying breath declares, “He did, I say.6 I ’ll 

\ swear i t *. ..look' ''.at'' the' dagger, cousin"-Ugh! --good-night 5 “ Pepees 
possession of the dagger moves Lanciotto as Pepe"s story could not have;
“How didst thou get it?’, > ;p.speak to- mel .He cannot. , .1*11 stir, this
business till,1. find the truth?. ,, , lt is a silly lie, coined by yon base
villain with his last base breath." Me insists on having black Pluto, his 
horse, brought to him immediately. The captain, observes to a soldier, - 
“Do you mark: the spot of purple on his brow?" and, the. soldier replies, .■ 

:v«iheh Mbpd:::mast flow.«■,:̂ ::: :v ■: ;  ■ ' . . ■ , ;;.v>
\ In the last: scene, Paolo tells Francesca that he intends to leave
Eimi.nl, as he cannot % bear to. face the brother whom he has betrayed.

' Francesca ..pleads i;. '1 'pi"'.' V""'-''7 ':,v - 7:' ■':: . '''vl:- ■■. 1 ’ i '7: ■" V, : i-i v
Thou canst forsake me, then, : z

• ' To spare thyself a little bashful pain? ' " . 7 '
: - ■ Paolo, dost thou know what it is for me,' " 7 ;■ 1 ' '  ̂ v7 -

. .a dame of highest rank- —
; lb : ; l o s e ' w ' ' . : " : 7

' "' I:'; . . .Thou shalt, not go1?.- . - : 'X : -p
.. • 1*11 blazon it to all the world, :".v :
- "I'l, " Ere.:1 will lose'thee.;. ‘ . . v ■' - , ; 1. ^

;I will not live to bear it.. jjy.iii, 14-18,26,34-35,4^1 p., /:
But:conscience-stricken Paolo rejoins, "Die,--*t were best; *T is - 

the last desperate comfort of our sin. - . .Keep me today, and I will fly 
tomorrow"-steal from thee like a.thief." ■ .
, She continues, “Paolo--love. « .Kill me, but do not leave me, . .w.
and when she sees that she pleads in vain, begs, (just as Lahciotto comes 

up behihd. ,|h ’̂ ay, then, one kiss’?" " . : pi..: i'j. ' I 7



Lariciotto comes between them, saying, “Take it:. will be the 
last.5r !iThe last*” Francesca exclaims, and kisses Paolo, "so be it."
TJhen. Lanciotto cries, “Dare you these tricks before my very facet" she. 
answera,: h#hy not? live kissed him in the ' sight of heaven; are' you 

' above itt" ' ; :̂":v VP ■/'̂ i:';̂ "'':'"
./■:■]Lancliotto ■begs''them'to''deny thei'r guilt: "Deny it--'biit a word-- 

say, no. Lie, lie! And I "11 believe. , >Sill: neither of. you answer no- to 

metei: P But: aolo' 'answer s h v̂ ês'if: l^am^ ' Bht - she' has been bet fayed*' , so she
is innocent." Francesca, however; declares, ti$he guilt ia mine." And ' 
when banciotto further asks, Mlhat does your crime deserve?51 both answer 
■ 'Death. *1 .• Lariciotto returns, '#ell saldf '; you; Speak the law of Italy,'!. and 

turning to Fadlo, "Arid by the ddgger you designed for me in Pepe's hand; , . 
But to. this, Paolo:declares, "It is false! If you. received my dagger from 
his .hand,, he stole. ib:.:V .’baifciotto;exclaims, : r  :f,There,'. sweet, heaven, I knew!" 
and again pleads with them to lie to him about their guilt:

When Paolo refuses to do so,- 'Lanciotto attempts to stab himself 
with the dagger, but Paolo prevents him, ‘ Then Lanciotto tells Paolo;, "you 
have a sword, I but a dagger: see! I mean to kill you," • Francesca .whispers 
to Paolo to give the.sword to her, but he refuses, and tells Lanciotto he 
does not intend "to lift this wicked hand against thee." Lanciotto declares 

"Thou shalt-not die a.cbward,!' and stabs Francesca, but'although- Paolo 
draws his .- sword arid rushes at Lanciotto, love arid conscierice get .the better 
of Paolo ^ d  he throws his sword away, crying, lsI caixnot.'lfV'"' : : . ;
. Then Lanciotto, exclaiming, "Our honour, boyl" shahs his brother,

Francesca cries out,, tottering toward them, and falls. Paolo, who has also 

f allen, asks Lanciotto to help him to, her side. Lanciotto does so, .•Saying,'



■24
8tHa"ve I not done well?. „ .Cripple.® that9s something--cuckoldJ that is
damned! You blame me?” Both declare that they do not'. Lanciotto answers,
%ay God forgive you! We are even now; Your blood has cleared my honour,
and our nane shines to the world as ever.n Paolo dies in Francesca8s
ams, and she moans, %ilt thou go alone--without me?. . .Hay, I am better--
love, now— 0!n and she dies.

Aroused byFrancesca8scries, Halatesta, Guido, and attendants come.
in, Halatesta exclaiming, “O?. bloody spectacle! Where is thy brother?"
Lanciotto answers:

So Gain was asked. Gome here, old men!. . .
The blood of Guido mingled with our own,
As my old nurse predicted. . ,

- , , , .You two .
Began this tragedy, 1 finished it.
Here, by these bodies, let us reckon up
Our crimes together. |3hy, how still they lie!
A moment since, they walked, and talked, and kissed!
Defied me to my face, dishonoured me!
They had the power to do it then; but now 
Poor souls, who’ll shield them in eternity?
Father, the honour of our house is safe. ,
1 killed thy son for honours thou mayst chide.
0 God! I cannot cheat myself with words!

: 1 loved him more than honour— more than life—
This man, Paolo— this stark, bleeding corpse! “

' • (y.lii, 175,179-180,190-198,205-20%
Lanciotto, overcome.by his grief,,falls on Paolo’s body.



Crawford - Francesca Ja Rimini

Francis Marion Crawford (1854-1909), one of the most cosmopolitan 
American writers, was educated in Italy, America, England, and Germany; 
it is small wonder that his first ambition was to be a philologist, for 
tie studied about sixteen languages, one of which was Sanskrit„

Crawford is chiefly known as: a novelist; his more than forty novels 
are of the "cloak and dagger" variety with settings in America, England, 
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and the Far East, He stated in his essay.
The Novel: What It. Is, that his primary purpose was to amuse. Although 
he is not read widely today, that he was internationally successful in 

his aim id his own day is attested to by the fact that the French Academy.
'crowned two of his novels, Zoroaster (1885) and Harzlo<s Crucifix (1887), 
and that he was one of the six American novelists whose works comprise 
more than half of the translations into German during the twenty-four 
years preceding the first World War, : / ■ - - ■'

• Crawford's Dr. Claudius (1897), was a failure. That he had more 
success with Francesca da Rimini, written in French for Sarah Bernhardt, 
who played the title role in a London production in 1902, may be partially 
credited to that actress, but in a large measure, he was successful because 
he was eminently suited to write a play based upon this legend of medieval 
Italian aristocrats; Crawford, as a result of his own conversion to Catholi
cism, no doubt had insight into' the psychology of medieval religious f eeling 

The son of an Italian-trained sculptor^ he was born in Italy and received 
much of M s  education there. Although Crawford continued to do a great 
deal of traveling and to spend a few months almost every year lecturing



and working in the Onited States, he. made his home in Sorrento, Italy, 

after 1383.^
The time of Crawford's Francesca da Rimini is 1289, Act I opens 

in Francesca's room; her danghter Concordia, fourteen years old, looks out 
of a window and sees Francesca and her uncle Faolo walking together funder 
the bitter orange trees,,t . Her father enters the room. During the conver
sation, Giovanni asks his daughter whether Francesca ever speaks lovingly 
of him, i^hen Concordia, trying to remember, replies, "Oh, yes. Only the 
other day she was saying that you could ride any home that ever ran wild,66 
Giovanni is disappointed, Concordia adds that her mother fears him because 
"your eyes are dark and you frown,H and, prattling on, tells her father, 
to "look at me and smile, as Uncle Raolo does," When Giovanni replies,
"I never learned that trick, 1 cannot,Et Concordia insists, "Oh, yes, 
you can* Besides, my mothef loves it. She sometimes speaks of Uncle 

Faolo's smile, . «she thinks that I am like him*" This last thought 
disturbs Giovanni considerably; he turns his daughter's face to the light 
and gazes on her, finally deciding, "No, you are not like my brother Paolo,

Paolo, coming into the room at this time, declares that he wishes 
he were like Concordia, who has "her mother's eyes and her father's • 
fearless heart.5' Giovanni says that he Is no braver than Paolo, and 
Goncprdia adds, "Nor less gentle to those you love. Only your enemies 
fear you," Her father reminds her, "Why, just now you said--" and

Biographical information about Crawford may be found in The 
literary History of the United States. Spiller, et al», and The Literature 
of the American People, Quinn, et al.



Concordia laughingly interrupts, “Hush, father? That is their secret,H 
Shen Paolo uneasily asks, '%'hat secret, child?” Concordia replies, “Oh, 
nothing,“ and Paolo observes, "Life turns upon nothing," Giovanni agrees, 
“Yes. , .a word misunderstood, a glance, , Concordia, kissing him, 
adds, "A.kiss!" and Giovanni, "half aside,"mutters, "Even.that, , .Men 
have died for a kiss— or for mere desire of one." Concordia speaks of 
“the old songs” that "tell of men and women who died for love,15 and 
Giovanni bitterly declares, "There is another death besides that of the 
body. * .When a woman has wrung the life out of hope, she has strangled 
the breath out of the soul, too. Ten bodily deaths were better.n 
Concordia tries to cheer her fatheras spirits$ Paolo summarizes Giovannies 
blessings for him: "We are at peace. » .you are prosperous, . .you have a
sweet and loving daughter, one faithful brother, and the truest and 
gentlest wife in the world.” Giovanni agrees that Francesca, who has just 
come into the room, is "all that," but when Francesca says, "Thanks, my 
lord, 5‘ Giovanni complains, “My lord! The unceasing formality! The 
pitiless respect?” fflaen Francesca asksl ’What should I say?” and Giovanni 
tells her, "Gall me by my name— Giovanni," Concordia innocently adds to 
Giovanni’s pain by adding, "Or Gianciotto, as she often calls you."

Ihen Paolo and Concordia have left the room, Giovanni complains 
that he is never in Francesca s thoughts, Francesca advises him to "take 
me as I am,,l and reminds him that she has been %  faithful wife to you. . , 
a loving mother to your child. > .devoted to your interests. . .obedient to 
your wishes, dutiful, honest, modestly behaved." He admits all this; 
Francesca asks, "Have you not more than nine out of ten of your friends 
who are married? Shat more do you demand of your, , .wife?” Giovanni begs, 
nl ask a little tenderness. . .Just such a little as would make it hurt



you to call me Glanciotto-™John Cripple--as would make you feel that under 
myamour there is flesh and blood. ,, ." 111 eh Francesca asks, "Is that . 

all you ask?" and Giovanni replies, "That is all," Francesca gravely 
■promises, "From this day X: shall try not to hurt you as I have often donev15' 

Giovanni; breaks out, "Oh, it is hot the pain*. I would bear torture. . .if 

'.paih::cbuld .^uy>pf;;you :phe/;loyet %  -kissi "v'lbrattcesca replies:-that ■ hefis'^ 
"daring, indeed. . .1 have given you all I have, and still you want more. , . 
hovel, Have'you forgotten?11 Ehen he implores, "Can you not .forget?" she 
bitterly answefsj "I?. . .Forget.* Rivers of .years could not wash the , .
memory cledn, the flood of all eternal time could not drown it. . .Forget S ., 

that I was sold like a slave, cheated like a child, outraged like the ' "
last of women* Forget that when the bargain was struck between your.
;f ather-and’■minev.-. they' seuhvyoui; -brcff her indy bur ;:st ead- ras1 like a god; a|'v'v:;; ■■■, \ 
you are like a devil* . .Forget that on my wedding night you feigned an 
excuse to be away and came to me in the dark, hoping to.cheat me, meaning 
that my first day of wifehood;should show you to me in the gray dawn, too • 
late?. . . your brutal strength brtike my poor weakness, crushing but breath, 
sight and senser—when I breathed and felt again, it was too late. . .Forget? 
Not if a miracle could transform you now before my eyes to the incarnation 

of. all that you are not*'" " ,
. Giovanni asks her to "look at yourself, and doubt, if you dare, 

that a mah could give himself to death and destruction to possess you, 
whether you loved him or not," 'When he, .continues that"he is dying for . 
her, , .and thank God, resolved to die,H Francesca asks, "Of old-age?" 

and Gibvanni, playing with his dagger, warns her, "I shall bear your • '
mockery less bravely than your hate, " Scornfully, Franceses.asks,.;.;"if :l , b 
mock you, shall you shed tears?" and he promises, "No.' Blood!"



29
Giovanni drags’ M s  dagger, unseen by Francesca and holds it 

behind him, telling her, “Francesca, this last time, hear me, before we 
go down in darkness together," Francesca, realizing her danger, answers 
in a.dull voice of hbrror, “If you are,going to kill me, call a priest1—
I have somewhat to confess,iE but Giovanni, drawing her to him with his 
left hand and raising the dagger with his right behind her neck, replies, 
“No, your soul shall go with mine. . .1 will be your confessor, •. >M 
Ifhen he urges her to kids Mm, she springs back, crying, “I bate you!"
She sees the raised dagger, thrusts herself forward, grasps his hand 
with the dagger, and tries to place it against her breast, demanding,
"Set me free from the horror of my slavery, from the defilement of your 
hideous love! Strike,' strike, strike!” But Giovanni wrenches her hand 
away and steps back, exclaiming, “You would unman the Devil. I meant to 
kill you, 8'. He sets the dagger to his side, crying, “My blood be upon 

your head.6*1 but Francesca, with the exclamation, "Madman!" snatches, the 
dagger from his hand.:

Shen Giovanni has left her, Francesca meditates, "Merciful God!
What strange twin masters thou hast given to man. Love and Hate, Love so 
strong that it would murder what it loves, and hate so weak that it cannot, 
hear to see its object die." She shivers as she realizes, “He might have 
killed me in my mortal sin, , ." and although she believes that she and 
Paolo “dare only hope for life since death is the end of all hope," she 
yet'holds/love to be a "full bursting flood. . .of joy,M and asks herself, 
"Is any pain too much for that?" Paolo comes into the room, and the lovers 
reminisce about the day, “fourteen years ago today, that we sat together 

in this same room" reading the romance of Lancelot and Guinevere. Faolo 

recalls fourteen years of Italian political history that he has had no



share in making, but Francesca "can remember but one tiling, only- nne,' . ; 
v It is called Love,if She recalls the first day that she saw Fablol"from d ' :' 
my wihhw'at Saveima,' andhny'^womeh shid' t̂hah: is your ; husband8̂ -for -they 

. ' thought; you were, . . But .then you were not my husband, though 1 loved
. you already.. V' Vthey might: have married' me to one like you, ‘as- they said
Giovanni was, but he- could never have been you, and 1'should hever have : y

_ loved him, " lihen Pablo smilingly replies,' "Who' knows?K Francesca '

vehemently, replies, WI Know!' ' I have given my' soul8s salvation for ybuV .
If'we have had what no two lovers: ever had before us, it is because we y ‘yi
are made by God for one another, „ .predestined to bey joined' in spite, of .' ; ' .
man. * ' . though we have broken laws -and . commandments, we have been; / ■' ' tj i
■ intensely true and iaifhful in our love,.: as We shall, be to death." She ‘ ,

- ''' points out a page in the romance, reminding him, "If was this page that ''//' y ''
: ' won love8 s battle,' ' Sfhen we read how the mighty lover kissed Guinevere8 s ..:

softly smiling- lips--" and Paolo reenacts the scene of fourteen years agb'y ' 'v' 

by kissing her.
As they sit there with their memories, Concordia8s voice can be 

heard from the courtyard: "Go away. Go away, I tell you--you insolent 
• woman8H Paolo goes to the window as a woman’s voice screams, lvk mother6s 
curse on him, and all your evil house8 88’ Francesca expresses sympathy;when • ■ 
Paolo tells her that the cry has come from a mad woman. When she observes,
"It was not like the voice of a woman of the people,55 Paolo assures her. 

y. - "I should have said .it w a s . H e  adds that the woman, ’who 'had a child 

’ with’her; 'was wrapped ■ in a coarse brov/h cloak; v . ‘ ' v .'
Concordia comes Into the room, calling, "Uncle Paolo,n and Paolo 

Sehds her away, saying that he must speak, with Francesca. v;



Frhncesca Is- surprised to learn that the people' of Florence have chosen 
:Baolo' as. Captain of the People for a year.. .She asks, %ut you will not 
' accept?M and Paolo, troubled, tells her that **Giovanni■ wishes it very 

muchf1®■■-Sheri -ff andeica^etoands.,'. Wipe a, when, are-̂  you your brother6 s 
servant?® Faolo reminds her ”> '« .our lives are in his hands. . .n -A 
sudden thought comes to him: 55You cannot think that I have any other reason 
for leaving: you,, eyen: for a "day, ̂  Francesca'aiiSwers ' quietly,. ‘nQh, no!
'I.. could not think:.that.n • \ : ; ,1

The sound of a scuffle IS.,heard, in the yard, and the same woman's 

■:voice.'Screams,' "Let me^pass. Maledictions on your living and- on your 
dead* Paolo MalatestaJ Coward! Betrayer!n Concordia, much frightened, 
comes into the room again, ■ -calling, "Uncle Paolo! , Come quickly!" . ' " -1:

b pranceica;tries to control herself, but, thinking that she is

alonO, 'throws jderself ..uppu: the. bench, moaning,11 woman crying: out his : 
name^*-a woman leading a child--and on this very day he talks of leaving 
me!, . I,It cannot be that Paolo should betray me after fourteen years, 
when I have given him my body and my soul and all my life.' Betrayed— and , 
for a woman of the people--11';The" .'curtain goes down as Concordia, in" great; 

distress,." kneels beside her,, calling, -Mother!" " . . ' ■ " " - -v"
. - ... . : ,#cty'll ytakes 'place oh the- same day in'.the-castle c e u f f &-group' of' 

soldiers' lounge - around 'playing dice near the; 'chair of. state from which 
Giovanni judges the 'cases, of prisoners, and two other soldiers are at the
-.well,;: one "of; them ;waiting for a drink while the other draws .wafer.. The ■ ’

. .first soldier has been - wounded,'with his own dagger, by the "mad woman, " ; 
The. gaoler' comes in,".carrying, an earthen water jar with a rope to it, as-': - 
the two soldiers talk, about the- wo’man. - y ;
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The first soldier inquires, "Well, Master Doctor, how is your patient?
Will she live long?” and the gaoler answers, "If it please the Lord, 
she will live as long as the Lord pleases,n The gaoler is annoyed when 
the stupid second soldier laughs at what he thinks is a joke,

Paolo enters, unnoticed by the two soldiers, who wonder to each 
other whether the gaoler means that the woman will die. Both soldiers 
say that they hope she will, Paolo, hearing the second soldier, shakes 
him and pushes him roughly away, saying "HoundJn The first soldier 
sullenly answers, in reply to Paolo’s question "Who are you?" that he is 
"the man whom the mad woman wounded," When Paolo gives him a purse, ' 
telling him that it is from the woman who wounded him, and that "the mad 
woman is a great lady,81 the first soldier becomes obsequious, and declares, 
"God's blessing on her gentle heart!" ■ , •

Paolo sees the chair of state, and asks the gaoler whether his 
brother is to administer justice today. When the gaoler replies, "Yes, 

my lord, presently, n Paolo tells the gaoler that he may.have what he will 
if the woman prisoner is not called. The gaoler says that he understands. 
Giovanni, attended, comes in; the soldiers and the gaoler leave when 
Giovanni tells them that he is not ready just yet to hear the cases. When 
they are alone# Giovanni reprimands Paolo, ", » .it ill becomes our honour 
that your light loves should come here in rags to curse you, leading their 
children,51 ;

When Paolo declares that he does not know the woman, Giovanni 
dismisses the subject and asks whether Paolo has written to accept the 
honor of being Captain of the People at Florence, Paolo says that he has, 
and Giovanni corasels, "Shun the nobles who plot against the liberty of
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.Florence,- but offend no man in his person. . .Mix not too much with the 
new-made rich. . .Liberty is. « .for honest men. Make .yourself friends 
with them, but make not- enemies, of .the rest. Be courteous with them, be 
gentle, be indifferent; above all, keep me well informed of the state of 
Florence.M Paolo assures his brother that he will, and Giovanni adds, 
“Before you begin your journey, you will of course go to your castle and 
talce leave of your wife and children.”. Paolo answers that he had not 
intended to go, and Giovanni replies, ”1 think you should. You see little 
enough of them as it is. Indeed I have never understood your coldness to 
them,81 :

Francesca comes, in and tells Giovanni that she has a favor to ask,
'When Giovanni says, “it is granted,” she requests that the mad woman not
be kept in prison. Giovanni promises that he will call the woman first, 
and that Francesca may "deal with her as you will,” Giovanni leaves when 
a page announces that a messenger from Florence wishes to speak with him 
at once, Paolo then asks .Francesca why she wishes to see the woman. 
Francesca replies that she is merely curious, and Paolo begs her not to 
give in to her curiosity, Francesca turns on him, crying, H1 have been
enough deceived, these many years. , .1 hear the miserable woman6s voice
crying out the truth for me--Paolo Malatesta, coward, betrayer!” Francesca 
is incredulous when Paolo tells her that the woman is his wife; “Your wife! 
Paolo Malatesta9s highborn lady in rags at the castle gate, wrangling with
the porter--oh, your defense is worthy of you!” Paolo declares that it is

- ' ; , ' true, that he kept it from her before, fearing to give her pain. Francesca

breaks out; '“Fearing to hurt me, but willing to break my heart! Your Wife!
She knows you better than 1, and she turned from you and had the pride to.:



hold her $?eae«”-the: pride that I must find now, . , „ ̂  She leaves, exclaiming,.
"On your head be it! On your,soul be all ray many sins, now and forever!66 

' Alone, Paolo miserably wishes,'. ,60h, that some sudden: death might: end us

 ̂;;.\rwth!'66.:., v ..

' Giovanni and tioncofdia c^e'ins Oi-gyaimi sends Paolo; to apeak ̂ i . b h - i  
the messenger from Florence, then he coaxes Ooncordia, - "Child, you had v i .;
better tell me-what is that secret that troubles you,n Concordia,: in a low, . P 

' 1 frightened voice, says, f6Xhe woman cried out ePaolo Malatesta! ::CcmAz0

.Betrayer!tn and Giovanni replies that he is sorry that she heard,, ■ -Ohheofdlk. i' 4̂ ' 
adds,- *stBut that was not all. iiy mother heard it too. = .She said such a ■ ■ 
strange: thing--'she'seemed <|uite mad with, grief. M At Giovanni 8s urging, > if
Concordia'continues, '̂ She cried out that she was betrayed, . .and for a 

' woman:.of the people,sf , .GiovanM pants,; $lShe said that? M and. Concordia' " _■ rV'.
answers, "Yes, for she did not see me. And then she fainted quite away.". . :, . ̂
Giovanni shows deep emotion, and Concordia observes, , .you are in . ' ■
pain.16 Giovanni replies, "It will pass.' Go, darling, and play merrily.M 
She goes off id , Mrid,e:' .the- Arab around the castle yard,11 and 'Giovanni, 
alone,; muttersi "So that was" in the smile she had for me just now! ..And. ■f.P' : v 
that was in his face!. . , She shall have her wish--*she shall see this woman 

; of the people, for Whom her lover has betrayed her..51 Be .calls for a page
, aiad ;:tells him to request "her ladyship and the lord Paolo to come hither.". . . ; ■

;; in the next scene, Giovanni, who is' holding court, asks the gaoler '
, what prisoners he has. .The gaoler tells of a "fellow in irons who killed

. ; ;;'hi.s apprentice the other day." Giovanni asks why the man Killed "his ■ : '. ■ '
:; apprentice, and the gaoler: answers, "In a fit of jealousy, my lord, He I' • .
, learned suddenly' that the young apprentice was; his wife 6'S;:-lover,' and .belhg'':' i/';



of choleric temper, for he is a butcher, he stabbed the boy with his 
whittle,16 Paolo and Francesca have both entered during this conversation, 
and Giovanni- asks Paolo, ‘̂ our advice, brother. The man loved M s  wife, 
and was betrayed for a handsome boy whom he killed at once. Does he 
deserve, to die?” Paolo, who shows his embarrassment, answers, "1 would 
hear the woman’s story.n

Francesca reminds Giovanni of his promise, and Giovanni tells the 
gaoler to "bring in the mad woman who made the disturbance this morning. ” ' 
The gaoler looks at Paolo, then tells Giovanni that the woman is.very ill. 
When Giovanni commands, "Bring her hither, dead or alive, but with all the 
care you can bestow,M the gaoler again looks at Paolo, who nods to him, 
unseen by the rest,. Giovanni asks to see the.soldier who was wounded; 
in response to Giovanni8s question as to whether he is hurt, the soldier, 
after looking at Paolo, replies that it is only a scratch. Francesca 
requests, "You will let the woman go free, when we have seen her?15 and 
Giovanni replies, wShe is free,"

The gaoler, reentering, announces, "May it please your lordship, and 
wishing your lordship and all the company a long life--the woman is dead." 
Paolo answers, "Bead?6* and Francesca observes, "You are too much moved.885 
The gaoler ubntinues, "She died by her own hands, my lords. She strangled 
herself, in her. cell with the rope of the water jar.H The body is brought 
in; Giovanni draws back the cloak and reveals the dead face of a thin, but 
once beautiful woman. The body is in a dark dress, evidently that of a 

lady. Francesca grasps Paolo’s arm, crying, "Oh— it was true?” • Paolo, 

staring at the corpse, replies, "Horribly.true!” and Giovanni, after gazing 
long at the dead face, looks fixedly at Paolo, and sternly commands.



: ’^ a o lo -H a la tie s  . . b u t j :  youfc-.wiiEiei,11, ' . ■ 7.: /

: Met III takes place two months later. Is::latt 0M :gardenupulery■ , ■ "7

.Praneesca.1s windows, Giovanni is seated on a stone seat; a gardener 
■ 8ta#da''oa' a ' ladder plante:<|.SLgainst "a'-treo, ;pruning' off: twigs which ’fall/ 7'e" 
to the ground. '■ 'In " response, to tiiovanttl1 S: qtthstlons, the gardener shys ■ :

/that/he.is pruning off worthless branches and twigs, worthless because 
/■ i*they have neither flower: non.frpit, sir> but - they; suck, as mubh, life: ;
from the;: tree- as if they were laden^ H- He does not Icttow/the reason,: for, / : - 
he tel 1 s ;6iovanni, EV  '. /:/l am .an ignorant man. . .Whatever,; the reason may 

"'he the answer to it Is /fhe knlfe..'it" $be gardener lays 'the ladder/ behind :a;v: /,
. hedge,- and Giovanni, watching him leave, muses, "Ihe answer, is--:the/knifa|
. Mo heed o# reaaons, if/the. answer'he but: ready--hnd sharp..:,». -
1 / /;''' /; ;,,A secret' messenger’ from'feaaro®*,; is announced;/ the,: messenger, is/ / ■ ://
the first /soldier, showing a new. prosperity by wearing finer clothes than ’:/ 
he did in Act./II... " He, has actually come f  fom fiorenca,. hut announced .// / ■ 
himself from. Pesaro' Hto stay gossip*n/ Ih/Giovannils employ as ;a/spy,:.'the./ 
soldier has a report' to make; Paolo “has treated secretly with the chief 
.Ghibellines for your ruin,- and" left Florence*.R / Giovanni tells .the man to 

come to his/ inner, chamber, ' .''’/ / /- / : -'/ •// / '"i
, •/ Paolo enters cautiously over the wall, exclaiming, "Gone, at last;
. not the first■time that I have climbed the outer bastion! It is the dreamy . 
/ hour of the ■ summer8s day--she •Sleeps. ” /Mckihg up a few twigs, :and; saying, ■ 
'5My sweet,,,, but you must wake.’Et he throws them against the window. Francesca 

looks out of the window',.'sees' Baolo* /exclaims with ■ delight,/ ̂ Youi"̂ ,, She - ., < 
tails' Paolo that/ she will bolt her: door . and come down. The lovers greet'

; each pther;./Pablo/ thinks Francesca.is. ill; she says ‘it is "hunger and thirst



■tot you these two months.; You yourself are very pale.*1 He responds,
HDd you think it is easy to live.;without you?$t ■ Francesca reveals that she. 

thinks.that,"some awful fate is closing In upon us. It has no shape, it 
has no presence, , .Giovanni. . ,'has changed greatly since your wife died / 
. . .Sometimes I think he believes that you killed her.”

When Paolo answers, "Her death is on sy soul,* Francesca says, .. 
MBut you did not kill her,M and Paolo mechanically repeats, “I did not 
kill her.M ‘ Francesca is horrified when Paolo says that .she was killed by . 
his orders, at the hand of the gaoler, Paolo continues, “I'did"not know.
I had told him that she was not to be heard. Giovannl--you~~you both 
Insisted"-^the man looked at me for orders and I made a little sign. Be 
thought I meant that' she should die,

Believed,. Francesca consoles him, "Ah, but you did not mean it, .
It is the hand of your evil fate--1 am as guilty as you are of her death.*"5
Paolo adds, "And as innocent of intention,"and she wistfully says, “If 
there were any more innocence for us two,M He assures her that for her ' : 
there is, but she declares, f*§fhat you are, .1 am, 1 hated you for one
short hour— 1 cast my many sins upon your head--Oh, love, forgive ate that I-
, . .For we are one, in: fault, in sin, in crime, in love. 1 hated your 
wife. » .1 confess all--I was glad that, she was dead by her own hand. . 
bet us look each other in the face and tell the truth.6 We wish my husband 
dead. Oh, God? • If my child came between us now,H When Paolo interrupts, 
"Hush, love*--" she protests, "Ho --we must see it as it is— this once. We 
have lived for each other, we would die for each other, we would kill for 

each other. . .God may plunge our spirits into deepest damnation--but xre . 
shall be together, and the devils themselves will take pity on us. For we 
love,, and we know that we love, and we know what we do."



Jteolo agrees, Mtt' id our fate.111
Finally Francesca asks how he managed to leave Florence, and Faelo 

replies, nr  asked, and obtained permission. . . 1 left Florence secretly, as - : 
if X were going northward, through the lands of the Guidi." Worried, 
Francesca reminds him, “Some of the Guidi are Ghibellines; you may be 
suspected of treachery.'. ^Ihy did you ride .by another road?M Paolo tells 

her that Giovanni has a spy whom Paolo cannot dismiss because ,ehe knows 
certain secrets of our house. . .1 did not want the man here, during these , 
:few days. , *^o.l-gave, him a false'scent.” '

Francesca says that Giovanni would be angry if he knew that Paolo 
had stolen into the castle like a thief; Paolo answers that he will climb 
down the bastion'again and1 come in by the gate. Francesca decides :that - 
it would be dangerous for him to do so and tells'him to go by the tower 
to her room, that she will learn whether Giovanni rides out today, then 
come back to M m  and they will decide what to do. Paolo goes through the 
tower door; Francesca goes over to open the garden gate,

As she opens the gate from inside, it is pushed, in from without, 
and Giovanni enters, asking politely, MJfere you going out!1® When Francesca 
answers that she was going to seek him, he says, "Then. 1 aor fortunate in 
having saved you some little trouble by coming. I wish to consult you.”
He.suggests that they go to her room to- talk, but she says that it is 
cooler in the garden. Giovanni observes that if she had left her window ■ 
shut, the sun would not have heated her room.

They sit under a tree; Giovanni, with, his back to the window, tells 
her, "It concerns Paolo,** Paolo looks cautiously out of the window, sees 
that Giovanni is turned from him, and listens.



• His face Is'very pale tvhen he hears Giovanni express the opinion that ,;

:Badl©':1s .respohsihle-':£dr 'his;wife-s ''heath.■ ' %en:'Ffahcesca'' declares$ ■ "Bhe 
:phl’llM, herself,.Giovanni., a n s w e r ,!I . daresay. -. .It is .better, to believe 
.it:',u ' Francesca asks what he means, and Giovanni replies, ’'Never mind. , .
I onl'y spoke of her because $ often wished my brotihesr Would live more at 

.''.'homer.i.Sut. 1 kept ...'him .he-fe: because .1- trusted him, ; . " -r, • '■ . ■ - .
. ; Francesca asks, 'Ghat has he done to forfeit your confidence?n .•

-and, Giovanni answers, . t*You will be amazed to know that he has left Florence 
suddenly, without giving me any warning.,r . Francesca comments, “Oh.’

■ Ihdeed?*1 and,Giqyannifobserves., -’'You are hot as. much surprised as. I Was.''. \

, I have-believed in him wo long .that I Would overlook;that. . ,The real 
-mattef Is. much more serious. . .Paolo has betrayed me while he has been;. ;
. Iĥ . Florence, ' He" has ̂ .conspired with ■ fhe- exll.ed:, Ghlb.elline 'nbbles/ to ''get,,vy.
, possession of our city and stronghold e.s abase of operation. against the 
, Florentine Republic.tl Francesca indignantly replies, "Paolo conspired 

against you? . It is impossible, absurd, out of all reason.'11
. . . Gioyanni rises, ..’'ahd Faolo. cautiously . draws.; the shutters of the :

' - window almost together, lest Giovanni should, now turn and see him,

Giovanni says' that the''conspirators ■ plan, to murder him, and Francesca : asks,' 
sWb;.;has.:.m4de you ■.believe.' this ,.ab<mdnable:'lie?*5'. Giovanni' answots ,■.!%. lie?, 
I do not know. That isthe point about which I thought of .consulting you, ” 

He glances at ' the window,’ 'sees that it is almost closed, and comments, ■ ■"
•"How strange! That window was open. Who can have closed it? Your outer 1 
door ,is..1 barred within,. <dhd- noone ..has .passed through the garden." , .■• ..■',,
Francesca'says that there was'a gust of wind which Giovanni did not notice 
and continues, 6tI ask again, who has poured these horrible falsehoods into



your ears?” Giovanni, sure that someone is in the room, mutters that it 
is strange'all the same. , :

Turning to Francesca, he answers her, "You call them falsehoods 
without weighing them. For my part, 1 love my brother, . .You may easily 
imagine what 1 should feel if 1 were obliged to treat him as a traitor 
to me, to his house and his country,SE Francesca declares that that is not 
even to be considered, and Giovanni replies, "But 1 must consider it,
because if it is true, I must do justice, , .Of course, there would be no
publicity about his death." Francesca echoes, "His death!" and Giovanni 
gravely continues, HA man of birth has the privilege of dying in his own

. - - j  ' ' 'V. ■ ■ • ' -room, by a silk cord,"

Giovanni says that the Republic of Florence has accused Baolo, and
that several of the nobles involved in the scheme have confessed,
Francesca boldly defends Paolos, "listen to me, Giovanni, You have loved 
your brother long and well, and so far as he has been able, he has served 
you faithfully, , .Do you think he would suddenly turn upon you. . .Do you 
think it natural?" Giovanni"gravely answers that it is most'unnatural in 
a trusted brother, and Francesca presses, "Is it like him? Is he not 
gentle, retiring, of a trusting nature, frank in his speech and altogether 

the reverse of a conspirator? ” Giovanni admits that he has always thought 
so, and Francesca,suggests that the letters he has received may have been 
written nby men who,may be his secret enemies, .You yourself suggested ; 
that Paolo may have left Florence on-some love; errand— is it not likely 
that in Florence itself he may have fallen in love with a fair face?. . 
And that the lady’s husband, or father or brother, may be a man in high 

place and power?" Giovanni answers ironically that he almost believes.



that the matter may, prove to have turned upon a husband8® jealousy, and 
Francesca continues her .argumenti “Such a man, for his honour’s sake,
,might try to destroy Paolo by accusing him of treachery, by inventing 
every tale against him, rather than by taking direct vengeance.11 When 
Giovanni asks what of the other, nobles who confessed, Francesca reasons, 

%ould such a man--an injured husband— care how many.innocent persons he 
caused to be tortured and murdered under pretense of justice, provided that 
the law at last put to death the one man who had brought shame upon him?** , 
Giovanni observes, "Wo--that is true. That is keenly said,”

The. conversation is interrupted by the entrance of Concordia, who 

reminds.her mother that she has been promised a piece of old blue silk 
to make a mantle for the image of the Virgin, Francesca promises that 
Concordia may have the cloth tomorrow, but the child reminds her that 
the Feast of the Assumption is tomorrow and that the chapel is being 
dressed now, When Concordia eagerly adds., that she knows just where the 
silk is— in the chest between the windows in her mother’s; room, Francesca 
tells her to come back in a little while and the two of them will go and 
get it,' Giovanni, who has been listening attentively, ask's Francesca why 
not let Goncordia go and get it herself, Francesca, attempting to laugh, 
says that Goncordia will leave everything'in confusion, Concordia is 
disappointed, hot Francesca, trying to soften her refusal, tells her 
daughter, "Come presently, and besides the pale blue silk, 1 will give 
you some beautiful Venetian beads for Our Blessed hady, and a strip of ‘ . 
gilt embroidery to make a border for the mantle. Then we will go to the 
chapel and do it together." Goncordia asks how soon she may come, and 
Francesca tells her, '"In half an hour, dear.M



When Goncordia starts out the way she .came,1 Giovanni points out that it 
would he nearer to go. by the tower. Francesca protests, "No,, no? Go by 
the gate."

After Goncordia has left, Francesca implores Giovanni to.say that 
he does not believe- Paolo guilty of treason to Florence, and Giovanni . 
replies, again with irony that. she is unaware of, "Some of your arguments 
have great weight.” She answers that she only asks that he will not judge . 
such, a matter hastily, and he reasons, "If Paolo is innocent of treason, 

he will either come here to escape from his enemies, or he will go back 
to Florence and face them. Is that logical?" Francesca, with a gleam of 
hope, answers eagerly, "Yes-.-yea?" fftien Giovanni unexpectedly asks which 
she thinks he will choose, Francesca, taken unawares, answers that she 
thinks Baolo may come here* Giovanni, with ominous quiet, replies, "Yes.
I think it is likely that you.will see him here, today,"

Francesca asks for and receives Giovanni’s promise not to send 
word to Florence for at :.least two. days. Giovanni asks if. he may not, in 

return for his promise, go with her by way of the tower. When she replies, 
”No'--no— not now,".he clasps her furiously in his arms, crying, "Oh, 1 
love you? I shall love you.still when you are dead?" At this, the window 
closes sharply, Giovanni starts, looks at It, kisses Francesca again, 

says, "Goodbye?” and quickly leaves, • A flash of lightning is seen and a 
clap of thunder is heard; Francesca crosses herself, hastens to the tower, 
and rain begins to fall in torrents. Just as the curtain is going down,' 
Giovanni is.seen running across .the stage to get the ladder from.behind. ; 

the box hedge where it was left by the gardener, •
'... Act XV-.takes place in Francesca’s room a short time later. The
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light is dim and soft; the storm is subsiding; Paolo dreamily says, "Ah-" 
it. is good to live again,M and Francesca adds, !With every tingling atom 
of our being!, .• .love, let in the sun— -let in the light, . .We*11 play 
that it was night, and now is--sunrise." The lovers sit on the. bench, 
and Francesca reminds Paolo that they must think of what is to be done,
but he protests, "Mot yet!, . .Come, let us sit a little a while in the
old place,n

He reads again in the old romance; "’’There Lancelot came to the 
queen, when she was alone,. For it was after meat, and the day was hot, 
and all men were asleep,$M Francesca continues the story, utFor they had 
been long sundered--8e! and turning to Paolo, "How long, X wonder?" .. He 
answers, "More than two months," and.she agrees, "Yes. , .fAnd when Lancelot 
saw Guinevere6s lips, that they smiled lovingly, as she was wont to smile 
in his dreams--’" ' , . -

Giovanni noiselessly steps into the window, darkening the light, v 
Francesca observes, -"Xt is so dark again,, that X can hardly see," and 
Paolo says that they know the words, Francesca agrees, "By heart. And .
then we know the rest. It '.says- -’She held out her two hands to his--8 
Thus--" Giovanni strikes at Paolo and Francesca'throws herself against 
the point of the dagger, trying to force Giovanni backg in doing so, she 
is mortally wounded and falls upon her knees by the end of the bench,

Paolo tries to draw his sword, but before he can do so,•Giovanni 
stabs him, crying, "Thus ! Thus IM 'Paolo falls, almost dead, into the lower 

corner of the bench, and Francesca, dragging herself on her knees to see. 

Paolo’s face, pleads, "Paolo,1 . Speak!" Paolo responds, MA  M s s — while— '■ 
there is breath.5", and Francesca kisses him, begging, "Heart of my heart!
Hot yet! But one breath more, while mine lingers, .



He clasps her, saying, “Together., ‘. .R and his arms . relax,Francesca urges, 
love,1 Ah, wait for me one little momentl" She falls ■ forward across ; 

:Mte>and GiovanniireCreats in:;M toward, the. door,.;',
' - Francesca .'raises her head' slowly, sees Giovanni" and struggles to 

her feet,- pressing one hand to her "wound: "Demon and coward-8 I would not, . ..... 
kill you. if" I . could- - lest I "should - see .your: face in hell! . It is not- large 
enough to "hold ydur soul-.and:;\dttfs! -■ fheidurse-hf Gain tipon-'you^-live, live ■ 
on!.Struggling .for breathshe continues, '̂ Or:-get God's pardon--a place 
among • forgiven thieves. . . go-go, but ’ look again:n Gathering her last . ..... 
strength, she taunts him, %any times you have asked this of me. . .now be 
the sight seared upon your eyes, burnt into your brain with fire'eternal "I- •"
look!. Look! This is .what, you have asked for in vain, and I have refused--.:
What you have longed for day and night— what you shall never have of me-- 
look well! • The kiss of love— supreme--eiernal— true!.54 She'kissesvpaold " 
just as he dies,' and saying to the body, 6Ah, love, forgive me if 1 . 
lingered--! come— 11 she dies. .....  ' , : .

Giovanni covers his'face, tears back the bolt of the door; Concordia 
enters, 'sees the dead'bodies^ and. grasps, her. father !s arms with, both hands, ' : 
calling, 'Mother!, - Mother!“ As the curtain falls, Giovanni shields her I";.- 

from the bodies, .saying,-, hHus.h, child— she-is asleep!" ■ - ■; ■



::,:Vv’V Howard  ̂fhey- Knew llhat They Wanted • ,

: ,:: Sidney Howard (l891“i939) was born in California, where, except
for two sojourns in France and Italy, he spent his early life. After 
he graduated from the University of California in 1915, Howard studied 
playwriting in Professor Baker * s famous Workshop 47 at. Harvard, leaving '
ih 1915 to serve as an ambulance driver on the Salonika .f ront. When the v-
United States 'entered' the war, Howard' joined, the ■American' air forces in

; v  ; ■ ' •' ■■:' ;
His experiences- as a newspaper reporter after the war probably coh-

: tributed to Howard * s attention to detail in his realistic dramas, the best, 
of which appeared:in the 1920‘s. , Among these were such varied plays as 
Med McCobb * s Daughter • (1926) , with a setting in Yankee .Maine;. 'Lucky Sam 
McGarver ' (1925), dealxhg with the love aff air of a New■ York nightclub 

proprietor;, his serious thesis drama," The Silver Chord (1926), and his 
highly realistic They Knew What. They Wanted, which won the Pulitzer Frife , 
for,1924» -Many' of .his more than twenty plays Were adaptations of foreign . 
drama, among them.being The hast Night of Don Juan (by Edmond Rostand) in . ■ , 
1925 -and The hate Christopher Bean (by Rene Fauchois) in 1932. Howard was 
also.skilled at constructing plays out of fiction and non-fiction, as his 
plays, Dodsworth (1934), based on Sinclair lewis's novel, and Yellow jack 
(1934), baaed on a chapter from Paulde Kruif's Microbe Hunter, indicate.0
; X. ■ • They Knew Mhat. They Wanted, taking place in the' 1920f 5 opens in -f '

the hohe. of - Tony fatucci, a ,winegrower, living in the. Hapa Valley in • 1 , \

■ , • 3 - - ' ■ ; . . ' ). - ... ■ ' ' _ ' ■ ' .■ : ... . ;
. ■ John Gassner, Twenty-Five Best Flays of the Modern American 

Theatre; Early Series (New York, 1949), p. 90.
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' GaM-foWta'* .̂ h Gee/ Tony‘i, Chinese- coaK, 'anS : joe, - -Tetey6 s_ foreman, ;' are ' '
■ decprsiting -fon ,'the';Wedding::.':*sfesna!̂.p:Inttned':fPfir tha,t - night.;''l-.':gathek ,McKee - - - 
eomes in, announcing that he intends to “have a serious talk with Tony., “

•'.and is fcpld .by Tony’s young, handsome foreman not’ to -get "Tpny more ufset1 , r

' . than- he already is . McKee sarcastically says that he1 s. always glad to ; -..'. ' 'i;,,.'
have .Joe* sv. advice, but... adds, ”1- di,dnet look to find you s ti 11 hangin8 ’ ...

■ around.- , ,Tdny told his you8d decided to go away, “ _ Joe replies .that he : : ;v
isn't -going'until'he haS Seen all the fun, gotten-Tony safely, married, and ■

% kissed -ttieibride;"; J ' :  ̂ 'v.'
i'-' ■ Tony, ehters' irom: the bedroom; he i s if earing' a'; brilliant1 purpl e 

isuit,: ;a loud ifaistcoat-n^ith a /'huge :watchbhain attached to it - ’:an-emerald- . . 
vgreenj tld,' and-a"derby';hah.:i ’r5airyi.hg lhis .ner-.patent-leather - shoes.: in his .;i-. I 
hand, he- proudly announces, ■ "I‘m da most stylish fella in da world.11 

r Whan the priest says’ that he has come for a talk^: Tony replies that, he v :
Is' glad-that- the padre has come. Then, . child-like, Tony brags, -How you . ' . - :;-
like.;.my clothes, eh? Costa playnta good money8. .• .t$ and pointing out ’ i , .

• the wedding .cake with the -miniature bride and, groom on top, “hook, padref
■ From: Frisco8;'. .Twelve dollar and two bitsi” ' .- I 1' ’ .l':- -';

Joe urges Tony, who has sent Jlh Gee to the kitchen for "vino for 

" the ..padre,/8*. 'to; '"show some speed,, now-' «vlTiain’t hardly pretty to k-eep-thel - 
v:bride wai.tin8',,“ and Tony: replies', - -Ri:8to":'.goitt-8:"verra;duick, ; but Father ̂ikdSee . --;'.I;!
says that he wants to talk to Tony before he' goes to the station. ' Joe . ■

’. :laughsrhhat ;(ftheiladre:8s.. been; tryin*-' to ,tell me .you 're scared to have me v’h,;
: around - where :.l can kiss :the bride, M ’ Tony, terror in his voice,. exclaims,
“Ton aih-8t goln8 ' to be kisain8, no bride, Joe." You hear dat?" Joe does 

. not hear that,'' for -he has gone outside to-, do some more decorating,: and he



-is 'elteetftil'ly; stngtngt ■'v; ; - / ... ::. ■■■ -: i :•<, '. , , ,

: ' - 'We'..laugh 'giii - sing.,: we have »6' fear '  ̂ • ■'
' ; . r % hearts v:; . .,, ,

:: - " V We ,know that every: Wobbly true . - V'
v\' '.carry:. on ; the .fight,.-, ■ --i' '....

. ' - V:,;- i'oiiy declares that Joe is Sltoo .goddam fresh. . .txvlth' kissin^ tiy. ;
toy. an;$. all, dose goddam Wobbly songs..1* The priest replies that he came to
talk: ■ahout'-' the weddihg-,: not ''Joe, Tony . aaswer s;. that-. he i s glad that, the - .,
. padre; has, cotie, for verra had Jearee. H The priest agrees that Tony ■
has: good reason 'for,being scared, .•/■if you want to know what I think,li

.. Tony- refuses to state his reason,- but asks the priest to, '’tell Joe; he go
; hway' .eulckJV.;''',Den, maybe, ees all right.!! '

■ . ' ' .'-IlcEe'e answers, VSo that’s it.8 .Well, :l don’t blame you for that.n
, Tony.is indignant'at the implication and; declares that Joe is like his
own son to him,,that it-is “som*thing Tony8s been -doin’ w eat,s goin* mak*
yerra bad trouble for Tony. 8! ' : ' ' d.'' ■.............■ 1 ■ - v
. , When the padre states his disapproval of the wedding, Tony is '■■■[

- amasedi he\-accuses, .f;fyou;,.think f esta' is no good for people.,, Ym. padre ■: .. .
vf ellows don * know nothing, , „ &f t et - f esta- workine;is .more eady V”'McKee r. '
declares that it is not the, festa that' he objects to, and Tony,' afraid ’

„ thatytht/padre might have.■guessed •his sec'ret, asks, V a t .  reason you got? M
. McKee replies; that ’Tohy';.should' not .marry- a, non-Gatholic, and Tony, 'relieved

declares, ,iles;no matter, , ' .By' an8 by, maybe, if we beint patient, we
bringin8 her in, da .church, an1 showin" her da candles and da Madonna, all
' fix up- .good with flowers- and,'da big tin '.heart. .maybe. . »by ,ah8, by, . . "
But McKep -still disapproves, and Tony threatens, $el£ you don't .want my ';
Amy an8 me: gettih6 married With'good Gath8 lie priest like you, den, by God

McKee: gives another reasoUyfor M s  ‘objections; he doesn't: think; that



■, an old; man "tias any ;i)usitiess marrying a young woman. ' Tony sco£fs, : ;nYou ' ̂  , ’ •
think anybody marry with old woman? Talc' a pinch-a sttu££jte When McKee-
suggests that perhaps Amy might::Hcarry on”, with a young man, or that 
perhaps she is a- “scarlet woman-,’’ Tony protests that his Stiy doesn't do 
that. .-McKee reminds him that he has been afraid for Amy to- see Joe, but .
Tony replies, !SYoung fellas ain’t no matter; » .An' I ain$ scare6 over . ̂ k- .-
Joe excep8 for. special reason.M -' ' .

• - - McKee tells Tony that he should have married forty years ago, but
Tony replies that he was broke when he was young; now that he can afford 

: ’ it,' he wants a wife and,at. .least three children. McKee suggests that 

perhaps Tony is too. old to have children, but Tony scoffs-.at this,: and. - 
:. • cunningly accuses, "Tony is not too old for havin8 kids. He's too rich, 

eh? Yah! ;;':Tê  :£s vlch[&&*>,. if he don8 have no kids, den da church '.is . :;•■>■■■ ■ 
getfih8 all' Tony’s money an * - da Padre i s' gettin1 Tory8 s' fine house all fix ■ 

up-' good'for Tivin’. in, eh?" Father MclCee .admonishes him sternly, but Tony,
- with -childish ;irrepression,>foms the horns of the devil M f h  his fingers, ■:

and tells the priest not to "p.ut no evil eye on Tony an' his Amy.8" McKee 
" accuses him of giving away to "ignorant - superstition," but promises that?, ; ■
if he is. "bent on marryin’. I'll, marry you, k . r -

■- -k'k-:doe---comes---hdok’ into - th6?r0oto,: .demanding, ; ,!tFor:-.cri.pe ':s. s#,ej,: Tony, ' :'. ?k 
ain’t you heard that whistle'?'" Tony exclaims that he is going, - but asks,

. Ah Gee' for more wine'-for, his ."yefra bad:scare8-.18 Joe urges him to "lay 

--./off. that: stuff, ’hand;offers, to go get Arny himself,for;:tli£ you drive the y :
. 'Fo.rd down the hill;?in this state of mind, you'll break your dain' . neck." 

ButkTony.,- solaced by. the wine, answers ,that.he:feels good now-and can 
drive} he weakens almost immediately, hoWeVeri and confesses, that he is



scared,. Joe asks, "Shat you scared of, Tony?“ and Tony refuses to tell, 
but pleads with Joe not to "get mad if I ask you something, , ,1 been . • 
ttyin8 for three days for ask you dees, Joe, » .I pay you double extra 
for gain* today, for-goiri1 now, eh?51 But Joe replies, 8% n 8 miss the festa? 
Like hell.8” Tony still delays, but when Joe reminds M m  that Amy will go 
back to San Francisco if she is kept waiting, Tony actually goes out and 
drives.off is the Ford, ' -

Turning to McKee, ’ Joe asks, "Didn't'1 tall you not to get him all 
worked up?. . »You been tailin' Tony what you think. Now I got some 
tellin* to do. . ,If folks is.bent on makin8 mistakes, an8 you can't stop 
'em, let 'em go ahead, that § what 1 say, . .1 wouldn’t’ have -no harm come' 
to Tony, not for anything in the world, see? An9 X been agitatin8 against 
this weddin1 a lot longer8n you have an* I know what it's all about, see?
. , .what X want to know ist who's. go in8 to look after Totiy when X*m gone? 
McKee suggests that it is Tony's-wife's place to do that, and Joe replies, 
“Sure it’s his wife's place. But suppose this weddin' don't turn out so 
good? Are you goin* to look out for him?" -McKee retorts that Tony is his 
spiritual charge, and Joe says, "All right8 An' I ain't so sure you're 
goin' to have much trouble, either, Amy looks to me like a fair to middlin1 
smart kid an' she knows what she,'s.. in for, too,"

McKee remarks that Joe seems to be well informed, but Joe assures 
him, '1 ain't never laid eyes on her." He goes on to explain that he knows 
something about Amy because he helped Tony write letters to her and he read 
Amy's letters to Tony, Going to the chest-:of • drawers', Joe. brings over 
some-letters and photographs to exhibits "You can see for yourself. Tony 
goes to Frisco.lookin' for a wife, see? The nut? An' he finds Amy waitin'



on taSle' In a spaghetti joint. Joint6s called $H  ''Ttovftore.r. .He 
ain6t even got nerve enough to speak to her, . •„ He just falls for her, 
gets, her''name ■ from the boss 'ah1 domes home ah! 'makes me write her a letter 
'proposin*! marriage!,̂: 'TciSfc’s.-her,answer*^ ■ j ,; ' , ,' : \ ; r

McKee' thlnks; that ’S handwriting shows,'.character;, ’but' declares:: -!■;; ■ 
■that 'court'ships" Shoul# not he conducted, that way, . Jbe thinks • there are ; 

worse ways, ' Thenf with amused aff ectioh, he tells'McKee what: happened , ,
when Amy asked fbrjlony^ s .photo"It took me a whdte week to , talk him 
into it. An6 when I did get him down there-"-you know that place across 
from"the depot?--*dam* if!'he!Wastt"!f;shared: right*'hut:.of his p a n t s . W e  had 
to clamp him into, the chair,': , . You ought to have seen the Wop sweat! And . 
When %e try to - point the machine■ at him," he gives a yell you could hear a 
block an* runs right out in, the street,1, 1 couldn®f<get M m  hack̂ : 'only ■'
1 ptomis'ed to'let the guy:shoot me first, ,. .Tony's looks like him,' but 
she" must, have seen somethin'■. in it, because she sent hers right hack,.?! ■

McKee examines' Amy's photograph and declares that there is no . ' . • 
explaihing women. He asks joe if he thinks Amy is "straight," and Joe
answers that if'she isn't, ,she. wants to he, and he thihks that is the main
thing-*' , " McKee philosophically hopes things" will turn' but 'all 'right and1 - :
promises , that , 'although he does not : approve of the'. wedding, he will do all
he can to "help it along an* look out: for Tony, u..,He addSi.."Just. the": s.ame, :
1 ■don't:'beii.eve■ in/unnecessary ohances, :, - .Pull along out ..oE'-here like 
Tony asked:you to.:": ' : .y." - / '.v: - .' v, ;
' Joe*s indignant reply is interrupted by the; arrival: of the R-E.D.,
who wants to get Tony1 s signature 1hn a piece of registered mail...81 In 
answer to Joe's inguiry, the R.F.D. says that he.has- Tony’s wife outsider
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M1 finds her pacin* up and down the platform an6 1 gives her a lift, , ,
1 reckoned. ■ Tony couldnit get the $*ord st@,rted so-"t$ Joe'and McKee wonder 
what has happened to Tony, and the R.F.D, promises, “I ’ll have a look on 
my way back."

Joe and - the padre go out to greet Amy and to accompany her .into . 
the house. Amy, a young woman of twenty two or three, is a small, plump, 
pretty blonde. She attempts to cover her embarrassment by declaring, "I 
must say it ain't my idea of the way a; gentleman ought to welcome his 
blooming bride. „ .Shat was the matter?" llhen McKee replies, "He was 
scared, " Amy turns to Joe and asks, "Scared of me? hrhy didn't you come 
yourself?" . Then, seeing'the cake, she declares, "Why, if that ain't the 
cutest ever!, . .And here's the priest, too, all set and ready. Say!
X can see right now I'm going to like it here,"

Joe answers, ”1 don't guess nobody's going to kick at that," and 
Amy confesses, "Down at the station, I was thinking: Hall, if they ain't 
got enough sense of politeness to come after the bride. I'm going to hop 
the very next train back to Frisco. I'd have done it, too, only--would 
you believe if?-~I didn't have the price of.a ticket! I spent the last 
cent 1 had on this hat. Say, when X remembered that, maybe 1 didn't cry!6' 
The cook and the ’"hands" come in to pay their respects, and Amy is 
pleasantly surprised to find that she "drew.a chef,"

When Amy goes out to "keep an eye" on her baggage which the "hands'* 
are to unload, the E.,F,B. and Father McKee both express their approval of 
her, . The''visitors say. that they must go, Joe.wants to leave with them, 
but both the priest and the postman think he. should stay "until the groom 
turns up." Amy, coming back into the house just as the men are leaving-, 
invites the -. to; the wedding. . ' ,
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- Then ■ she' .turns .tc Joe, -saying, ain ' t sorry they' .went*' I thiSt they ; : J

ought; to have done, it sooner and lef t us to get acquainted,'- . ■ girh
• gets 'kind .of fussed, coming off like this to .marry a man she ain' t neyer; '' ^
" seen. , ,1. wouldn't want you to 'think I was-fresh,6*' f.
... ■ Eqoking .outside'at the.’scenery,: ;she .s^sxthat it fmilhds'her of. ..--h"'
; where she.used to live,, and. when .Joe-asks where that was, she replies, .

; ’ hltt the: Santa Clara, You know,1 wrote you, " . She asks; Joe, if he' has ever. '
: been in. the Santa . Glara, and he repli es that he used to work hear; Mountain - V;'
' ?lew. before, "he c.ame here. • Amy says that "she. Went to school in Mountain - : ■.
flew, and:..asks., if. Joe knew;:Pafher 0fDonnell,;,- -.Mhen 'Joe'' says he dldn^t,' she-: 
islnurprised, "Yph being:-a :yatholic and- all,'9 but; Joe .says that he was an; 
organiser .for-the Wohblies,., Still' surprised, Amy asks,';hYqu;:Mn et nhe of ' 
'them?" and when Joe answers that he used to be, she say®,, "I sure am-glad 
y o u _ an tliatup,. ■ ' ; ■ , .

' - She goes' on to tell'.iaore about her early life; % u r  .old house in
the Santa Glara was bigger thah this one,. but it wasu* t near, so pretty. >■ *; y 
8ur house got awful: dirty toward the .end*; You see,; my mother got to Z 

' .drinking, too. .. Hard stuff , ; 1 got. nothing against bear or vino, but the .1
;.. hard.stuff -doh^t, do nobody any good, , ,That how you stand on prohibition^f - 
; Joe say's that he --guesses, so, and Amy- continues with her confidences,; !,1 like 
;: italians., -They always left, .me ;alone. .: Guess' it Wpuldri ‘ t have done v^em.; .
much good getting' f resh with tie,, at that, , \. i* I' wouldn ft’ never have ■ said I 

. was '.going; to . marry an Italian, though, v;But.,;.,''Vl-got ho .'tired .of. things. "I- 
V ; JOB- sympathizes,' and Amy admits, ’Uhen I corne- in here and seen all ..you done,
. fixing- .things up\for ‘'the-wedding and all, and looked' out the window and 
smelt that wind,; 1 said to myself,.' I 'aai’di litoy, ’ old; kid, you^-re in gravy."



' Joe says that lie said the same thing when be came, five months ago 
intending to stay only a few days. ‘ Again Amy is surprised, v,Is that all? 
Joe'replies.that he has “been all over, . ,cherries an5 hops“-melons' down , 
in the.Imperial an* oranges down South an* the railroad an® the oilfields.
. >How .l sm tired of this. . .15 Amy tells him. not to ^get too tired of '
; it, *1 Wien she sayss wonder what you think’ of tae coming' all. the way up 
here like 1 did, all hy myself, to marry a man 1 ain8t never seen, only 
his photograph,11 Joe answers;that she couldn’t have; picked a better man, 
She chides, ''Say! ' Don®t get. a .swelled head, will you?u and Joe is ;■ ■'' ■ 
surprised in Ms- turn; she continues, with gentle diffidence, "I guess * 
we*11 get used to each other in time. Bohjt you think so, fonyf*’ Joe's 
exclamation that he is not Tony is interrupted by the roar of an , / 

:;:approaGhing'’ford,'/■ i " - h i ?
; • The Doctor and ■ Father Hchee bring Tony, unconscious and lying on

'a.;. bench: Wiich- servesias'a; stretcher, into the .house. Tony revives;.'long- 
enough to ask for Amy and then■to see her, standing in amazed numbness 

/against.; the - wall w . lBeh;Tony'''is:'carried:. :ihto.. the .bedrqom:, . "almost . 
voiceless, with her terrible surmise,:" asks, Joe, 'Who--who is that old 

'guy?:" and is told, ' "That’s' Tpny.<:" . "Amy- sways desperately.; for. a'moment, -.. 
then with a choked cry, makes for the bedroom." When Joe tries to stop 

her, she;declares that she.wants her;truhki At. Joe's declaration that it 
"ain* t Tony *s- fault you made a- little, mistake, ® Amy takes a .photograph 

.. from her’ purse .and demands to know if; it Is., Joe's. :. ...
' ' . tJhen Joe asks, in' amazement where She got it, Amy ' retorts-,.. 'Where
do you;think 1'got it?" .Joe says .that Tony must have.been.afraid that 
Amy- would not 'have anything to do. with "an old mani; tryingho; justify .his ,



: friend, Joe continues, "Tony's like that, .Amy. He ain’t nothing but -a. kid.-: ' 

.He’s like a puppy, Tdny' is ; -/, * he':4idn81 ' iaean- no haE£d*■f*‘̂;;iî ■̂ repiies, "Oh, ■' 

'didn ’t; he? Hell, how about my feelingsf; How about; me?1'' and Joe'offers 
;to -drive her down-to the station so that she "can hop the first train" "' .. 
-hack,.” But- Amy demands, ’’And what do you expect me to do when I get there?
' So you' think jobs is easy- for a girl togeti '■ ’ 'And;aihit:;I.;"Spent every dent / ' 
J had on my trousseau?,s Joe declares that he will make Tony square it,.. . .
hut Amy moans, "Oh, my God!. , ,1 got to go hack and wait on tablet. What’11 
' thosa girls say :When; they see me?" She begins..to cry, .and Joe tries to 
‘ comfort her, but she snaps,: "You take your hands off me and get my things. **: 
. / When he goes into. the bedroom, she. picks up Joe1 s_ photograph, 

automatically' starts to;;drop.-it'into the bosom of her' dr ess,hut changes i 
‘ iter ,mind and:''drops it on,the - table, . 'Her face sets as ■ she pushes, the: - '
- photograph vigorously away from her. When Joe returns with her baggage, ■ 
he says 'that they will take the Doctor ’s Ford, hut Amy announces that .she 
is.hotv going..:' .Joe:.;shi#s. his ..'surprise,. but :she;Gbofi.nuesi*Why> shduld. I'go?.:' 
I--.like the, country. . . X ’m;here’, and 1 might as well' stick. . .1 guess I 
could have done a lot worse, i .It’s nice up here." ’ ;
. ;-fj, - . Act IX opens With the wfesta.n Amy and Tony have been married, in 

.spite of 'the., fact that Tony broke both legs. Tony "moans xvhen the doctor .
,tells him that it may be six months before he is well. In. answer to Tony6s 
-..'question as- to. whether he will be able to have,: children, the doctor answers 
= theh -if ■ he takes:care..of himself, he .-can have .all .he 'wants. ' The doctor . 
leaves just as Joe comes in to" report that Amy: is- having. a *-fine time” at 

. the f esta. Tony1 s conscience, hurts him over . the "trick”, he played on Amy ; 
Joe tries to reassure him that Amy wants,a home, and that if he makes things



$,m.ce and .eontfortahl.e, K he will not hsve amy ttrouble. Tony is momemWFily - 
' ' oomfotted,:' bsfc despairs again, the mo'Sfc unhappy .fella in the, w r l d . ; ' '

I been verra bad sinner an1 God is.goin1.to get me for sure! Re's'broke.
. both my legs -already - an1 he ’s not finish ’ with. me yetI ̂ . Just for playih* . , '

goddam dirty trick like dat on .Amy,' Tony don* never have no kids, never.’v . •
• Joe says .that God lets %orse,guys’n you get:, by” and Tony .is encouraged.

, . He shows Joe the earrings that'he has bought for %ty. Joe, thinks
■ that this ia the , time to give them to; hety .and vhen. ̂ y  .OoWeS ihto the  ̂■1; h • ' h:

, ■ room just then, Tony asks, -'You like earrihgs>:-.iafiy'?6r v Shen- she. replies'-:''h ' i '
• that she is human, Joe says, 'That’s. the idea, N and Amy snarls, "I didn’t ; ,v

. . -speak to you. I was addressing . T o n y , , -,' . - h,..'-
Tony is pleased that "you call me Tony for, da first time It8 Joe tells 

.that the earrings are;real diaraonds, and Tony brags, HYou bet. our life 
.. Four hundra dollar8. : Amy, beginning to cry, reveals that she has only -

i';, ; had one .other.;pair' of :;earrlhgs, ' : She. is::about to. k£ss; Tony ' to show her ,A
. ' gratitude when Joe saysy J’Sow, teverything8s;•iinel;!l' ' \ ; r" ' ' j , -:

yl-1- J ' Amy turns on him -furiously, "What have you got to do with this?
. .. You’re always but tin:* • in. .** She reaches over and gets; his photograph ,

.from: the table-.abd' hands it:;to..him. yiol.ently. . Amy explains., - I’You .see. A y, .
.... . that’s the only way to; do,.' .Start in all over again new and Afresh,

That1 s my way. ., .No memories for me.; ■ Nov-hard feelings. . .It’s a great -
A- : - life if you don’t'' weaken. . .#f She deliberately kisses Tony on the; brow.

Tony says-now that "evrathing is fix1,A1 Joe does not have to go 
away: "I heed you here forAtak’ care of my vineyard. I don* .let you go 

’ . ' A away noxo-. tey don 8 let you go away now.’* Joe says that Tony will get A



Any replies that she has nothing, to say about it, and Xony tells Joe, MJmy 
is asking you for stay here.n. Amy replies scornfully, HYes, 1 am.'8* Joe.
. insists that he is going, and Amy, ?,srailing darkly,f8 says, f,It must be 
pretty swell, being free and independent and beating it around the country 
just however you feel like. . .1 guess it's a fine life if you like it. 
Only; I never had much use for hoboes myself,n Tony protests that Joe is 
not a hobo, and Joe looks “completely discomfited.’5 The situation is 
relieved.by the entrance of the doctor and the priest, who are arguing 
about prohibition. The doctor thinks that it Is the "greatest reform 
since the. abolition of slavery,v but the priest quotes, "'The ruler of ■ 
the feast calleth the bridegroom and sayeth unto him; "Every man setteth 
on first ,the good wine,"*" ' -

The guests come in, visit briefly with Tony, then tell him and 
Amy "Buona notte." Father McKee, the doctor and Joe drink toasts to Tony 

and Amy. Tony, who has just been given a sleeping potion by the doctor, 
notices that Amy is looking $$s a d . J o e  sympathizes, patting her shoulder, • 
that she has had "some day, *3 but Amy shrinks away angrily and declares,
"I ain't sad. , .It was; a swhll wedding and everybody had a swell time,
And I don't want to hear no more of what Doc was telling me outside about . 
bringing in a trained nurse up here from Hapa.■ I'm all the nurse Tony 
needs. •, .Don't nobody fret about little .Amy. She's going to be all right. 
The doctor and the priest exchange approving glances, and McKee declares 
that she is a credit to the parish. Tiben the doctor and Joe carry Tony 
into his.bedroom, the priest tells Amy to call on him “if ever- you need 
a word of comfort. . .Be patient with him. He's old enough to be your 
father. , .but he's a'good fella,85 .



■ . ' . . After the doctor and the priest leave, Joe, watching Amy with a ■ -
% . pu22led froWn, tells her,' te$ got you fixed'up in Tony * s hig bed« I*m, '

; goin• to .sleep 'in here in case .you want .any: help. n . Zhey fell each - other - t ■
good night, and Joe adds, "Keep a stiff upper lip. Everything's going to'

■ V' turn out :b,K« Amy bursts out that he thinks- he is. $EGod Almighty, ” ;and. - k
Joe replies, srI don't get you." Amy says- to let it go, that she does not 

' ■ ■ feel too well.,' Joe suggests that it .fee;'the.■.yijâ >.-.ahd'S^^atheticallyt
• adds, “I‘d fee; nervous myself if I'd just been married. . .If 1 was a,girl,:.. ' ■
I would.sf He says that he is going away in the morning, "But there's 
■ something. I just got. to ask you. . ' .You like Tony all right, don't you?n , .i.,

. Amy retorts that she -married hitoi , Joe answers, 1!1 know that. . »only. . . . :•
- - it ain’t just what I mean. . .1 wouldn’t like to see Tony, in trouble or

unhappy or get tin* his feelings hurt .or anything:" inthat line.'” Amy reminds
him that she has-not been complaining, and "when I start in complaining, -

- . ' , there ’11 fee'plenty of' time, then for 'others, to butt in and make remarks. ** •■ - - \
- ■- . Joe tells her not to "get sore,n and she. retorts, furiously, ..’Wio’s sore? - .

. . .1 know what'I’m about, see?. .' .I’m fixed. I ’m satisfied. I didn’t '
;'' " ' • come up here. . . looking for love. , „ or anything like that.61 Joe says '.

.that maybe he "was ;fenly seeing Tony’s - side of the guesfcidn, ” and nempha-: ,v:...
sigiiig his approval .with another patronizing pat on the shoulder, ” tells -"'t ,

. her that she is ’’a .great girl.H Hhen Amy snaps, "Oh, for God’s sake, . : -

'' ■:,.. :'leave.-;me aldne,can’-f you? ”• .Joe/becomes, angry - in his. furn-: and replies, - p 1 ^
"yl’Sure-, I..can.* ' Goodnight^" - - -.i; / - '-v;; ';,

: Vi . ; Heither.-imovee, howeverj- Joe' repeats that he is .“sleeping in here ' ■ V .

'.. .. V v  '1 - "V . lh' case', .'”-'feut Amy 'declares' that/;she can "take; care of Tony and the • \
" - further, off you keep yourself - the better. “ He grabs his coat,, saying, v



rffeXl, if. you feel that way, 1*11 go back to my own ahack.w But Amy stops
him; "There's something I got to ask you. . .You got to tell me the truth
this time. » .You really and honestly didn't know nothing about his 
sending me that photo of you instead of his own, did you?n Joe declares, 
^Honest to God, 1 didn't, . «M and Amy apologises for her behavior? nI ' 
wouldn't want you going away tomorrow thinking what a. mean character I got 
"They shake hands, standing in the doorway," and Amy begins to cry, Shen. 
he tries to sympathize with her, she moans, "I always was all right till 
I come up here. Mow I wish 1 was deadlM Joe takes her am, saying, “Don1
talk that way. You're all right, «

When she stumbles and he catches her, "there is a moment of 
silence broken only by their deep breathing as the physical being of one 
is communicated to the physical being of the other. Suddenly, and irre
sistibly he clutches her to his breast and kisses her. She struggles a 

moment, then abandons, herself,65. When Tony calls her name from the 
bedroom, Amy breaks loose, sobbing hysterically, and turns toward the 
bedroom door. Joe catches her; Amy struggles; Tony weakly calls again, 
"She breaks free, terrified,, and runs., out of the house. Joe'stands 
listening a moment, then runs after her as the curtain falls,M

Act 111 takes place three months later. Father McKee, at Tony's 
request, is.: trying to convince Joe that he should not leave to agitate 
with the Wobblies. But Joe insists, "I think how I could get into the 
scrap. I ought to have been in on the dock strike at San Pedro, but I 
wasn't. I. don't want to miss, another big fight like that," Amy comes 
in with her market basket, observing, "Scraping again?K Father McKee 
replies, "We been talking about reforming the social system," and Amy
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: cbmplacently; , ‘Well, you got a fine day for it, n The doctor ; v-
comes fm .for . his weekly visit, watches Xony. walk pit the crutches, and ;;;
P1 easdd:wSth^,himself, commenMy.‘Well, all I can say is, it pays to', 
know: how to set .a fracture.£s Both he and Father McKee praise Amyes 
nursing. Tony 'is fallowed to go outside under the arbor after."three ;
months in dees.-gdMara hpuse!B'f: : ' ■ 7. . d-d/ ' ’ ' ■:
7 , After Tony hobbles out, followed by the priest and Amy,, the
doctor'tells Joe,' "I hear you are going .away.M llhen Joe replies, "Yeah.
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1 %, really going this time, " the doctor asks, *%adn -1 you hetter' take M y  . 
with you? '- Joe - says,. t!I don't get you," and the doctor explains, "Amy 

7e@me to7see .tiie-’laif'; week,. I didn’t.if ell her what ■ the/ fcrohble.vWas,: .1 7
put her off. YiTony .isn’t the father. . .He - couldn’t be, ̂  Joe admits,
' "It .was.: the first night. « , It just happened. , ~ There :was; a reason, you • 
don’t know about. . " The doctor asks, "Shall I tell Tony? Or M y t "
Tfh.en Joe. replies,. MMo. . .gimme time to think," the doctor warns, "There’s 
no concealing this. Don’t try anything of that sort. I won’t have it. “ ' ;

' The doctor leaves the''room when M y  comes in to get a -Gomfofter 1 
and newspapers.for Tpny. Joe says that he must speak .to her for 7a. minute,7 
and M y  replies, •’Make- it snappy, , .1 doh’t like this being alone - with 
you. . .If/makes.me thinkl . .1 want to forget all that,:v But Joe blurts,7 
"You’re goin* to have.a kid. , .I’m- awfully sorry.. *. ,the doc just toM': ., 
me,'-. Is. Amy. drops the quilt and papers,, moans, %h,-. my: Godf" and "drops 
wealtly into one of ;therchairs as. though heir knees had failed her." Uhen 
Joe suggests, "There’s ways, you know. . .there’s doctor. . .u Amy 'shakes ■ 
her head, . doing that, h, . It’s worse .than the other.e-. Joe tells her,.
’’The doc., said for me to take you away with me./'Y ' 77 '
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Mien Amy asks MYou?w. Joe promises, “I ’ll treat you right, Amy." Amy 
moans, 6iSPoor lonyl. , ,1 -must have been crazy that night.” Joe says, 
vf!e both was. . .but there’s no use say in6 that now.n “Recognizing the 
inevitable, imy acquiesces, ,eI guess the doc’s right. I guess I’ll have .. 
'to go with you. . .Somebody8s got to help me. „ .There ain’t nobody but 
you," ' -

Joe leaves to .pack his things s Tony comes in, asking "Amy! W ’y
you no come back?" He says that he has just seen Joe, who refused' to .
speak when Tony.asked him where be was going, Amy tells Tony that Joe is 
going away, and Tony complains, "That boy mak! me verra unhappy. I been 
lovin* Joe like he was my own son an* he’s gain” away like dat. He’s no 
good.11 Amy, says that Joe is. "no worse than other people I could mention" 
Tony says that he loves Joe, but "he don* love me.n Amy exclaims, ”1 
love you, Tony! I love you!" and Tony replies, "I know, Amy.11 Then, . 
nerving herself, she says, "Something’s happened. . .I’m going to tell you 
just exactly what it is, Tony, because I ain’t going to have you thinking 
afterwards that X wasn’t grateful or'that I ain’t happy here. . .And I' 
don’t want you blaming Joe no more8n what you blame me. . .I’m going to 
have a baby, Tony. , .and it’s, „ .God help.me!, . .it’s Joe’s baby.n

Tony raises his crutch, crying out angrily, then faltering, says
hopefully, "Amy, you fool with me! Eh?**' but Amy answers, “No, I’m not 
fooling, M .Tony pursues', her as she; backs away, crying, “You been Joe’s 
woman!. , .You been lovin’ Joe!" Amy declares, “No. , .1 ain’t, . .1 
never loved Joe, « .1 was crazy.; «■ .only that one night, . »M. Tony asks t 
scornfully, MU*at night?** and Amy answers, "The first night I come here 
, , .1 ain’t even spoke to Joe alone since that night."



Idny rails;;, ‘’You'• lyine,8. . .You been Joe’s woman. .• .You goin* away with , 
JoeT" -: Amy asks,' ''My God, what else can: 1 do?" and:eEuribu@ly he forces 
her back into the corjiay where the shotgun is hanging, spluttering all the 
time with slobbering, half-intelligible rage." As he loads the gun, Tony 
raves,'-, Hr don’ let 'you go?. . .By God, I ’m goin8 kill him an6 keep you.
.here for. see me kill him?"' t \ .. . . , ' -

She is pleading,. "Don’t do anything like that, now, .Tony?".'when^ - 1, 
Joe comes into the room, sees Tony flourishing the gun, gives a cry, 
springs upon Tony and wrenches the gun away, ’The struggle upsets Tony’s • 
balance and he topples headlong off his c r u t c h e s W h e n  fmy screams,
"Oh, his leg?" Joe reaches Over to ■help Tony,, but "Tony fights him, trying 
to choke him,", Tony is moaning as Joe urges ihny, . "Get your things. ,.
Se can send the Padre up to look after him." - When Amy goes into the :
bedroom, once more "Tony springs madly at Joe’s throat.n Joe breaks away, 
tries to give Tony a glass: of. wine, but Tony pushes It away, When Amy : ■ 
comes back into, the room, wearing her hat and carrying her coat and suit- 
■ case,' Tony sobs, "You goin* be livin* with Joe?" and Amy miserably declares, 
' "Ho, I ain’t , going to live with; Joe.81 When Tony asks- who; is . going to look 
affer- her,,. Joe replies that he,is. - Tony protests, '"Ho, » ., . Joe is no good 

..: for.;. Ibokin*' after-, womans ,an 1 :h.aby? . .Prefty quick Joeiis^Teayin6 you
desert,.and don w ’af is'goin’ happen. . »Ees no good? My Amy havin1 baby

-in da 'street. » .'T don’t let. you go? • You. stayin’ here with Tony I' Amy - -
say's, ."Don’t talk that way, Tphy? '.Tt- ain’t,no good," .and,,Joe 'tells her,1 

r'Come on?" ■ '■ : "
- But Tony continues,.. "My, I get excit. just now. . .Excuse? I 

think yerra good-ottce.more. You ain* goin1 with Joe..,'.Joe is wantih1



to go with •Wobbliest ehf1, 1 ' .All right. . .hooka Amy. . .Amy is wantin'1 : \ 
stay here nice an? oafa in dees fine house with Tony. Is. not-true, ehf

• , - ' .. : :,, v-
'.Siire Is true, took tony, Dio mio, an1 ask him ':w 1 at he - want I' ‘ .Bon ̂ :he
want baby‘Z,r ¥hen Amy'asks',’ . “But v h^t this baby, ’ tony? ” he: replies, ,5lfe 
tellin* eurabody he*s Tony's baby... Ben evrabody say Tony is so goddam -■ly 
young an8, strong'he9s break both his'leg8, and having■ baby just da same!"

.Amy wants to stay, but she isn't sure, that she should? , "It' ' ‘
wouldn’t work, Tony. . .You wouldn’t mean it Afterward, . ," But he
1 continues'with his appeal; “W 8at8a good for me havin’ all dis money w ’at ’
I got? 1 got nobody for give my house an1 my money w 8 en I 'die. Se's fof 

dat I want dis;baby, Amy. Joe don* want him. " Amy replies,“But,
Tony! Think of what I done?"' Tony says, "What you done was mistake in
da head, not.in da heart. . .“ When Amy is sure that he wants her to 
stay, “She walks slowly over to him. . .throws her arms around his neck 
and. presses his head against her breast.M Then she turns to Joe and says, 
“1 guess you better.be going,iE Joe picks up his knapsack and replies,

“I guess you’re r i g h t . .He puts on his cap, and. with a broad grin, states
J*!./gUes us got any kick •- eupln ■,'at' t h a t As; he;;
leavesy .Amy: agrees y wKq,,s: and Tony "clutches, her even closer as the - 

cUrtain.falis.*8:: ’y ’y , ; ; -■ ' - y . y ’y,y, ; ' ' . • ’’Y



Loesser The Most Happy .Fella

Musical plays, iaany-of them based on novels or other plays, -have 
had a great vogue since the 19208s. One famous team of collaborators,
Oscar Hammerstein and Richard Rodgers, has made a number of successful 
musical adaptations, such as Oklahoma! (from Lynn Riggs 6s Green Grow the 
Lilacs), South Pacific -(f rom James A, Michenere s Tales of the South Pacific) , 
and The King and I (from Margaret Landon*s novel, Anna and the King of 
Siam). - ,My Fair Lady, which may break, the record of Oklahoma! as the play 
with the longest run on Broadway, was made into a musical from Shaw's 

Pygmalion by another, team of collaborators, Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick 
Loewe. Frank Loesser, who- already had made a name for himself as a pop
ular song writer, composed the music, and lyrics for two musical plays--
- Where's Qharley? in 1943 and Guys and . Bolls in 1950--"before writing The
' ■ • ■ 1 ' ' : ■ , . " 1 ' ' 5 : Most Happy Fella, based on Sidney Howard's They Knew What They Wanted,

Most of the action’of The Most Happy Fella is in the Napa Valley;

however, the first scene takes place in a: restaurant in San- Francisco in
January of 1927. The restaurant has just closed; Gleo, a tired waitress,
sings, '’Ooh, . My Feet,tf and in the background the cashier is heard speaking

to ^Number 27.tf A slap in heard, and the indignant cashier says, “You
know there's'a lot.of waitresses just begging to date up a guy in my
position.-* The girl retorts, “A guy in your position is just begging for
someth.' . ,M but Gleo reminds her, ttUh, uh! The room rent!“ “Number 27M

" T ” ,
;i953), FP* 1195-'1197.'' ■: ' i -  : , 'i - '.1. . : : .
- - ■ $' ' ■ ' : " V '' ■ , ' ' , ' ■ .Booklet accompanying The Most Happy Fella, Columbia Masterworks
Recording No. 03L-24Q. . ' .



;confides :tp '■Cleo, “I don't care if he fires not going out with
that .slimy slob, ̂  and Gloo sings' agreement, knot?' how: it Us. * v.when- 
you’re;,just;27 in his book, getting took out is much more .like' getting 
took.» . ,  ' . '■

.■:i ; Sleots'' friend. ;sho#g": her ;a tiebin a :onbtbtiier leltvas Si: tibt, then '
discovering :.a %ash not'e8* on the menu, she reads, ie"My dear Rosabella. . • 
Cleo asks, "kosabella?” and “27” laughs, nI guess that’s me! ’I call 
you Rosabella .because I don’t know your name and I’m too scared to ask 
you!’',i Gleb exclaims, :. HThatih'what thiOv Joint has always heeded! A 
babhiul customer!” ' ^Rosabella” continues reading; HI cannot leave you ■ 
money on the. table. You look too nice.' And so I leave you my genuine / 
amethyst tie' pin. .:.l.M'-;'Gleb';:■bonders .’’if,it’s real,." 'atth^hosabella,';in a 
different tone,- replies, ’’Gleo, it doesn’t matter if the - stone is real. ; 

■rlhis. is 'reaii' I'.ahouldn’tvhave made' funof:'it. .It ’@ -a; realdlove letter
Listen, to what he says. 81 ion’t know nothing about you--where you ever 
.- go, what you ever ‘done; . ,1 don’t want to know;; I don ’t ; got • to know.
Mhat■ 1 see is kinda young lady.'.'.1, want :to -get' married.’'” ',1

Cleo looks at the note with interest and continues reading it:
'” ’1- live' on my grape /ranch ' wlth: my sister, - R.l'. D* 11, 'Napa Valley.. Oh,
1 forget to tell you, lly name is Antonio Esposito, ’$i Rosabella repeats, 
'“Esposito, . ’Please send me a postcard just to say "hello" and you make: 
me very happy. Yours truly, Tony,’ fony,: . .that’s a nice name.” The 
cashier barks,. "All right, you.tortoises! This is no ladies’ club! I ’m,
, locking up.'", A chorus of “goodnights” come from the other, waitresses.,,'

-, : - '" :Rbsabella-:'BingS'.,.,;mU#!ngly, ’Maybe he’s kinds ,crazy,. . .this; young 
fellow, . .but I’m' going to send him a postcard saying, ’thank youyours-
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sincerely, Rosabella, Gleo warn®, "He could be some kinda Rasputin, or 
a small town Jack the Ripper. , .To start with, he's a lunatic of a tipperIie 
But as they, leave, Rosabella sings, “Somebody, somewhere, wants, me and 
needs me, » .and that’s very wonderful to know,“

The second scene of Act I is a main street in Napa, California, 
in April of the same year. The postman is .delivering the, mail?
’’Farnsworth, , .Your uncle’s all right, . .Johnson?, . .You better pay 
the gas and light*, »Esposito?M A  chorus of neighbors sings, “That’s 
for Tony;' that’s for TonyZ" Tony opens his mail, looks at it, begins to 
sing; “I’m the most happy fella in the whole Napa Valley. , .looks my 
Rosabella! She was-a aends .me her photograph and she was aska me for 
mine!" The neighbors sing, "That’sa fine; that’sa fine. . .M Tony 
announces, "She’s: gonna marry me!**

His sister Marie comes upon the scene, telling him, "Come on, Tony; 
let ’s go home.. You need your nap,t$ but Tony replies, "I’m gotta wait for 
Max.' He1 s at the photo shop agetting my snapashoot.11 Marie advises,
"Tony, don’t be in a hurry about that pretty little chippy in Frisco.V 
Tony declares, "She8sa no; chip!” Shen Marie asks, ."What do you know about 
her?" Tony sings, "I don’t know nothing about her. . .1 don’t want to know 
. * . I want to get married. “ Marie reminds him of their mother’s dying 
charge to her; "’Marie, take care of Tony.m  He repeats, "I wanna get 
married,H and she scoffs, "At your age?. . .You gotta realize you ain’t 
young anymore, , .and you ain’t goodlookin’-, and you ain’t smart. You 
want to send her a picture of you? Mama wouldn’t want you to do nothin’ 
foolish. , ," She leaves him, and he broods, "Ah, Rosabella,-what’s the. 
use?".'



Herman, Clem, Jake, and Al, workers from Tony’s grapie v";
congratulate Kim and compliment Rosabella's picture. They sing "Standing 
on the Corner, Hatching All the .Girls; Go By," but their audib1e -daydream 
about girls is interrupted when the sheriff comes along and tells them

.to.,efhreak it up," Z ; i'h; V • : . ; v i Hh i'i;':i i'/'
Joe comes by and comments that Tony doesn’t look so good* When 

Tony agrees, "Yd,;; that1 sa right; I don’t look so good, " Joe says, "Well, : . 

hi don’t ■want to'-add to your trouble^ hosa, but I guess' 1*11 be auittin’ ti 
the job soon," ,When!Tony a$ks,: "When you wanna go, Joeln Joe replies,

%aybe two -weeks, maybe a month. Ah, you're not sore, are you?:You can " vii , 
get-a new foreman. Me, I'm'gettln* restless. . .If it wash*t you-was such-. ' 
a great guy to me,. I wouldn't have stuck with ybu this long, but now. . « 1

.'I kinda feel it in the wind when I drop into my bunk., . .“
Tony, getting,an idea, begins to sing, "Soon you gonna leave me,

Joe*. / .I. "/ Joe,, laughs, i 'lihat's igbt: into you, boss? Ain * t that kinda : 
sentimental ■talk?** .But Tony says, "I want a, . .pitch of ''da best damn 
foreman ever come awork for me, r* and Joe, "still laughing,: ;■ replies, u¥hy,

' -sure, Tony, 1 don't mind." ■ ■. .
:Max ta%(es:\Joe's picture;. Tony thanks Joe for. it, and tells him,

'Ytoytime■ .you wanna,quittaythe■ job,' dt*3/ali:iri:ghtiwithi,i#h,' l*ma^''%
get mad. .■,." Joe replies, 'Well, thanks, boss.. That's nice of you. I'll.

See you; up ,at the ranch." , The iscene: ends with Tony's singing: 5Mama, . . 
Mama, I know it-'sa' wrong, 'what I'ma do. . .1 gotta send Joe's pitch. i . » . i
She think maybe I'm a young man with a handsome kinda face. .I don't wanna 

show her what * sa true, . ” ' ' ' ,
/"'-■I--Beene' 3.of Act,.1 takes place in Tony's barn a few weeks later. 1 A



Tony ■ is hayitig 5*a:.gKeat big Italian apozaiiKio**^in..bono.r .of: tli@;:bridei iA; 
child asks, him, ni*!heass Rosabella coming? and he replies, ,$9h,: why she'6sa - 
- coining right away, tonight,, on the eight o'clock train.K Someone asks, 
"Tony, 'What are yon':"dhingt't, 'andvhe ieplies>: i ,81. was-a. vjust' 'iook..at'\the-;::/ - ii, 
bambini,, the neighbors1 kiddies, you know, and I was-a thinkingi That's : 
.what' I want* :., .plenty bambini round my place, with a face like my wife's, 

■pretty' face,1 4* :: ' "'k:' . i . - • ' ' ‘ '■ i
He :finds Joe in the front' yard, and panic-stricken, demands, i r 

-^^at 'aa matter,'you ain't -go-' yeth'r i Joe:,•replies, ,.can' t • travel: on an
•empty belly, so I thought I'd •wait for the big feed.. .I'm gonna stay , 
for tonight, I wanna dance with,the bride. ' Say, aih t you.ktnda late to 
pick her up at the station? It's about eight o ’clock right now.n Tony is 
dazed by thi'S reply,. -but muttering, "Eh. . .yeah, you gonna stay,M he 

•leaves: for the- station.,.:' . •: , . i'.'.'.' i
U  the, guests sing- appreciatiy'ely,•. $tSpoSalizio!, . .1 like a • ;; 

'great big, Italian sposallzipf-■ the postman and a girl , arrive. Joe exclaims 
"Hey, it's Rosabella! Welcome!f! Rosabella, answers, “I ,thought somebody‘d 
be at the strain , to •meet. me.n The postman: explains, singing, ■ WI seen her v.

, at the station, so :I haulej- her. free^' with the compliment of;Route: 11 R.H.D 
.Here she .is,:.in; fair condition, with a- silghtly damaged -pridef .;''Special .'.•-':•■. 
• Deliyery--one hride. H Joe says, "I'm sorry no one: got down there in time." 
The Italian "ranch-hands,,T Guiseppe, Hasquale, and Ciccio sing “Benevenuta, 

and Joe translates portions for Rosabella; "That means welcome. « .dear 
bride.- , '.pretty: bride i. : iM , A  lit tie girl comments, "Gee, you're . 

beautiful, ain't she,' Gussy? . -V .We8ire' coming to your wedding tomorrow. "
" Rosabella, turns to Joe and sings, "Such friendly faces all around •
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me. \ .1% sorry I got sore. . . You see, I ’ve never been a mail, order bride 
before. But now I'm happy I'm who I am, and lsm happy you are who you are

.. ■ , .Gosh, haven81 -you'/got: .something' to- say1?,. .Tell me, aren't you glad
■■■" . ,I mean, glad I*m. here, t .glad I came." . .to share your name. , 1"
I' thptight. I sd he.; settling' for a place to hang my .hat, for three:, square meals 
a day, Some good fresh air, and that was that; But .this' is touch nicer:;and 
sweeter.and'warmer. ; ..aren't you-glad, 1 .1 mean glad 1 8m here. . ,beside 

, 'you,;'Tohy,-' dearvll; Joe answers, $eTonyf %'% not Tony;: 1 !m Joe.H; "losabella 
exclaims, . "You're .not Tonyf” He confirms, nI rm Joe.E! ;

- , " ' Kosabella: hands him a- picture^ saying, ■ "let- me - ask you something.
If this isn’t you, who is it?n . Joe answers, "Well,.it's me, all right. .. .
I guess he must have sent you my picture instead of his. . .Why that foxy

- grandpa’% Hosabella. exclaims, "He’s an old man, isn’t .he?" Joe replies,'. .
. "Why, Tony’s a wonderful fella; couldn’t you tell from his letters?-''I
Rosabella asks, emphasizing every word, "What - do -you - know - about - 

' his""- letthrsl1’'' Joe ' admits,: '"Well.,. :T ■;helped.■ him:with a :• few of: emv.-v: ,', ' 
spellin’., :you know--him. being a foreigner. “I Rosabella asks, "Then, , iV': h

■ then, you. read my letters?et. Joe half reluctantly admits, "gome,. . . ' .
• ■ Rosabella’s voice rises, hysterically: "I’m gettin* outa' here!*1' joe repeats, 

"Oh, Tony’s a fine fella; just you wait’ll you see, 1’ but she cries, "I’m 
not waitin’ to see!. . .I’m not gonna stay here and be made a fool of.11 

..', joe aays.’WellV’. I ’im..-iprry ■: you.-.wasted.;iall:.that. time;-dreaming, about' mei’’ " '- ' 
and Rosabella retorts, ' "Be aUre'and tell all your friends!," ' , .
'' . • Before she can'.:leave,-. people come up to meet . the bride, and while'd , 

they" are-'.gathered: around ;hhr, someone hcreams. Rosabella a.sks', "What’s • 

that?’* and is told that Tony has been: found lying in a. ditch; his'truck • -



turned ov,6K:;fcte^ and Rosabella sings
to .ber'self,".%o home, nd:jc)b>> not even mad money. Just an.-old man, an old̂ ; 
man. People will be: laughin', it *a so funny., . tLaughin* at me. . . : -':.- 
Sheciaily him whatever his hauie is,'; , ■.ll Rdeabelid asks two men who are 
.leaving, "Gould you.two fellasiglve.me-;#, .lift, to' the station?!5 but they 

" reply, ,rSorry,' lady,^ we^re. drivihg-the-.other::way...,, , •-■ R'v
Tony sees ;Edeabella and. pleads,,, "Don't' you go "away, ' "Come: here,; ' ’ - 

.Rosabella,''- -Coe,,says, ,"Hey,.Doe, make.her stay,n and. the doctor asks,
% 1  ease, mh'm,’ - won't' you do what he * a •• askin t Please?"Tony asks, "Hey,; , 
'Doe, you give me 'needle, fulla; medicine.; » - .how .soon I'nia gonna; sleepf “ ' ■
When the. doctor says, ■H-lBout; ten. minutes., ** Tony .replies, "That's C,H.. 
lie .got- time £or. the wedding -right now.81 His ■' sister /Marie, protests, "He I. 
can’11'he* s khtt too bad. Ain11 he, Boc?W The doctor agrees, "Pienfcy bad,M 
but .adds, “Maybe we dughta do what, he Wants*.' How 'bout it,' padre?et Tony 

Insists,- ' "Right now, tonight.* - l 8ma n.o: wanna wait for tomorrow5 maybe's 
gonna;he .no.tomorrow,,r: : . " -;- . - . ■ - ;-.

Joe ''suggests,' "Could be Rosabella wants time to think it over; 
what do. you .say, ‘-Roaab.ella?tE Rosabella; tosses her head, . and answers., 
"Anything' Tony xfanfesahytimejn Tony smiles, .^That8sa my Rosabellav “'
The doctor sayh;,lnPa.dra,.; this1 man .nan't:. be; .tidy ed; to the- church; let's-, have 
a - quick. •.ceremony in the house ,I1- The.-padre '1 agrees,. HI *11 call, the, . 
chanOelleryiHV Harie still protests, but Tony- tells her to Mshut’up.88.. . The 
.doctor sends,, the guests ̂hotiie> :.:.Tony 'and Rosabella go into the hduse •with the 
padre and '.the doctor, Soundh .'.of - the wedding,.drift into .the yard; .someone 
' comments, "Hell,. Joey, looks llke: you • 11 have ; to; ’stick -around rnow to run . 
.the ranch .tili Tony- gets On. his feet; again.' The hdss has treated you pretty



good, Joey.n Joe gloomily replies, "Yeah, I know.”
Everyone except Joe drifts off the stage} Rosabella comes out on 

the porch and into the yard, crying. Joe goes over to her and tenderly 
sings, "Don*t cry. . .don’t cry. Come on back in the house and don’t cry 
. . ,Yes, I know how you feel} it’s that wild runaway feeling in your heart 
when you’ve had the wrong dream and you wake with a start,. .Yes, I know 
how you feel. « » She snap's, tearfully, "Yes, you know how I feel’
Bell, don’t you worry’ 1 went through with it, didn’t It 1 said I’d 
' marry" Mm, ** Se replies, touching her sympathetically, "And you’ll never be 
sorry," She demands, "lake your hands offa me,” and he says, "You know I 
had nothing to do with that photograph,” She answers, "Ho, but you’re 
laughing about it." He protests, "Ho, kid, no!" She insists, "Inside • 
you’re laughin’ how I got myself stuck with him. . ,M Joe declares,
"Tony sure is. a fine fella. , .with the strength of a giant, . .and the 
smile of a, baby," but Rosabella says, "He’s an old man, an old man. I don’ 
want him leanin’ all over me. . .1 don’t want him breathin* all over me 
. » . . M Joe sings again, "Don’t cry, and the curtain goes down as he
puts his arms around'her.. .

Act II., Scene 1, opens in the vineyards in May, The workers are . 
singing "Fresno Beauties," and against this background, Joe and Rosabella, 
meeting and passing each other by, sing "Gold and Dead": "There she is, 
every day for a.week how, .Here he comes, every day since a week ago, , . 
It’s cold, cold and dead and buried and gone.,, .and now every day the best 
we can. do is nod ’good morning,,w

Rosabella goes up to Tony and the doctor just as Tony is excitedly 

complaining, "He say I gotta set in this wheel chair twelve weeks. , .Hey,
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dottore, go on, hurry ups give me the medicine; give me the pills. . .n 
vibe doctores musical advice is: **X£ you got to take something, take a ;
prescription that,s old as the hills. . .Take love arid kindness from the 
nurse, the good looking nurse, . .She’s good for what ails you when you‘re 
ready to holler and cursei” ■ ■

The doctor leaves, and Tony asks Rosabella, “You mad at me? 1 send 
, you, wrong fella’s pitch. If 1 send you my pitch, you no come here, not 
I ’m sorry about the pitch?” She corrects Mm, "Me ~ ture, ** He repeats# 
kBie ture, /’’then hopefully says, “Ife-friends now. Ife start all over .
again. 1 meet you'for the first time, ’alio, ” She gives him a musical
etiquette lesson: ’Well-— when you meet somebody for the first time, there
are special things you are supposed to say, ‘. Happy to make your ac
quaintance. . .Thank you so'much, I feel fine. ...”

The lesson is interrupted by the arrival of Cleo. At Rosabella’s
surprised greeting, Tony explains, 'MI send for her. 1 give her job pasting
labels on my grape boxes. , .you got old friend to keep you company.”
Tony’s sister-Marie takes Cleo into the house, confides, "You’re her friend, 
and he’s my brother. You understand; we can talk to one another. , .When ' 
a girl’s too young for a man, . .when they get married, little by little 
from the difference in their ages comes the; trouble, a million kinds of 
trouble, , In the background Cleo sings,' ”1 understand,” and ”1 don’t 
like this dame.” \

Herman and Cleo meet and are immediately attracted to each other; 
"Mister, you got a way of saying ’Bvenin’, Ma’m,1 that puts me in a 
friendly state of mind. » , ” ' wSister, you got a way. of .saying ’friendly 
state1 that gives me the impression you’re my kind’”
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They discover that both of them are from Dallas and musically confess that 
“when you*re from Big B, the .rest of Te^as -looks a mess, “ '

Scene 2 is a musical interval, “How Beautiful the Bays,“ to show 
the passing of-May, the increasing .affection of Tony and Rosabella for 
each other, and the restlessness of Joe*

- Scene 3 takes place in the vineyards; the time is June, The workers, 
dance in the background as Marie sings, “Young people gotta dance, dance, 
dance. « .#hy should they bother with you and me?M Although Tony hopefully 

remark's,, “The doc was told me only three more weeks in the chair, “ he 
becomes moody when Marie reminds him, “Old people gotta keep in mind. . . 
that- young people gotta dance, dance, dance. Old people gotta get left 
behind. M Rosabella takes a brief interval from her dancing to sing, 
affectionately, “Where’s.that smile, , .Where's that happy face"that I 
depend on so? Oh, didn’t you know you make me feel warm all over, . .gone 
are all the clouds that swarm all over, Please always let me keep feelin 
the way 1 do; so warn all over with, a tender love for you.$t' . Some of the 
dancers come over and whirl her away, and Tony reflects, “See, Mama? 1 
guessa Marie’s aright* . ..Young people'gotta dance. » .Old people gotta 
sit and watch, .. * Young people gotta live, . - ..Old people gotta sit there-- ■. 
and die.R . . '

. Scene 4 takes place in the barn,' Herman gives Pasquale his last 
cigarette, obeys the command to “light it for me, " and good-naturedly 
replies, “ifhy, sure,“ .to the command to “sweep up." When Sleo indignantly
demands, "Herman, what’s the matter with you? Don’t you ever get mad at -
anybody?" he sings, M1 like everybody that I ever met. , .and extra specially 
I like you. . - ," ... ... . ■



Scene 5 takes place in the vineyards in July, Cleo and Rosabella . 
observe: the doctor helping Tony to learn tti use the crutches. 'Rosabella 1 
sighs, "Oh, I hope he teaches him to walk toward- me.K When Cleo asks,,
*%at's .the matter with you, honey?!t Rosabella musically confides, "1 f :
love him, 'and he treats me like a baby. He doesn’t seem to understand,.. * u 

Cleo sympathises, "I know how it is; don't tell me.’ . .All those bashful" 
ways that seemed so very right. » .They turned out to be the things you've 
gotta fight. Rosabel la continues, "I love him. Yes, I love the way he 
looks and smells and feels," and Cleo advises, "Don’t tell me, kidi tell, 
him. .and ,like they say in musical comedy, ’Here he comes now’" Tony 
sits down, Sayihgy. "Whatsa use" to walkf 1 ain’t goin1 no place. Eh, . 
Rosabella, what’sa matter?,9Rosabella responds, "I love you; I love you,” 
and he comments, "At ’ sa nice. “ • She continues, ’‘And you treat me like a . y : -
baby. You just don’t seem to understand., . .hike a woman loves a man; 
that’s how I love you.’*, He answers, "But I’m old enough to be. your papa!" ■
and she returns, ’’I ’m no baby. . .And I know ites my plan to love you ;

like a woman loves a wohderfhl man!” . .- v - ' / I - .'...../ii :■
joyously he sings, "My .heart is sO full of you, " and she joins ' . ,,

him, ’’There is no- room for anything more. „ Excitedly, he declares,
' yoh, Garrisima, 1 want to tell everybody,■everybody in the whole " '
beautiful world. Tonight we have a bigga big party-"the,spdsalizio. y : 
Everybody was-a miss the sposalizio. , . now, tonight-a we gonna have i t ’

» .Then I'm gonna get up and rnake a speech. . .Ladies and gentlemen, ■ -

I!ma throw this party today to ;makeS a big anhouhoement. . ,thata my - wife :

' she’sa love me now, . ,n' ̂  - x - ; ; . ■ y.'.:/' v l '- v



■ ■ : The workers hear about the coming party, and begin to dance,
.taking Rosabella with them. Rosabella collapses, and the doctor tells', 
her that he must have Va look at her, ,$ony accuses, the workers, "’You 
yhurta my Ros v .Don’t you try 'jump around like a little circus
pony,” They all echo, !'Sorry, Tony. . .Yeah, we were only playing 
Tony) ** He tells them to tell Joe to give them a half-day off and to 
come’to the' party tonight*:' Tony questions thh;doctor, who hedges that 
;Rosabella is .Ojust a little dizzy from all the excitement*n ,

Rosabella sobs to Gleo, *#hat am I gonna dot V  ,A baby?" For 
once, Cleo::'h&S';:no: advice, hi don’t know how it is; I just- don’t khow.n 
Tony comes up, humming happily, and tells Rosabella, "You go in house 
arid rest-a so you feel^a good for the party tonight, “

' iThen. he is alone, he joyously sings, "Hey, Mama, Mama, .. .how .
, you Ilka my girlt. , .In Palermo, Mama, when I was-a young man. > .you 

was used:to say, ’Bring home nice young lady, Tony.*, „ .Look, Mama,
.i she’ sa;:herei ’ .Sow you . like my.- sweettieaftt - y-..' ; ;

:.y ' In Act 1X1, which takes place about an hour later, the doctor 
suggests that all the-guests go down to Clancy’s Bar and give Tony arid 
Rosabella a- chance to be■alone together. He says it is "that kind of 
: night,’.' arid sings, '^ongvof';a Summer Night," which concludes, ”1 hear - 
music in the air, . .a kind .of lover8s tune, music for the happy, happy 

feiia. ; : -v;- d.''d - ■
Tony, 'left alprie 'with' Rosabella, asks why she isn’t dressed for 

’ the party.; She replies that she isn’t going to the. party; ■’’Tony, listen 
to me. live got to tell.you something, . .something.terrible. . .i’m 

going away. ” Shen he .asks, ’’You go ’way?I1 she sobs, "When X tell you



' the truth, you're going to throw me out anyhow. , .Tony, I’m going to

have a baby. . „i had to tell you the truth; -1 just had to-.. I. guess I ... '■
could have run away. . .6£ Tony, asks, ‘’Whofn and she answers, hjoe." , v 

.‘He accuses, “You been Joe!s x-7oman,is and she declares, “It was crazy. „ VI •>'' 
%';hay;eh‘’ •spokett:::alone':;to: Joe since that night. • v ..n-: Jthen Tony < : :' 

asks what night, and she answers, ’'Our wedding night. . „11 he rails,
' "Goddamn you! Get out of here.”n Sorrowfully she returns his tie pin and 
sings, “Please let me . t.ell you that I love you, just one more time before 
I go. » .'Please let me tell you. . . ’cause it happens to be so. ,t . -

In Scene 2 of Act III, Tony sees Pasquale and tells him to "tell
Joe to get the hell offa.my land." Basquale answers, "Joe? He go."
Tony mutters, "She was tell me go damn Tie.:,.: .Give me the plstola,. . .M • ,

; But l^asqnalh^^rdtehtSj^v^lfej'^boss. ', fV ; ; ' . '■ ::r■ .t ? ■f ’ -.'
Down at the station Cleo buys tickets for San Francisco for

. hetself arid Rosabella.; She tells Rosabella to get on the bus while she
finds Herman to say goodbye, : - /.■ -

Totiy looks for Joe at ; the depot, but some of his workers who 
came to see Joe off tell him that Joe “just went out on the southbound • '

■ train, ’t; 'Tony asks, '’fteQielaê 'goltf' 'and the ;.reply:''is,’ ;tWe .4idnttvsari.. ’ ‘ i : :'-v. 'v-
• anybody but Joe. ; He left you and the Missus a,message. . .He said to
■ tell you it smelled like the day he ought to be on his lonesome way,11 : :
Trying to give Tony the box of candy, that Joe left, they add, ."He left V . .

• this for the both of you.” Tony snarls, ’We don't eat that kind of candy.”
Tony is alone again, and he sings to himself:..”She aln*t got no -I'.\ 

place to-go. , . .no money, no food to eat. . ."Soon she1 s going to have 
the baby in the street, , ,It,s no good!. , .She maybe going to die alone



and me, too. «'.She could have run away and left me feeling like a 
stupid, ugly old wop„ . .She*8 gonna come home with me. . .'*•

Marie has followed Tony, she tries to persuade him to let 
Rosabella go: “Whatever*s been going on, let her go if she wants to go .
. . .Remember nobody can love you like I love you. . .You ainlt young 
no more, . .You ain’t smart!0 Tony replies, “No, in the head I ain’t 
smart, but in the heart, in the heart. « ." Seeing that her argument 
has failed, Marie seizes Tony’s cane. Gleb, who has been looking for 
Herman, walks up and demands: “Give him his cane!" She and Marie
struggles'Cleo gives Tony the cane and tells M m  that Rosabella is in , 
fhe bus. Pasquale comes upon the scene, tries to help Marie by seizing 
Gleo. Herman sees this and commands, "Take your hands off my girt.".
Both Herman and Cleo are surprised when “the worm turns," and Herman 
knocks Pasquale.down. Herman proudly sings "I made a fist," to the 
accompaniment of Cleo’s, “Herman, my hero!"

Tony finds Rosabella, tells her, “We tell everybody it’s Tony’s 
bambino. Then everybody say Tony's so goddamn young and strong he's 
break his bones and have baby just the same. She’s gonna know?"
Rosabella answers, “You’ll know, and you’ll hate me, and you'll hate 
the baby. I ’m scared.Tenderly he admonishes, "Don’t you be scared, 
carrissima. , .Me, Tony, I was scared one night last springtime. . . 

scared to drive down to the station to meet my Rosabella, . ,scared 1 was 
too old and I’ma talk funny. Then 1 drive truck too fast and have 

accident. , .Maybe you got scared and have accident, too. » .1 was so 
scared that I send you wrong fellow’s pitch. . .That first time I see 

you in restaurant in ’Frisco, I shoulda no left no sneaky Tittle note on
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the bill of fare. . „Tonight we start all over, lhaa, sit in restaurant 
and you wait on me. . „I look at you and say, ’Young lady, what’s you 
name? Mt Shyly she answers, "Amy." "Amy," Tony repeats, "That1 sa nice 
name. . ." .

To the crowd that is leaving Clancy’s Bar, Tony calls, "Hey, you 
all late. Come on,, everybody, up to the house. $Je gonna have big party. 
But wait, before we start. , , in case you been worry because me and my 
Rosabella have a little argument. X want to make big announcement. ... *
Hy wife, she’sa love me now, , Tony and Rosabella sing "Ey Heart 
Is So Full of You.et The guests sing "The Most Happy Fella,16 and when 
they reach the lines, "book at the most happy fella in the whole Napa 
Talley," Tony proudly sings, "That’s me,8" as the curtain falls.

G Permission has been obtained from the author for use in this 
section of all paraphrases of or quotations from The. Most Happy Fella,



TREATMENT OF PLOT ELEMENTS \ : •
la the fo«r plays examined here, the treatment of the main plot 

elements of the'Raolo-Francesca story which were outlined in the first 
• chapter may be Summarized as followsj ; . : ,

Rokef'and Crawford use the historical Italian setting-and, 
except for Bdkeres substitutiori of Lanciotto for Giovanni,; the actual 
names of the principal'characters. The marriage of Francesca and ' 
Giovanni/I.anciotto is arranged by the two fathers« Boker follows tra
dition by haying the two families belong to warring, opposite political 
factions, with Francesca serving as the pledge of peace,, Crawford does 
not mention the political element; his is simply a medieval, parent- 
arranged marriage. In Howard’s; and hoesser's plays, with twentieth cen
tury American settings, the marriage isarranged, after an extended corre
spondence, by the, principals^ tliemselves, but the two have never met, al^ 
though Tony has seen Amy in a restaurant and has fallen in love with her.

Giovanni/Lanciotto is brutish in appearance and • lame; hence Boker’ 
Guido and both of the fathers in Crawford’s plays fear that Francesca will 
not consent to marrying him- is she knows the truth. Howard and hoesser’s 
Tony is ah old man who is neither handsome nor. smart.

In Boker *s play, it is GuidoFrancesca * s father, who engineers 
the fraud by making the girl believe that the.handsome young Paolo, 

hanciotto' s brother ,. is her husband-to-be, Guido * s opportunity, of course 
has been presented by Lahciotto himself, whose sensitiveness has prompted 

him to send his .brother as his ambassador. Ih Crawford's play, the two 
fathers and Giovanni, and possibly even Paolo, although no mention is 

: ' v'..; v ; : ■ ■ i
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made as to whether he consciously aided in the fraud, cooperate to deceive 
the girl as to her husband11 s identity. In Howard’s and Loesser's plays, 
Tony, afraid that the girl will have nothing to do with an old man, 
conceives the idea of sending her, as his own, the picture of his handsome 
young foreman Joe. After the girl receives the picture, she consents to 
marry Tony, Although not deliberately, Joe has served as proxy in another 
way throughout the mail order courtship, for he has helped Tony, who does 
not have a very efficient command of English, with his letters to Amy.

When Baker’s Francesca first sees the man whom she supposes to be 
her future husband, riding on his horse of dapple gray, she exclaims,®If 
that’s the gentleman my father chose, he must have picked him out from all, 
the world.*n Crawford’s Francesca, also first sees Paolo as he approaches 
her home, riding on a white charger, and agreeing with her women that he 
looks like Giotto's picture of St. George, her heart leaps, Ifhen Amy sees 
Joe, the man whose picture she has received,, she supposes him.to be Tony; 
within a few minutes after their meeting, she confides, "The minute I' 
came in, I knew I was all right," And Loesser’s "Rosabella" joyfully 
sings to Joe, "I’m happy I ’m who I am, and I ’m happy you’re who you are, 
and I'm happy today is the day.H '

Boker6s Francesca marries Lanciotto, even after she. learns of the 
deception, for several reasons; Her confidence in her father is shattered, 
and she feels that she can never again,be a happy child in his.house; she 
is convinced that it is her duty to the people of Ravenna to insure the 
peace by marrying Lanciotto, and she is unable to get Paolo to admit, before 

her marriage, that their love is mutual. Crawford's Francesca, like the 
Francesca of Boccaccio, does not even learn of the fraud until her wedding
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night, Howard’s Amy at first plans to go back to San Francisco when she 
learns of Tony's "low-down dirty trick," but she decides to marry Tony, 
anyway, for several reasons: She has no money, having spent all she had , 

on a wedding dress and a trousseau; she has. given up her job, and she 
Would be ashamed for her fellow waitresses to know the outcome even if 
she could get her job. back; she is tired of working as a waitress,' and 
she has always wanted a home in the country, * hoesser’s "Rosabella" is ■ 
forced to make, a quick decision. She is, unable to get a ride back to 
town; no one seems to be going that way.. Like Howard'a Amy, she too has 
no money and no job.. She is afraid of the laughter of others, especially 
that of the man of the picture,■the one to whom she revealed her feeling 
of joy because she thought that he was her future husband, Tony wants 
to get married immediately; in ten minutes the sedative given him by the •; 
doctor will take effect; he pleads, with the self pity of an injured man 
who has always enjoyed good -health, that he does not want to wait until 
tomorrow--%aybe®s gonna be no tomorrow," The doctor increases pressure, 
on Rosabella by saying* "Maybe we QUghta do what he wants,1! and Joe's, 
attempt to relieve the pressure, "Could be Rosabella wants time to think 
it over," piques Rosabella, sure that he is secretly laughing at her, into 
saying, with a proud toss of her head, "Anything Tony wants, anytime."

Boker's Paolo, from the beginning, because.of his love for 
kanciotto, fights against his love for Francesca, Unfortunately, it is 

not until after the marriage ceremony,• when tenciotto, has gone away to 
war, that he finally yields to his feeling and confesses his ipve to 
Francesca. Although Francesca felt remorse, at her initial meeting with 
Lanciotto that she must deceive the "noblest heart of all" as to her true'



. fdeltegs, she did not. have the strong deterrent that Paolo had, and she 
tried from the beginning .to .get Paolo to commit himself, Crawford’s 
Francesca yielded to her love for Paolo one year after her marriage,' after 
the birth of her daughter, Crawford, does' not mention whether Paolo fell 

• in love with Francesca at their first meeting, or whether he came to love 
her after the marriage. In Howardes and Loesser’s plays, the affairs 
are not based on a great love, but on a sexual attraction, which although 
it is powerful at the time, is fleeting, Amy/"Rosabella” has anticipated 
consummation of a marriage with' the man of the photograph; she receives a 
great emotional shotih when she learns that the man is not Tony, but that 
Tony is an old man who has tricked her into coming by sending someone 
else's picture,. The bridegroom is injured and is put under sedation; the 
hasty marriage adds to the bride s state of shock. The handsome young 
foreman is sorry for the girl, and at the same time, his pride no doubt 
has received a boost by the'.knowledge that she looked, forward to .marrying ' 
him. He offers his sympathy; the two of them feel the impact of great 
physical attraction,' and their one-night affair is the culmination of 
this peculiar set of circumstances, 1 V . - : ;

The treatments of the seventh plot element, that of the husband's. 
learning of the affair, are varied and interesting. Boker9s Fepe is the 

means by which.hanciotto learns of his brother's betrayal. By. superb 
portrayal of this.minor character, Boker makes, it seem quite plausible 
that Pepe would, even at the risk of death, inform Lanciotto of the scene 
between Paolo and Frahcesca in the palace garden, Boker's Fepe was a 
deliberate informer, just as the servant- in Boccaccio's aecounf (with the 
difference that Pepe is given strong motivation for his action), Crawford



Concordia innocently and unconsciously, .reveals her mother 5s infidelity 
when she,.somewhat reluctantly, but because it seems so strange and she 

- wants to be reassured by her beloved father, tells of her mother6sheart- 
:' broken • cri eh- at what seems to be Paolo *s betrayal with a “woman of the '
. ' people,*8 "Howard and Loesser employ the natural and fundamental means of ‘
■" the girl's pregnancy, obviously not by her"husband, who has been rendered 

almost helpless.by his accident, . to, disclose to the husband her brief 

ty. / % affair with doe,- ' '"I :'v : :,:V 1 '. 1.; ; '-r .: ■
■ : ■ ..: The husbands in all four of the plays have the .'expected,reaction \

■ - when they 1 earn of the infidelity--murderous- rage, Hollowing history - '
' • and tradition, Giovanni/Lanciotto kills both of the lovers, • True,

Boker's Lanciotto does not kill; so much in hate as in sorrow at his .
. ■ . betrayal by two .ioved ones and to avenge his honor, which according to

his code demands death. Crawford"s Giovanni, as did Boccaccio's, kills 
. ■ Francesca by accident when she tries to keep him from striking Paolo. .-

Howard’s Tonyltries, in ;a"murderous rage, to kill Joe with the shotgun,
’ but he is knocked-off balance by Joe, drops his crutches, .and.falls;.
."-When:,his"fffst reaction of rage subsides, he is; able to see that he is 

, If,' ' not guiltless, himself, having made da mistake in da; head, not in da- heart, “ 
, I ".: ‘ by sending dray Joe's picture; therefore, he is able, by this sense of 

: v' ,. justice and his . love- for and- need of Amy, to forgive,her for her. "mistake

in da head,16 "Loesser8s Tony does not have a chance to try to kill Joe,
. though, haying that intention, he does ask Pas quale for a $,pi stolo.*’* 

However, Joe- has leftj alone, on the sbuthbound t r a i n ,  and LoesserEs 
; Tony also is able to forgive the girl for a mistake that he knows, was
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precipitated by his earlier fraud.*

.All of these four plays, then, incorporate the essential plot
elements of the Paolo-Francesca legend. However, one of the authors,
Sidney Howard, claims another legend as the inspiration for his playt

Of the story of this play, I have this to say. It has
been generously related to the legend of Paolo and Francesca. .•.
{jjlhisj relationship 1 hotly deny.
The story of this play, in its noblest form, served Richard 
Wagner as the libretto for the greatest of all romantic operas.
It is shamelessly, consciously, and even proudly derived from 
the legend of Tristram and Yseult, and the difference between 
the legend of Tristram and Yseult and that of Paolo and 
Francesca is simply that the Italian wronged husband killed 
everybody in sight while his northern counterpart forgave 
everybody— which amounts to the monumental difference between 
a bad temper and tolerance,' 2

At least two editors have expressed the opinion that Howard8s play is
based on the Baolo-Francesca legend. Arthur Hobson Quinn said of .
They Knew ghat They Wanted: “It is a fine domestic drama laid in California,
translating the Paolo and Francesca motive to modern times.”3 John Gasdner

commented in his introduction to the play;
Those who were impressed with the expression of a "new** 
morality in They Knew■What They Wanted (1924) placed the 
emphasis on what least impressed the author himself. He 
claimed only to have retold the Paolo and Francesca story 
in the terms of a specifically contemporary environment and 
set of circumstances,^ ■

• 1 Permission has been obtained by the author for use of all 
. summaries of and quotations from The Most Happy Fella.

^ Sidney Howard, They Knew What They Wanted,(Hew York, 1925), xii-xiii.
^ Quinn, Representative American Plays, p« 1013, .
^ Gassner, Best plays: Early Series, p. 90,



Howard himself virtually stated that he .•considered the legend of ' ' 
Tristan and Isolde, as told by Wagner, and that of Paolo and Francesca 
to be identical except for the fact that Mark was a forgiving husband 
while Gianciotto killed his wife and her lover. Actually, when the two 
legends are analyzed, a Vast difference will be discovered between the 
two. The most important element in the Paolo-Francesca story, the pivot 
upon which the plot turns', that of the deliberate deception of the bride 
as to her future husband8s identity, is missing in the Tristan-Isolde 

story. .
To be sure, certain plot elements in the two legends are identical. 

Isolde8s family and King Mark arrange for her marriage without her previous 
meeting of her husband-*to-be. Although King Mark was not lame and dis

figured as Gianciotto was, Mark was an old man; hence it is likely that 
he would be unattractive to a young bride. The first two plot elements 
outlined, then, are identical. The third plot element, however (and 
when the plays considered in this study are analyzed, it will be found 
that this is the pivotal element), differs in that Tristan as a proxy 
is frankly an envoy of Mark. The only element of deception as to identity 
in the Tristan-Isolde story occurs earlier in the story when Tristan . 
deceived Isolde by taking the-name of Tantris when she nursed the wounds 
he received from Morold, Isolde11 s lover whom Tristan killed. At the 
second meeting of Tristan and Isolde, he went by his own name. The 
fourth element in the two legends is the same. Isolde did fall in love 
with.Tristan, Mark8 s proxy, but because of a different twist of fate from 
that of mistaken identity,. It will be recalled that Tristan and Isolde 
became lovers because of a magic potion prepared by Isolde8s mother.



to be drunk by Isolde and Hark on their wedding night, so that they might 
love each other forever, but instead Isolde and Tristan drink it by ' 
mistake when Isolde attempts to poison Tristan in revenge for Moroldls 
death. Wagner * s Isolde went through with the marriage to Mark, just 
as Francesca went through with her contracted marriage; Tristan and 
Isolde were lovers in spite of her marriage Vows, just as Paolo and 
Francesca were; Mark discovered the affair, just as Gianciotto did. 
However, though Gianciotto killed the lovers, Mark, as Howard^s hero was 
finally .able to do, forgave them. Although Mark did display great sorrow 
and he did reproach Tristan with the words, "This-»blow, Tristan, to me? 
Where.now has truth fled if Tristan can betray?” he did not show the 
rage that Howard's hero showed when he first learned of the affair, nor 
did Mark even attempt to kill Tristan as Tony, in his first frenzy of 
rage, attempted to kill: Joe. As soon as Amy told Tony of her pregnancy, 
he grabbed the shotgun from the wall; Joe came into the room while Tony 
was loading the gun; Joe, younger and stronger, was able to wrest the gun 
away from Tony, who had had every intention of killing him with it. Nor 
did Tony give up the attempt to kill Joe even then; he continued fighting 
and tried his best to choke Joe. The only difference between Tony and 
Gianciotto at this point is not "the monumental difference between a 
bad temper and tolerance" but that of the success of Gianciotto fs
: ' ■■ ' : ■ ' ' ' ■ ’ ... ■' -I '. .murderous intentions and the failure of Tony's. In spite of Mark's 

tolerance, Wagner's Tristan.was mortally wounded, just as Paolo was, but 
by his betrayer, the jealous knight Melot, while Isolde died, not at her 

husband's hands, but of a broken heart on Tristan's dead breast. Wagner1 
opera, then, had a tragic ending similar to the Paolo-francesca story,



in spite of the tolerance of Mark, who "forgave everybody,r"" Howard?s 
play had ‘a ■■ t$happy ending, t?: bat it would have ended on a -far different 
note if Tony had been successful in his outraged attempts to murder ibe. ’ 
If the degrae of’personal guilt of a murderer has any bearing on the final 
justification for .his 'act, it might be pointed ::bUt,: that' Gianciotto • ’ I'- ''

. supposedly''did not have the whole weight of Francesca*s deception on his ' 
consciences the two families plotted the fraud, Tony Initiated his own - 
plot of deception, knowing and admitting to himself (and later to Joe 
'and ' Amy) that he/was wrong..Shen, . Tony' s rage was spent, he; realized ' ' 
that he;did -not want to lose Amy (or the baby either,, for that matter-™ 
espeeialiy as both: his desire for children and his. doubt as to his ability 

’to; father them himself are made clear)and he .was - able: to forgive Amy - 
for what he'saw as a 'mistake in da header essentially the same type of 
’mistake81 he had expected her to forgive him for earlier--the 'mistake i 
in' da. head**-of sending- her the picture of a handsome young man instead of 
his own. - Tony’s personal guilt, then, was a strong factor in his final 
forgiveness; this, factor was .not es strong in Gianciotto*s case. Tony’s 

ability to forgive links him with Mark,̂  as Howard mainfained (although : 
with the difference of Tony’s personal guilt of fraud), but his rage and 
murderous intentions link him even more strongly with Gianciotto. •

. 4 RichardSagner, Tristan Und Isolde, Metropolitan Opera.libretto, 
(New York, U. d,), passim. , ’ • . . -



. ; - ; -TREiiTMWi OF CHASAGTSRS' J:'./
Each of the playwrights uses essentially the same plot elements, 

but he gives individual treatment to them,, introducing his own minor 
character,' and putting different emphasis upon and developing the main: 
characters differently* Treatments of the main: characters and the most 
important of the minor ones mill be considered in this chapter.

The most outstanding character in Boker's Francesca da Rimini is . 
undoubtedly; Lanciotto, who resembles Boccaccio"s Giandotto in that he 
is a: *%an cf great spirit . ... rude in appearance and a cripple,H but 
here the comparison most end, . . t;' \ .

The chief; Taetof in the development of lanciotto's character is 

M s  physical Vdefbrmiby,'which he'•is always gallingly' aware of $ . '

■  ̂ ; V ' ' t '  yy i .ho,. hete^ 1 stand ' . r : ^
A gnarled, blighted trmik/ Therees not a knave 

i'.t ::So spindle-shanked, so wry-faced3 so infirm, ' ' i' ; ■ - : ;
Who looks at me, and smiles not on, himself. £x.ii. 132-135$ '

His physical handicap has spurred him to develop physical strength, and,

■ as patbiM cbmpensation for: M s  lack of physical grace,, he has become a ,
' courageous, successful^ . military leader who is greatly f eared by his

enemies, as this speech of, Guido da Polenta illustrates: ; ;

■ ; .:;.''y,i,I,ye.seen;him. ride,; \ ; :
The best battalions uf my horse and foot • . - "
•Down like mere stubble; I ’ve seen his sword •
Hollow out a square of pikemen,.with the easfe_ I ’

yi you ’ d . scoop' a melon' ont*:; -';; . .v.»/ |ii.:i. 27r3i| • ■
• hacking physical perfection himself, Lanciotto paradoxically admires 

it in his;belbved tirother, Taoid,: toward whom he seems. almost paternal? ■ ;

;' ; :: ' : ' ^ ' ;i:l:. .whom'I loved;:;' : 1. i' ,
An inf ant in yptir cradle; you who grew ' \ ,

-, ; ., • Up. in .my heart, with every inch you. gained} ' ' ' . '■• ' V. ■ y ; • '
You whom 1 loved for every qualify, .I ■:• • r / i . 1

. Good, vbad, and common in your natural stock;
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Ay, for your very beauty! pEV.iii. 47-55̂ 1" "

Nevertheless, Lanciotto recoils from the thought of the incongruity of
himself beside beauty:

. *by my side, what woman were not fair?
Circe looked well among her swine, no doubt;

* Next me, she’d pass for Venus, ^.ii, 148*15%
Lanciotto is not merely a soldier; his interest in intellectual

pursuits is shown by his reading and thinking about the works of
philosophers! he evaluates their teachings quite realistically, however,
1 as his comments on Seneca indicate:

Of fie, philosophy.1 This Seneca
Bevels in wealth, and whines about the poor’
Talks of starvation, while his banquet waits 
And fancies that a two hours’ appetite 
Throws light oh famine! Doubtless he can tell,
As he skips nimbly through his danclng-girls,
How sad it is to limp about the world,
A sightless cripple! Let him feel the crutch 

• Wearing against his heart,, and then,I’d hear 
This sage talk glibly; or provide a pad 
Stuffed with his soft philosophy, to ease _
. His aching shoulder. , , |xiX»i. l~12jj

Yet in contrast to his civilized, intellectual realism, some of his
superstitious beliefs are quite primitive:

Heard you the knell that Pepe rang?, * ,
It was portentous. All dumb things find tongues 
Against this marriage. As I passed the hall,.
My amour glittered on the wall, and 1 ■
Paused by the harness, as before a friend. , .

, . ,Instant my sword 
Leaped from its scabbard, as with sudden life,- 
plunged down .and pierced into the oaken floor.
Shivering with fear!. » * .

> Around the point appeared a spot of blood. , .
. . ,1 stood gasping by in speechless horror. . „

l.ii. 67,69~72,75-78,80-82
Lanciotto is intellectually honest and hates sham and hypocrisy,

■ whether in others or in M ® 136!!* -



In .Vestal whiteness with a lecher6s lust;- ■ :
fhefe sits a judge, holding law’s scales in hands "
That itch to take the bribe he dare "not touch;- 
Here goes a priest with' heavenward eyes, whose soul 
'Is' Satan1 s council chamher,:  ̂' ,. / v ’•, .
I, like the others, am not what I seem, , .; ... 1
.Men' call me gentle, courteous, brave, - They 111 ell-1 . :

, I/m. harsh', rude, : and a coward. Had : I nerve : " " •'
To cast my devils out upon the'earth, ; ;

. l*d, show this laughing planet what a hell
Of .envy, malice, cruelty,: and;scornh w ;;' , ::1 ' ". . - ' ;

. It has forced back to canker in the heart
' . Of one poor cripple!' ' i g.ii. 109~1143 124-13§ •

This strong streak of honesty in Lanciotto is shoxm from the
. very, beginning when he urges .Paolo . to . speak of him to Francesca, %%ot
as I ought to be, but as I am.” He tries to be honest with himself in

/ reiatlbn "to. 'Frahce^dai -'' 1 .v'v.
< . .my desire' has played into the hand . - ■

. ■: fv' :/<■ Of.'iny; belief. . .
• • ¥e palm more frauds upon our simple selves , ,

’ \ Than knavery puts upon us. Gould I trust :
The open candor of an angel*s brow,

I' .,.'v' I must believe. Francesca6 s. But "the tongue ' ‘ '
Should consummate the proof.upon the brow, '

* : And give the truth its word. ■ ' ' W.i, 2-%|
Yet he is able to overcome his scruples long enough: to hopefully wed

; .Francesca,, -v and when he. later,';f i.nds. his .brother and his. wif e - in ah;:; ....
embrace in the palace garden, lanciotto, in■an attempt to spare them
the death that he feels his honor demahds, pleads with both of them-.
to deceive; him; ' . v' ,1 y .: ; I .' .' ■

, ; ■ , " » ' .In heaven's -.name,: hold* : / . -. ’ ■ :
tJill neither of you answer no to me? ;
:nod,; ;a hint, a sign, for your escape. 1  ̂ ■ :

Bethink you, life is centered in this thing. ■
Speak! 1: will credit either, . t, y'- ; ■
You will deny. the' rest? . You nee, myl friends, .. . y- : " '•■ • ■
How' easy '"of bell Of I have become!- '. 1: " '' ; 1 ' . v ; y; ;:„
How easy *t were to,cheat me! |y.iii. 106-110,117-119)
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taticiotto’s emotions vary from one extreme to another. Brutal

as the most fanatic partisan, Lanciotto as a Guelph is merciless- toward

the Ghibelins, his enemies;
,■* ,I'd see Ravenna burn, '

: Flame into heaven, and scorch the flying clouds;
I'd choke her streets with ruined palaces; '
I'd hear her women scream with fear and erief, „ , .

' ' fl.ii. 32-351
He is nevertheless very tender toward the sufferings of his fellow
countrymen:

% pity those who fought, and bled, and died 
Before the army of this Ghibelin.
% pity those who halted home with wounds '
Dealt by his hand. 1 pity widowed eyes 
That he set running; maiden eyes that turn 
.Sick with despair, from ranks thinned down by him. . .

jl.ii. 17-223
Lanciotto1s fearlessness in battle contrasts with his inability 

to bear either ridicule of, or sympathy for, his deformity:
How, in the battle, if a Ghibelin
Gry, '‘Wry-hipl hunchback'" 1 can trample him •
Under.my stallion's hoofs, or haggle him 
Into a monstrous likeness of myself:
But to be pitied™-to endure a sting_
Thrust in by kindness, with a sort of smile!-
'S death, it is miserable! - |l.ii, 152-15^ '

Although he shrinks from the pity of others, Lanciotto's extreme
sensitiveness enables him to feel empathy with fellow unfortunates;

That is the groundwork of his malice, then,- 
His conscious difference from the rest of men?
I, of all men, should pity him the most*
Poor Pepe! I'll be kinder# I have wronged 
A feeling' heart. . |lV.i. 160

He is able also to imagine how Francesca might feel about marrying him

and wishes to spare her:
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TMrik, to :'a modest- woman, what must he. ‘.'v, ■
The loathsome kisses d£ ati unloveC man.-- ,' ': •: -

- ■gtossj coarse ruffian!. '1 V ' - "y 1 1 ; ■:1 - '
Until she love me, till 1 knowj ■ beyond,: v 

/ The eavil of a doubt, fchat she ;is ̂ mlnev- : - .: ^
. . . tfhollyi past .question— -do you think that I :

Could so afflict -the Woman.whom 1 lovei .
.1, 201-203,206-;g(

•' ’ • All'through the play, Lanciotto. emotionally fluctuates between
despohdency and, elation. At first Lanciotto violently opposes the '
match that .'his father-has made :£or him: ; ' ' ' ' .

1 like it not . My father named' this - match . .
' • :\;|&il.e: 1 boiled over with vindictive wrath v-

Toward. Cuido and Ravenna. Straight my heart .
l :, " Sank, doim like lead; a.' weakness^ seized on me, ''"

A dismal gloom that I could not resist,
- ' ; ' • ' ' " fl.iii. 7-
Yet, when he falls in love with Francesca at first sight, and has cause
to' hope 'that she returns some of his feeling, he is wildly happy.:" .

; ", - Draw down thy, dusky vapours, sullen: night-- . ■ ■
. - . .  ■ Refuse, ye stars, to shine upon the world-.- . ' ‘ ' ,

let ever las t lag Slackness wrap the sub*.,■ \'.l' '.y :
■ And whisper terr&r to the universe? 1-'-' ' . ' ' :

i'.; We need ye not! Me$ 11 blind ye, if ye; dare , . . 'l \ :
. " . Peer with lack-lustre on our revelry,* ' ■ ' '

Almost immediately afterward^, he despairs that he does not really'
. have her/love, and., passignately'declares to himself : ■ . .

 ̂ : .. , .1 would nottake y ' '
;/;'l'- The 'barren.df'fer' of' a. heartless' hand; v;k: ;■ ':;r .. - '■ - -
. : If. all the Indies cowered under it, v <

flV.i. 23-
But his longing for the love and sympathy of a woman overcomes his fear 
of rejection,; and he talks himself into reaching out' in the hope that if 
he does, not now have. Francesca1 s .heart,. he yet may win it:

.Beautiful 
Is the first vision of a desert brook.
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Shitting beneath its palmy garniture$
To.one who travels on his easy way;
Shat is it to the blood-shot, aching eye ...
Of some poor wight who crawls with gory feet, ■
In famished madness* to its very brink;
Atid throws his sun-scorched limbs upon the cool 
And humid margin of its shady strand.
To such up life at every eager gasp? . °
Such seems Francesca to my thirsting soul; ■
Shall I turn off and die? . |l?,i,: 37-4Syj
Paolo mentions the accusation that his brother is tta thought

too prodigal of human life"; lanciotto, the soldier, who would
"sprinkle with old Guido5s blood" the streets of Ravenna, does show
his obsession with blood all the way through the play. The sign on
his brow, mentioned in the first act, which he says defiles all his
"better nature with its slaughterous lusts," is seen in the' last act
by one of his men. Indeed, Lanciotto does not even hold his own life so
dear that he would not take it; in a despondent mood in the first part
of the play* Lanciotto is prevented from committing suicide by Paolo; ’

again when Lanciotto discovers his brother and his wife, together in
the garden, Lanciotto attempts to stab himself, saying, ■ ■

. . „ , ,think.
You and Francesca may live happily.
After my death, as only lovers can, „

Ijailii 24-26J
but he is also prevented in his second attempt at suicide by the guilt™ 
striken Paolo* Lanciotto is east in the mold of the Shakespearian 

hero; his tragic flaw is his "passion that would make all nature 
blase with recreated light!11 This passion loses him with one 
. sweeping blow, "his hope of Francesca, M s  love of Paolo, his faith



in' man, M s  life," When the two whom he loves more than, all else in' * 
the world refuse to give him a cheap denial of their guilt, he obeys. ' 

the Maws of .Italy” and kills them td protect his nsoldier5 s honour,” 
and it is with tragic finality that he cries, just before falling \ 
• upon. Baolo fs ddrpse, 66Honourl .1'Shat $s : that to me now? ® ■

v.:,-' . Bradley, George Henry Boker, p.134. > c -. i,



-Boccaccio*£i Francesca is, of necessity, only sketchily drawn • 
in his brief account. , Undoubtedly Boker had some hints from Boccaccio’ 
for his portrayal^*-tb'e lady is "lofty in spirit”; she gives tier ■whole 
heart to the man that she is deceived into believing is her husband" 
to*be|..'having once given her love, she• can not withdraw it when she 
learns of the;£raud* However, Boker puts flesh on this skeletonal- ‘
" outiiiie; . his: Francesca ' is ■ a real. girl~"£resh5 ■ young, alive, lovable, . 
ready to love and to be loved.

When Francesca comes upon the 'scene, she reveals that her gay 
young spirit is somewhat dampened by the recent manner of her father .. 
and his friends: . iV .

; How'severe you .lookf . .
. . o ,You moody men

' V Seem leagued against me. "As’''1 passed the:hall,;; : : - V -
. I met.your solemn Dante. ;
Thinking to pass, without disturbing him,

- 1 stole 'oh tip-toe, but. theipoet';paused. ^
' V Bent on my £ace the lustre of his eyes. . ' ■ -
. , Then, taking both my trembling hands in his. „ .

He looked into my eyes, and shook his head,
Iks if lhe:. dared, not: :spe^ of:; what he saw,

[ll.iv 39-42,47-48,50-51,53-54]
She is a 'Spirited girl, and does not hesitate to let her father know
■how'she 'feels,'about his contract to marry her to a stranger:

. ' I do,not like this marriage, « , . ■'. / 1/:- '■
, , ,Boh! to be given away,

' :; 'I;. M k e  a fine horse or falcon, to a man ■ -
, Whose face I never saw! - ■ fll. i, 109“112J

- 'W 'Francesca's womanly intuition senses that her,father may not.

be completely honest with her, but her rebellion at this possibility 
is not as strong as her patriotism and sense of duty- and filial 

affection: . 't (. .• ■■ . ' . ; . :
I shall be dutiful to please you, father.



v :'V' '' :'::y '' /  ̂ :m;"
: If aught befall me through my blind submission, / • ' ■ ■ ' . ,,. .;.
; v " Though I may guffer, you must bear the sin, , „ ; vr /v'

' See, father, ixhat a merry face; I have. , , " •
. ■-■ V;' ' .. : . '̂ .V ; « >I'wilI try v .. V - j'r

To do my utmost for you and the good people of Bavenna. » >, <lv>: ■ '
' ' ' " gl.i, ,11.11* 61-$'%' . -̂ ,

Although no longer a child, she is still only on the threshold ;
' of: womanhood, and so feels a natural sorrow, at the thought of breaking
: '- the. ties;:bf her childhood; nevertheless she'want's to fulfill the ; ' I ''*: '
medieval ideal of the'obedient daughter and wifet ,

■ « .l^ve weighed it all,- '
- *T\fixt hope and fear, knowledge and ignorance, -

And reasoned out my duty to your wish, , ;>v
. i .if I show my husband a desire 

To fill the place .with which he honors me, v
v::;4 : ;i:::ŷ 4:Accbrdihg. to. its'dxifies,; :even he».;«i.. ;

Must, smile upoti my efforts and reward ' '
, Good will with willing grace. One pang - remains* i

j Bafting 'kom home and kindred is a thing , - . i-
None but the heartless, or'the' miserable, '
Can do without a tear. ' gl.ii. 68-70, 72-74, 76-*8Qj

:: :;'"Ber.father;will not take,a chance on her, possible last-minute

refusal of hanoiotto,-however, and he deliberately lets her think that '
the ambassador Table is Lancibtto. - As the delegation approaches, she
shows her mixed feeling of apprehension, hope, fear, and anticipation:

: ' How my heart trembles! ;%hat a world to me ' v ' .• '
' ' hies ineath the glitter or yon cavalcade! . '

Is that the count? , .$11..ii. 91-9^. ' ■
, Iflien Rittay Who has been warned by Guido not to- give his fraud .

f i:.away, - 'teplibŝ i $«yy;;::that ̂s: Countv Smiebody from Pv-i ni, 4 FrancescaV , ; 4; 4
exclaims With; the first: thrill, of dawning love,' i ' , ■ ' ' '

I knew it Was.. Is' that not glorious? .
. tfv. t :;;v ''♦fb see a cavalier" ■ ' ■ ' ' . ' r f
. 4. ;-; .. Sit on his steed with such familiar grace. ': .

■ If that's the gentleman my father chose, •
, He 'must have picked him out from all the world* „ " -t"

' 4 ., :■ : 4.'';4;-4.'44:' 4' v -- ftl.ii;: 9:7-99, llZ-llM  ̂, : .44V,
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•Even in her happiness $ however, her sensitive nature detects gloom.
in the atmosphere, and she turns to PdLtta,

: . V- * Are you sad?
You, too, my father? Have I given you cause?
I am content« . » .
Gan 1 say more? ..My blushes speak for me* , _

. ' . ' £ll.ii. 115-117,, UOJ
After her, first meeting with Baolo* she romantically dreams'

aloud about him to Eitta, as any young girl might to a contemporary
confidant; . ■ ' - - .

« = .As I hope for grace,
A gallant gentleman! Bow,well he apolcel,
Be spoke in compliments that seemed like truth.
Me thinks I*d listen through a summer *s_ day i.
To hear.him woo! . gX.ii. 186**187,190-192|

She continues, with a touch of charming coquetry.
And he must woo to me—  -
I’ll have our privilege--he must woo a space,
Ere I ’ll be won, I promise, jll.ii. 192-194J
llhen Eitta, who can no longer concur in the deception of her

beloved young mistress, replies, •
. , .But, my lady, ' ,

He’ll woo you for another, . •
*X is not Count Lanciotto. * *,
That gentleman is. Count Paolo, lady, • -
Brother to Lanciotto. . . gl.ii. 194-195,198,201-20g

shocked anguish tears at Francesca;
Then I am more abused-- 

• More tricked, more trifled with, more played upon-- ;
By him, my father, and by all of you,
Than anything, suspected of a heart, _ . •
Has ever yet! . |ll,ii«. 222~226|

Then, in a proud, gallant attempt to hide her pain, Francesca, with

forced gaiety, declares;
Ha! ha!. I’m glad it went no further, girl;
I ’m glad 1 kept my heart safe,,after all*
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That was my eunnrag, n,1 v . ,,
I *11'marry Lanciottd* On my faith,
I would not live another winked day
Here in Ravenna, only for the fear
That. I should take to lying, with the rest,
Hal ha.* it makes me merry, when I think
How safe I kept this little heart of mineI —

. 'i. 247-249, 256-26l|
Thrust suddenly from a warm, loving, sheltered child*s world

into a hard world of intrigue"and deceit, Francesca feels deserted
and adrift, tries to find an anchor:

. . .Let me begone,
I-could not look him in the face again 
With the old faith. §I,iii« 86-88J

(and with a knowledge of human nature beyond her years)
>' .Besides, *t would anger him 

To have a living witness of his fraud 
Ever before him; and 1 could not trust-- 
Strive as I might--my.happiness to him.
As once I did. I could not lay my hand ;
Upon his shoulder, and look up to him,
Saying, dear father, pilot me along
Hast this dread rock, through yonder narrow strait.

> .■ .Look on me, Heaven.
Him thou didst sanctify before my eyes, . »
Has fallen from grace, has paltered with his trust;
1 have no mother to receive thy charge;—
01 take it on thyself; and when I err.
Through mortal blindness. Heaven,be thou my guideI 

■ Worse cannot befall me. Though my husband lack .
A parent *s tenderness, he yet may have 
Faith, truth, and honour* ., «

..fjl.iii. 88-95,98-99,102-10#
Paolo, too, out of love for his brother, deceives her by his

failure to tell the whole truth about Lanciotto, How that she is at
Rimini, however, there is no “retreat.1* Because the marriage “rites
were half concluded ere we metn and because her father urges her,

“Think of Ravenna, think of me,1’ she refuses Lanciotto *$ offer to
release her. When Lanciotto interprets her action as evidence of her
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lova for him, she realises Che irony of the betrayed turning Betrayer:,

Thus I begin the practice of deceit.
Taught by deceivers, at a fearful cost,
The bankrupt gambler has become the cheat.
And lives by arts that erstwhile ruined me,

j |tX » ii, 293-29y

Her marriage hour approaches; she gives an indication of her
inner feeling to Mtta, who is struggling to arrange her wreath of
orange blossoms:

Ritta, these flowers are hypocrites; they show 
An outside gaiety, yet die within, minute by minute, , ,

[lV,ii, 21-223

When, in a last minute effort to have some word of his feelings
from Paolo, who has come to escort her to church, she asks, ttIs it
your wish this marriage should proceed?6* and he replies, "It is,"
she answers, with tragic queenly finality:

Come on! You shall not take my hand:
. , 1 811 walk alone--now, and forever! .

fp V ii, 169-17%

In spite of her best efforts, however, Francesca Is first
nuptial kiss gives her away to Lanciotto (tel felt her tremble, and her
quivering lips seemed dying under mine.M), who leaves her to war against
the Ghibelins* Ritta would save Francesca from herself and from Paolo,
but Francesca, knowing that Ritta Is right in her accusation that
"Paolo loves you,88 and "you love him, too," rejects reason: and caution,
and with the impatient cruelty of one in love, sends the girl away:

" ■ - - ' : Hence, - ’
Thou wanton-hearted minion! hence, I say!-- 
And never look me in the face again*'

jv.i. 89-9g
She does feel momentary pity for the devoted girl to whom, for the sake 
,of Paolo's love, she has to be harsh



(Poor girl!-™but were she all the world to me,
: . ■ • And held my future in laer/ietider:v-grd.sp^V.; >';, : /.;b : v '

x I*d cast her off, for dear Eaolo„$s sake,6) ' \ : ■
: ■: ; . : = (v.;. u-i-xoj . ;
but her pity only briefly dims the exaltation she feels at being alone •

Iwioi w o i o ; . ; V' l - : -I::-
... • -: ' ' « , »Now he comes to me; ‘ :

I I feel :his presence, though 1 see him hot, . ■ >
. . -- .V. Stealing upon me like the fervid glow ' . ' ■ ’ : /

Of morning sunshine. &*i* 104-10%]
: '' Her love has;no reservations; when Paolo finally confesses

his: love, she criesr ; ^ \ l -■ 1.: \ "r. ■'

Body and soul. The women of our clime : vV
: r ,v':v :,po:: never give away but half a heart: ■ ' ;  .
* I have not part to give, part to withhold • t V

. . > In' selfiph safety, ' '; - ' .Svi, 183-18#
There was no turning back for her when she gave her love - to Paolo

at their first meeting! even mote so was this true after she had given
herself as well. She can not understand love with reservations or '

; ' s c ru p le s r l  ■ V^- -t'/:'4;xV . /T  '-'t'. J.

Can talk of love and duty in a breath; ' :
■Love.while you like, forget when you are tired . '■

. Md. salve your falsehood with some wholesome saw; ' ■ b
, : . But we, poor women, when we give our hearts,

Give all, lose all, and never ask it back. . , v

She understands the "laws of Italy,iE and freely confesses her technical 1 
' .guilt to Lanciotto, but to,’ her, it would be , the greatest sin of all to 

deny her love for Paolos She unashamedly kisses Paolo in front of her 
husband, arid she is willing to do what Paolo can not do, defend the two '
oftthem with Paolo}s .swordsl.'V ■ : . :; ■ v̂ ;':
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Boccaccio8s ’W l o 51 was a ^handsome man, very pleasant, and of. 

a courteous breeding,” but apparently, unlike .Boker8s Paolo, who is an 
unconscious instrument in Guido da Polenta’s fraud, he consciously aided 
in Prances'ca’s deception. Nothing is said of "Polo’s" feelings toward 
his elder brother.

Boker’s Paolo is a young, handsome courtier who is popular with 
the young noblemen of the Malatesfa, court, as well as with the girls of 
Rimini, as a joking speech.of one of the noblemen shows:

(Mimicking a lady) Sweet Count’ sweet Count PaoloI 01
Plant early violets upon my gravel
Thus go a thousand voices to one tune,

. i:,i. :i8-2f V :

However Paolo may enjoy the superficially gay companionship of 
these young blades, he can become serious in the rage he feels at any 
insult to his beloved older brother; •

I’ll strike the dearest friend among ye all 
.: Beneath my feet, as if he were a slave

Sho dares insult my brother with a laugh!
. jl.i; 52~54f

His courtly graces do not indicate that Paolo is a delicate fop, 
by any means, for, as Bepe tells the courtiers, "Pretty Paolo has a heavy 
fist, I warn you, sirs," Shortly afterward, Bepe himself feels the 
weight of this ’heavy fist,” for Paold strikes him (thereby receiving 
Pepe’s secret promise for vengeance) when Pepe dares to ridicule 
lanclotto in Paolo’s presence.

Paolo has diplomatic qualities, as, he shows on several occasions. 
Gut of regard for his brother’s sensitivity, he does not give Malatesta 

the real reason for his representing Lanciotto in Ravenna, but states 
that it would be safer to send him, Paolo, rather than Lanciotto, the able
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soldier, who might be held as hostage, Hhen Francesca accuses him of
being "a kind of broker in the trade of hearts,,r his reply is sincere,
but. it is also designed with accomplished diplomacy to soothe her:

, • ; • . . .I*ady, I believad . , -
My post, at starting, one of Wight and trust;

■ ;' "Wbeh 'l beheld you, 1 concluded, it' .
.::'A charge of honour and high dignity. .
I did not think tohear you underrate , •
Your own importance, by dishonouring me.

' C.iii. 21*5
This diplomatic trait, coupled with his great love for his brother, which
is very akin to hero-worship, leads him,to evade describing Lanciotto6s
person when Francesca asks about his brother^ instead Paolo speaks in
warm admiration of Lanciotto’s other qualities:

'v’ , A mind just fitted to his history,
' . An equal balance ^twixt desert and fame. . »

, i'|^‘iove might weary-.you,', if'I'■■rehearsed '
The simple beauty of his character;
His grandeur and his gentleness of heart, . , •
His warlike fire and peaceful love, his faith,
.His. courtesy, hie .truth, - •
A thorough soldier, lady. He grasps crowns .
While I pick at the laurel.

■ ■ , .. , . 103-104,109-113,120-12|
In truth, this trait of “picking at the laurel** is one that first endeared

Paolo to Francesca, for,, after she had commented upon his graceful
.horsemanship, she noted the number of minstrels in his train and declared:

Ah. that is more thari gallant horsemanship.
The soul that feeds itself on poesy 
1 Is of a quality more fine and rare :

; .: Than Heaven allotfs the ruder multitude/ _ - : ' ’
- ■ : F-ii- 103-1061

"Also, ■ it was in the garden of the palace', reading, poetry ,,(Hi.tta declared, ■■
'•’Count Pablo sweetens the Tuscan with his mellow voice. M) that he and

■ Francesca, " ', ■ " : : ' ':■.': ' v i . '■■:,' ■ " ''
:■ ’As twin-born lilies on one golden stalk, _ ,
'y Drooping with Summer, in warm languor meet, * (V.i. 158“159| ,•

/



kissed and declared their mutual love, ■ . .
Faolo, however, from his very first 'meeting with Francesca., is

' torn between his fdeling’ of love 'and. duty toward his brother and his love
and desire for Francesca. Winning the initial struggle with himself to

\ submerge his feelings' for Francesca, he accepts her hand' in betrothal ,
on his brother's.behalf; his victory pver-himself is not a complete
one, .however, and he still' feels himself on the horn of the dilemma:

: v V ' . ' 0,. heaven, if 1 have- faltered and am weak, , ;
'*T is from my nature.1. . ■« ■ ; ■ / ■ t ... / .
femptatibns such as mortals never bore ,
Since.,'Satah whispered in the ear of Eve •
Sing in my ear--and all, all are accursed? , ; ' " . -
At heart I have betrayed my brother-s trust,. \ . ... .
Francesca's openly,' \ Turn where i-will, "

' As if enclosed within a mirrored •hall,, ' • _ •' • ■
• 'I; .see; a traifof, , ' • 1' <111. ■ - IBhf 19'5,;197-205^. • 1 f '

Baolo's struggle takes, its visible toll; when he returns from Ravenna,

-Fepe keenly observes': - ' . ' . ,
Cousin Faolo, has he got the dumps? •
Mercy? to see him,: one might almost think t V \ : '
*X was, his Own marriage, , What a doleful face?' '

' The boy is ill? He caught a fever, uncle, .0 ' i
. Traveling across the marshes. |lll.ii; 118-122|
His father, too, wonders at the sight of him, .

: " ,  k't is' strange,'-''for, all? : - . , ■ ;
; ■ ■; ; I- 'What :ails Faolot; " ; - '' ^Il.iil 126-12 j  ' '

. : A chance, remark, of the brooding Lanciotto, “Perhaps she loves

you, " hits home, "Me, Lanciotto, me? For mercy's sake, blot out such
. r thoughts-- they madden me?." and Lanciotto observes, "It- moves you much."

In truth, Paolo is aware, even before the marriage, of Francesca's r.
. feeling for .him,' but still: determined, not to betray his' -brother,; he warns

her, without admitting In so many words their mutual: love:
" V - . t ' .. . Stand still? You stray



Around the margin of a. precipice. . -
■ : ...»Beware, bewreJ .

■ Lest this unholy fascination grow 1' v, :v;
Too strong to conquer,1 |;V» £,'• 151-152,159-I6lj. • -. • ,

, . . , %Wheq the -Ghlhelins, 3:eyhl.t', he offers to take Lanciotto 's place
at the head of the'soldiers, but Lanciotto^.concerned with his own

. ,: heartache, ' uncohsciousiy throwshis - brother and wif e together by brusfcly
refusing. Taolo 'h' dff er and leaying-'abruptly for the. wars. , .

' • Left with ■Francesca at Rimini, Paolo at last overcomes, at least

' t'empbrarlly, .the scruples pi fraternal love and conscience, and having ; ■

done so, impatiently resents any impediment toward the expression of his 1
love, admitting to. Francesca his- feeling toward the'watchful, protective
Ritfca, "1 hate the gir.l, - ..She. seems to stand between me and the light. "

.' Finally alone with Francesca, he passionately admits!. • . '•

f t ' : : -v, :: ; '''hI'h'; I" :: ; ■ ' 1 am mad!.,; : ■
'■ ' : The torture of unnumbered hours is o ser,

The straining cord has broken, and my heart 
''; - ■ ;RiptS:::£n free delirium! ' , 0,' heaven. - . ■

, . ■ £ I struggled with it, but it mastered me'
1 fought against ItV but it beat me down.1 

.; ■ T - prajred, I wep t, /bnt heaven: was; deaf to .-me;
: And every tear rolled backward on my heart.

To blight and poison. A [v.i, 164-17%
■ Declaring that he would "dare, it all again for that one kiss,:M he urges

J, . ..Francesca to:'join him in sweeping aside all caution and restraint'.
Here, On the brink of ruin, we. two stand;. . .

c ■ . Lock hands With me, and braye the fearful plunge.® A
; .■ ' :'■ ., Thou canst not name a terror SO 'profound' - . ■' - ' ' ■ . v .; .• . - ' ' ;

-. That T will look or falter from,: Be. boldi-:
I know thy Tove--I knew it long ago-- ■ . .

, ■ ■ Trembled and fled,from it. But now 1 .clasp - ' \ ■ . f l y : - : A .f
..." . The peril to my breast, and ask of thee A' -

.. A kindred desperation.• £v,i. 176-185 .
' "But while Francesca is .unswerving in her single-minded passion,

/ . with a love, that'.is bot conscious of: guilt, fear, of regret, Paolo, while; -
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1 confessing,.. ?' . v

Love 'thfeai ; Stmxding fhê e,, ' \ ;
With coyntless miseries: ttpon.sty hea4,. - ' • ■ . _ , i
I say,' my-love for thee grows day by day, ’ '

, ' \ V'' ' Li ' < [y.lii/ 27-2g--
becomes guilt-striken, . and' laments tlxat he‘ gave in.to the love that' ' /

■ , » , .palters with ray conscience, blurs my thoughts; . .
Of duty, and confuses my ideas : . • ,' . .■
Of- right and wrong. ■ _■ ■ (V,iii. 30-32(
Uniieeding o£ Francesca’s pleas, he determines to leave;

Lanciotto arrives before he:cah do soy Paolo 'exclaims, s’Lo, Heaven is
jus.tf6!"ind refuses to. deny his guilt when Lanciotto futilely attempts '
to preserve the appearance of having his honor intact:

/ . L -  Tl;/: h/-h ' . - Kr
Not enough? . r.' ■ ■ ' ■' '

- 1 will not load my' groaning spirit more; ' . ■ . ;
■ , . 4- lie would .crush it. : : ^.iliy. 119-12y . ■. ., : h ;

Lanciotto, .failing to get the denial that he has begged for, makes an
effort'to'stab himself, but Paolo for the second time■preyenfs his ,
brother's suicide and'also refuses to draw his sword in self-defense..
When Lanciotto, calling him a coward,'" strikes him, saying, "lake thatl" -
Laolo answers, •.■ s4nd moret, thou canst not offer more': than I wi 11 bear.11 .

Paolo's feeling of guilt is so great that he-will not even strike
for revenge when.Lanciotto stabs- Francesca in an. attempt to goad Paolo
into doing so, Although Paolo feels that his guilt deserves death, and
he welcomes it, out - 0f loving- concern for Lanoiotto, he pleads, ' .
. ■ .. ... ♦ 0, Lanciotto, hold.1 •

• Hold for thy sake. Ihou wilt repent t h i s - d e e d , .
"-'y". ft. J  _ %.iii. .152-15# \:'h

He-feels no enmity toward the brother who stabs him, but rather says, ' .
after Lanciotto helps him, at his request, oyer to;Francesca’s side,

y $Edod bless thee.lf* Lanciotto demands, “You blame me?*4 - ; y V-y
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Paolo answers, ’W , ei and shortly after being assured by hid brother,
,sWe ;are even how,lr Paolo dies in Franeescd’s arms. .



.. fhe two fathats, ' Guido and Malatestay are wily, hard-bitten
medleyal politicians who4 though not without a certain parenfcal- feeling,
mainly consider their children to be pawns, for manipulation in the game
of empire'-huildingi Their very great share in responsibility for the
tragedy is, brought out in lanciotto’s accusation: , ■ ,
 ̂  ̂ ; You two ' \ : ' - ■
' . - ' Began this tragedy, I finished it, - -

Here, by these bodieSi let us reckon up ;
Our .crimes ■ together'* ■ .jy.ill, 190-193J ■■■
Ttvo: other mihbr characters, Hepe and Ritta, present interesting

contrasts to each other. '' v -
Although it has Seen suggested that the jester in ¥ictor Hugo -s

■ ■:. ' V : ■..'■■■ o ■' ' ' 1 ; - ■ ■ 1 ■' ■ 1 , , - , ;;. , ■ ', • ■ ' .■ , 1 'Le Eoi s.8Amuse , was Boker6s inspiration for Pepe, this character Is a
strikingly ofiginal creation of.Boker *s, Pepe is the instrument by which
the tragedy is precipitated, but he is not ayilrain in the Conventional
Sense of the word. . Although he is essehtially a product of . the. Middle
'Ages, Pepe is nevertheless a- man with a modern, democratic spirit, who .
is imforturiately destined to live out his life;as the official fool in
the court of a1 medieval despot * As such, he has. great license to make,
without.fear of repercussion, statements that others, lacking the
protection of motley, would not dare to make.

Pepe is proud; he feels himself to be not only the natural equal,
'but even the superior to the nobles,who have no conception that someone
lower than themselves in the social order, such as the official buffoon,
might have pride or personal feelings* ' " / . ■

.' • ■ ■f -. Arthur Hobson Quinn, A History of The American Drama Prom the 
Beglnnihg to fhe..: Glvil Sar,' (New York, 1943) , p, 354.
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Reeling ttiat liancldtto as much his physical inferior as he

is Xanciotto's social inferior (and the latter distinction pepe knows in
: his heart to be an artificial one), Fepe chooses to make lanciotto the
special target of his frustrated spleen, which he thinly disguises as

, wit,:: . He oversteps even the license of motley, and is rewarded for his :
pains by, blows, first from hanciotto himself and then, from Paolo. He .
swears vengeance upon them both, but especially upon Lanciotto. ' Fate,
whose;'ihstrumeht he, is, ,gives him his opportunity. . He knows that he will .
die when he tells Lanciotto of Faolo’s betrayal, but he will succeed in
getting vengeance on both of them, and in a symbolic way, on the society
of which they are a part; Pepe therefore feels that his death is not too
much to pay for such vengeance, for, like the "royal sun, X shall go
down in purple,", He shall be, at last, equal in death to any man, be

V  he Pope or king, who has ever lived,;: :y :v /■;
Ritta is Fepe’s counterpart. He feels degraded by his subservient

position, and will make any sacrifice for the hate that he bears for his

.'masters, Ritta joyfully serves Francesca, and will make any sacrifice ;

for the love she bears her mistress,. Haying, risked Guido’s displeasure
.• when she revealed Paolo * s identity to Francesca, Ritta confessesi
/ There, now, my Lord, this is the whole of it:

I;love my mistress more than I fear you. -
' ;.v . . . .3*f X could: save.-her finger f ram the axe, / ' ■■■_' ' ;

Xld.give'my>head to do-it,. ; yiiiii, 1-y . , .

.: ; . Ritta is actually, though she, does not know it, serving her own
half-sister. Guido reminesces after Ritta leaves his presence:

More of my blood runs in yon damseles veins 
. ; lhan the world knows. Her mother to a shade,
; The same high spirit, and strange martyr-wish :
lo sacrifice herself, body and soul.
For some loved end, All this she did for:me,



_; . 1 ; • ;And yet I loved her not. |ll. ill„ 38-4^

Having been in love herself, unhappily, Ritta infcuicively knows,
.:evatt before/th# wedding, that Francesca is in love with Paolo. . She ;
determines, with her mother1 s- “martyr-wish,et to shield Francesca as
mnch as she: can: " ; ' l : h :' h\. : . ■  ̂ ; 4"'
. 'Of ■ My...dear: mistressf , Heaven, .pray torture mef if ,

Send'back Guiseppe,' let. him ruin me, V , , :
And scorn me after; but, sweet. heaven, spare her3

„ .;.0! what a world this is* :
v""-;; : ;

Eitta keeps elose to 'Frahcesca1 s:- side,' but Francesca, impatient
for the declaration of love that she feels Paolo will at last make,
determines that Eitta'. shall leave her alone .with Paolo, Having had all
her excuses for staying pushed aside by Francesca, Eitta frankly admits ,
her reasori for wanting to stay: ' - :

■4 4 ::;4 n \ •4>..,»- ,1 know.;Paolo loves you. 4
...'4 : v y o u '  love him,>' too,4: . ' ' ’ '

.. • I've said itl Fling me to the carrion crows. . „
. . .but,; 0, beware.5 . . ' •

t. . Back, while you' may* Make me the sufferer,
; . But save yourself. fj/,i. 75,78-79,81-837 ;

' 4'' 4 'Francesca,. however, has no. intentioh of being saved from Paolofs -
love; she harshly orders Eitta to leave her. Heartbroken, Eitta finally
does leave, but she laments as she does so: ' ::

Was' it for.this. 1 loved-- - ' - .'4.; ■;
4 , Cared for you more than my own happiness--

Ever .at heart your slave--without a Wish 4 . , . .
For. .greater-recompense than your stray .smiles? 1 v  ... .

4 4' : 4 v:,':;::. 4"' ''': T : ' . 4&-i' 94-9^ 4 Ih'V/i ' t y
. Although Francesca, has. abused her, Bitpa is still touchingly'concerned for 
the welfare of her mistress as she leaves, the scene, Eitta weepingly 

leaves' her' blessing as well;; "God take care of you, when I, .am far away,1'*



The role of Francesca In Crawford^ play must have been a very 
effective one for' Sarah Bernhardt., Crawford8 s Francesca definitely • 
dominates the. whole play; the iidivinen Sarah had., therefore, ,a vehicle 
especially designed, to keep her in the limelight throughout all four acts.
1 ■. ■ . '.'Thirtyrtwo-yeaf-old' Francesca is, a devoted, mother, to her fourteen-,
year-old daughter^ Goncdrdia, and she is outwardly a dutiful wife to 
Giovanni. As she reminds him, she is a good mother to his child,' obedient 
to his wishes, modestly behaved. While, she .treats Giovanni with formal 
respect, she haver allows, him to forget that he and both of their fathers 
tricked, her ’ittto marriage with -him by the device of . sending his brother. • 
gaolo to stand in for him at the wedding, and that,he, Giovanni, sneaked 
into the:, bridal chamber. aiid 'consummdied the marriage by force. She has .. 
cdntinued to. hate her husband bitterly ever since her wedding night, and 
when, he forces the issue" by trying "to win some display of love from her,. 
she does hot hesitate to t'urh the; full:, force of her spleen upon him,
. In one scene, she informs.Giovanni that "a woman would rather'lose
life and soul.than suffer your love,n and when he tells her that because 
:of 'her .coldness, .he' is dying> and determined to-,die, she mocks, ”0f old ■ 
age?18 Giovanni intends to kill .both her and himself, because MI love you 
too much to live on in your scorn and hatred. I love you far too well 

to die and leave you behind,”, but she unnerves him,by dramatically trying 
to force the dagger into her breast, telling him to strike and release her 

from his .monstrous, love, : : ;  L \ :
Faintheartedness and timidity, then, have no place in this 

Francesca * s personality. FeMing only contempt for the husband that she 

was; tricked into marrying, she does not construe as' infidelity the ,„
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intrigue which she has engaged in for fourteen years with his,handsome 
younger brother Paolo* '

However5 she does suffer greatly from her belief, that she has, 
as a result of this affair, forfeited her hope of heaven. She describes. 
herself and Paolo as the “spoiled children of misfortune, we dare only 
hope for life, since death is the end of all hope," Earnest Roman 
Gatholic that she is, she laments, “Mho shall wash it all away, the evil 
life, the living falsehood, the false confessions, the blasphemy of 
saeratoents received in’unconfessed guilt,“

She vehemently holds, to what she thinks to be the sufficient and 
only •justification for their affair;

If we have had what no two lovers ever had before us, ft is 
because we are made by God for one another, before the beginning 
of worlds, and .predestined to be joined in spite of man* If 
there is pardon for us in heaven, or any mercy, it will be 
because, though we have broken laws and commandments, we have 
been intensely true and faithful in our love^ as we shall be 

, • , to, death, r; .. .v .: : \ ' ' :
In her intense heed to believe that her love is so great that it justifies 
every sin she has committed for its sake, she is paradoxically jealous 
even of Paolo’s claim to a great love for her, and feels compelled to 
compete .with him in the demonstratioh of , love. When Paolo says, "The 
fault has'been mine from the beginning,“ she protests, "Take what you will 
of it, but leave me my .share!'"' When she says, hi love you so much that I 

long to feel pain for you, to be tortured for you,” and he responds, "I 
would do as much— more, if 1 could,” she protests, ”But,I would still out

do you, and love you more.“ Paolo soothes her by replying, "No, sweetest 
sweetheart, we should outdo each other.,M



. v Believing that she tias. bought Paolo at greatest cost"-"! have

given my soul Is salvatioh for you.“--she feels that he is wholly hers.
-She 'fears, . then,- that her oVhership is challenged, and' she is immediately 
. On the-defensiya when :Faolo fells.her that he is going to Florence for 
a year,, having been chosen as Captain of the People. He is. going, he : 
says, because Giovanni has worked and hoped for his appointment,

Francesca responds, 'fSince ,when, are you your brother®s servant?' and when. • 

Paolo says, |sYou cannot think that I have any other reason for leaving , ! 
you,H she answers, too quietly, R0h, no; I could not think that.n 
'' . Paolo's wife,' in peasant disguise, comes' to the castle, leading 1:'
his child, and crying out curses upon his name." Francesca, having 
already had her none-too-strong belief in Paolo BS; faithfulness shaken, 
refuses to listen to Paolo when he tells her, that this is his wife, and 
not a ''woman Of the people. n With all . the fury of the ''woman scorned,M- ;. 
she proclaims, "On your soul be all my many sins, now and forever."' and • 
she uses her influence With Giovanni to get his promise to let her deal'" ■ 
with the woiftan as she will. Only when"she Sees the dead face of 'Paolo's 
wife, who has died at the hand Of the gaOler, does Francesca believe 
PaolO'and reinstate him/in her love.' i •

. The death scene must have been very 'effective on the stage, for it 
has great'dramatic impact, but feflection oh this scene seems to confirm 

the. feeling that, is generated.'throughout the play that Crawford's , 
Francesca is as much motivated in her love affair by bitter hatred of 
Giovanni and desire for-secret revenge as by .her love for paolo. In the 
last scene, she and Paolo are both dying; she gives Paolo the kiss that 
he request s, and then ■she takes:. out ■ precious time, which she might have
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: shared with her lover, to berate Giovanni and then to flaunt "what you 
have ashed for in vain and I have refused-“what you have longed for night ■ 
and day--what you shall never have .ti£ met , . the kiss of love.tM ; . '

Grawford's Francesca i's a strikingly forceful, passionate, 
medieval Italian, hut her love for kaolo, in spite of her almost too 
frenzied efforts to infuse it with deep splrituality (“Methinks the lady 
doth protest too much.h), falls far short of the beauty of that of Dante’s 
Francesca. - ■ ■ w- ' - / —  ;

Giovanni is a tender father to his daughter, Concordia,' and •.
apparently has treated Francesca, except for subjecting her to his 
unwelcomed,passion>;with' the greatest consideration. He has such other 
virtues as,being an expert horseman andabrave warrior. Giovanni suffers 
from the fruitlessness of his efforts to win his wife's love; her cold 
formality and her mocking reference to him, .when he is not around^ as 
MGianciotto“--John Gripple--move one- to a degree of pity for him, but 
it is hard to feel very much sympathy for him, since he is in several 
ways an extremely'.unattractive character,' ' ' ' . ■ ; . ' ' ■ -

For one thingp Giovanni is filled with self-pity, which he does 

not seem to make any effort -to hide, even, as one might expect, from his 
child. Concordia speaks of the old songs that tell of men and women 

dying for love., and he. complains.; ■ • : , ; ■ . .. . ■
.There is another 'death besides,that of the body, a worse 

death, a living death that kills hope out of a man> and turns 
' die whole world black as the plague, . . when a woman has wrung 

• ■ the life out of hope, she has strangled the breath out of the
• soul, too. Ten bodily deaths were better.



Concordia takes the role of the adult and tries to console him: - ,$The 
'world is young yeti. Look at the sunshine; listen to the little birds,1* 
But Giovanni declares in gloomy self-pity, "I am old before my time. The 
sunshine does not warm me; I do not hear the birds’ song.n . ' ;; '

Then, too, Giovanni is a medieval politician--plotting, scheming, 
deceiving. Be secretly plots to get Paolo elected Captain of the People 
in Florence;" he hires one of the soldiers, in Paolo es own company to Spy 
for him on his brother; suspecting that Paolo is Francesca’s lover, 

Giovanni plots to get fid Of Paolo by charging him with treason, and only 
Francesca * s unconsciously"chal 1 enging remark that Paolo6 s secret enemy 
is probably hiding; as it were, behind political machinery in an attempt 
to destroy him, father than by faking direct measures to do so, causes 
him to changa his tactics', t -. % 1 ; t :
; - Moreover, regardless of how many years have passed, or what

attempts he has made to atone, the use of fraud and physical force byca 

man of twenty-five to get himself a yhuttg.gif1 of seventeen precludes his 
' arousing great sympathy' or the feeling: that any wrong has -been done .:fo 
him when that girl turns to the man that she was previously deceived into 
believing was her husband. - ■ . : . . . -

Mor is Crawford’s Paolo a very sympathetic or strong.character.
He is a handsome, Smiling, man, affectionate- and considerate to Francesca 
and Concordia. But he apparently acquiesced in Francesca.3 s deception, 
and no doubt aimre of her initial feeling for him, persisted for a year 

in pursuing her until aha submitted to her feelings.
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Crawford does not make it clear whether Paolo is supposed to have 

' married' Orabile before or after the beginning of his affair with Francesca,
■ but it is clear that this Paolo is almost completely irresponsible arid'

hehrtleSs;aslfar: aS: his faioily::ls''eoriherried. Nb::dbubt he materially ■■ VI: v/’
, V; proyides. for his wife and'children, but he ignores them altogether. V .i V

Paolo, strikes one as being a spiritual eunuch, who,- completely . ‘
. subservient to Francesca, also makes himself his, brother's servant, just v

as, she onee angrily accused him; of being, in order to always be with - ' V ■ "
;.vV , Francesca.' - Be’;feels:faintlurges toward spiritual manhood, as 'he shows'.- 
, , by his wistful cataloging of the political events in Italy during'his: ,■

1 •. fourteeri-year-old affair with Francesca, years in which it seems "as if i
an,age had;gone, in which we have had no share..However, Francesca: ' • ;.

, ■ assures him that their love "is worth all Italy- and her history together," :V'
. and he puts aside these vague regrets for what he might have done. He .
does accept Florence*s offer to serve as "Captain of the People" for a V •
year, but he does-so reluctantly, and mainly because Giovanni, who has
•buf lives, , -   in his hands,"’ desires him to do so.. - . 1V'

.y'--'’V-,;;Paolo'S; .Wife is able to arouse his belated .pity only by: dying. ; i::-'
- in, loneliness at. the hand of the gaoler, who thinks he- is obeying an ;; V ■

order from Paolo, FrariCesca, howeverj has- Paolo's single-minded devotion,
V In his :desire to be. with her, . he recklessly - leaves Florence, heedless of , :

the interpretation that might be made of his action if it is discovered, 
by a road through the territory of the opposing political faction. Arriving 
at his brother's castle,, he continues to take risks by scaling Francesca's 

garden ball,- so that they wiil not lose the hour that he would other™ ,
- , ; wise have spent in conversation with Giovanni , rather than coming In:at - - ; i V
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the front gate. Giovanni- detects'.his presence- in Francesca6 s room, and 
Paolo pays for his recklessness with his life, hut his dying request is 
to Francesca for ”a kiss--while there is breath.n

Grawford*s Concordia is a strange mixture of narvete that at 
time's seems to belong to one much younger than her fourteen years and ' 
a philosophic mafurity that belongs to. one older. In the first scene 
she is a charming child who watches, through the bedroom window, her 
mother and her uncle walking in the garden. She observes, Sflf ‘I had 
a rose, I would throw it— *one flower would hit them both,15 but she seems 
not to think of the significance of the closeness of the two. At the end 
of Act II, when she is persuaded by her father to tell him of what 
bothers her, she apparently has no realization of the seriousness of her 
revelation that her mother had cried out that Paolo had betrayed her for 
a t$woman of the people.” She told her father because ”it seemed so 
strange”; having relieved herself of the burden of sole knowledge of the 
occurrence^ she went off, like a happy child, after promising to pray 
that her father would be "better of your pain,” to "ride - the Arab around 
the castle yard."
. The ignorance and naivete that she. displays on this occasion
regarding her mother's relationship with Paolo is surprising in a 
fourteen-year-old. In contrast, when her father pities himself in her 
presence, she says, with philosophic seriousness, "How bitterly you speak, 

father. The world is young yet. Look at the sunshine; listen to the 

little birds' song,”
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Concordia Is a platisible character only i£ dae does not try to 
equate an unsophisticated fourteBn-year-old living in the thirteenth 
century with a fourteen-year-old of the twentieth century.
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The main characters of They Knew What They Wanted and The Most 

Happy Fella are not the thirteenth century Italian patricians of the 
Paolo-Krancesca legend. The characters, as well as the essential story 
elements, have been "translated" to modern times, as Gassner suggested.

. Tony Patucci/Esposito is of Italian descent, but he has immigrated 
to California. He is "patrician" only in the sense that by a combination 
of hard work, persistence in growing grapes in spite of Prohibition, and 
the good luck of having the price of grapes rise during Prohibition to 
almost ten times the usual market price, he "reigns" in solid middle class 
comfort on his own grape ranch in the Napa Talley.

"ChiId-like" is the word that is most descriptive both of the Tony 
Patucci of Howard and of the Tony Esposito of Loesser. Tony is a stout, 
strong man of sixty, but the description^ of Howard's Joe— "He ain^t 
nothing but a kid. He's like a puppy, Tony is."--and of Loesser$s Joe 
--"Tony sure is a fine fella, with the strength of a giant, and the smile 
of a baby."--are very apt.

Both Tonys are naive in a child-like way. Howard's Tony brags 
about his money, his new, "stylish" clothes, and the price of Amy1s 
earrings, but because of his child-like naivete, he does not give offense. 
He must be talked into having his picture taken, because of his naive fear 
of the camera, and when he actually is in the chair, he runs away, as a 
child might run from the dentist, and is only reassured after Joe promises 
to have his picture taken first., Loesser's Tony naively asks Eosabella, 

"You mad at me? . X send you wrong fella's pitch. If I was-a send you my 
pitch you no. come here, no? I'm sotry about the pitch.n



With cMld~like simplicity, he confidentially expects, that an apology 
.will obtain -forgiveness of a serious wrong for him. He proclaims, fTe 
friends now, huh"? lie start all over again,1’

Howard$s Tony, has a childish love of pageantry; he hopes that 
he can win Amy to Catholicism by taking her to church 1’an1 showing her 
da candles and da Madonna, all fix up good with flowers and-da big.tin 
heart, anf evrathing smeTlih* so prett* an', .preachin1 verra loud an8 

da music an* evrathing.fe He is also superstitious. Iteen Father .-McKee 
expresses 'disapproval of the wedding, Tony makes the childish gesture of 
forming “the ’horns of the devil with his- finger," and. commands the priest 
not to “go puttin' no evil eye on Tony and M s  Amy.n Tihen Tony breaks his 
legs, he thinks that God personally arranged the accident to punish him 
"for playin' goddamn dirty trick on Amy,n and he knows "verra good wat 
God is goin8 do more. . .Tony don't never have no kids, never."

Both Tonys are very volatile emotionally, ilhen Howard's Tony 
first comes on the stage, he is pleased and excited over the wedding 
preparations, Joe makes a casual remark about kissing the bride, and 
Tony shows undisguised terror. With the fear of just retribution of a 
child who has, for example, sneaked cookies without permission, Tony is 
afraid to go to the station for Amy, He seeks solace from his wine bottle 
alternately feels bouyed up and terrified. After the wedding, he is 
despondent when he thinks that God is "'not finish8 with me yet," but Joe 
raises his spirits by assuring him that God lets "worse guys"a you get by, 
Loesser's Tony is exuberant when he receives Amy's picture, and.happily 

informs the neighbors, "She gonna marry me," but when Marie tells him,
"Ton gotta remember you ain't young no more, and you ain't smart, and
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you ain!£ good-looking, ̂  he despairs, “Ah., Rosabella,. what *sa use?"
Ifhen the doctor informs Tony that he must sit in the wheel chair for 
twelve weeks, Tony, with childish excitability, demands, "Some on, hurry 
up; give me the medicine, give me the pills. . Mien the young vineyard 
workers are dancing, Tony enjoys watching them from his wheel chair until 
Marie dampens-his spirits; then he despairs, “See, Mama? I guess-a 
Mariersa right. „ .Young people gctta live, live, live; old people gotta 

sit there— -and die. “ \ '
Both Tonys love children and want several of their own, Howard's 

Tony wants three; “Antonio., , .Guiseppe. .Anna. .Da's like trees an* ■ 
cows an* all good people. ; Da*s fine for God ah* evrnbpdyf“ Loesser's 
Tony looks wistfully at the children at the “sposolizio" and sings that 
he wants "plenty bambini 1 * round my place* » .with a face like my wife’s 
pretty face.“ -

Both Tonys are very sociable; they enjoy giving parties and seeing 
the neighbors have a good time, even when they themselves are prevented 
by broken legs from joining completely in the fun. They are both well- 
liked by their neighbors, boesser’s Joe asks Amy, “How many guys you 
know got a yard full of friends?"

Both Tonys are.tender and considerate of their wives. Tony Patucci, 
contrary to what one might expect of a man of Italian peasant stock, would 
not get married when he was younger because "I got no money for havin' 
wife, I don* want no wife for mak* her work all da time," Joe declares, 
“There ain’t nothing too. good for Tony. He marries a fine wife to play 
the piano for him an* he’s goin* to rent a trained nurse to take care of 
him.“ Tony Esposito gives Gleo a “job pasting labels on my grape boxes,"
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so that Rosabella can have nold friend to keep you company,,f

Both Tonys have a sense of justice; knowing that they themselves 
have done wong by sending Amy/Rosabel la Joef s picture, they find it 
easier, after their initial rage, to forgive the girl for "a mistake in 
da head, not da heart,16 With their ability for simple, chiId-like 
forgiveness, they are able to accept, without a trace of bitterness and 
with genuine love, both Amy and the unborn baby, and even to declare 
proudly, ‘We tell eyrabody he!s Tony6s baby. Den evrabody say Tony is 
so goddam young an* strong he’s break both his leg8 an1 havin’ baby 
just da same8"

Except for the fact that he is young and handsome, Joe bears 
little resemblance to the Paolo of the legend. He is not actually 
related to the bridegroom, although Howard’s Tony does feel that ’’Joe
is like my very own son to me,n Howard’s Joe, born in San Francisco

, - ' ' " and of Italian descent, reflects some of the interesting attitudes of
an age of social and political transition. He is, as he admits, "what
the papers call a ’unskilled migratory8" and he constantly feels the
urge to "migrate," 'He is young and restless during a period when the
Russian experiment was of great interest to many people and seemed to
some people to be the •..panacea the world needed to right its wrongs.
Joe, then, finds an outlet for his inherent restlessness and youthful

idealistic need to serve a "cause" by joining the "1,11W." His "Red"
membership gives him an excuse to satisfy both his love for a ."big fight
such as a dock strike and his love of roaming from one place to another.



; f . His; attitude toward women, during this time of agitation ;£or iii; 
."wmenfs rights" affords an interesting. contrast to .that ,o£ Tony, who ,' 
belongs to.an older generation^ Tony thinks that “woman is best for sit 
in da house and love da husband, “ but Joe says that the idea of equality ... 
of the sexes and ’̂ woman doin1’a man’s work, , ,ain’t so bad.d He has 
accepted the' idea of equality only cerebrally, however; he arouses Arnyls 
resentment by the condescending way in'tfhich: he Shows his approval of ■ ' ; 
hit, ahd although he believes' himself to be very sympathetic toward women,
■ he;:actually,i**dafflns:'them^wifhvTdint:-.j)rai'seski:1*.- .;#■ , all women- is up against,, 
it, and it's a dirty shame, because women ain't go, bad. They ain't much 
use, .maybe, but they ain't so bad,n Joe has great amorous attraction 
for the women, regardless of what he thinks of them: Tony declares to 
Father McKee. that he did not pick a woman from his own parish to marry,; 
as the padre suggested, because '’-Joe is sleep in5 with avia one, “ . ' .

Tony's gbodhess has inspired Joe's' gratitudd,, land his. child-like 
lovability has aroused a curiously reverse paternal instinct in the 
younger man: “I come in to bum':,a. meal - an* T  stayed f ive ..months, ' Five 
months 1 been woikin' for Tony ;and lookins • after him and he’s treated me 

dam' good an' that's God's truth, “ ■ , . . ; ; ., j , -
• His sympathy for Amy, his knowledge of her attraction to him, and
a strong physical urge all are factors in his impulsive seduction of Amy 
on her wedding; night, but, Joe,: as -Weil ds Imy, feels gratitude to .Tony 
and does not try to continue the ̂ affair.’ : . , •  • ,y y:

■hlthough' Jpe does,',dot "believe in stayin' in one place too long,Mi 

he does, not have the irrasponsibility .that might be. expected of a "hobo. “ 
l?hen Tony is injured, Joe feels obligated to stay on to manage the , ’



vineyard during Tony’s convalescence. And when he learns of Amy’s 
pregnancy, although Joe does hint at an abortion, an idea which Amy 
objects to, he expresses his willingness to take care of her: "The doc 
said for me to take you away with me. * .An* believe me, Amy, 1*11 do 
anything, , .I’ll treat you right, Amy,n.

His noble efforts to live up to his justly acquired responsibili
ties would have been a strain on him, however, as Tony knew when he said, 
wJoe.is no good for lookin’ after womans an1 baby,*” It is with happy 
relief and a broad grin that Joe says, when Amy tells him that he had 
better be going, "All right, I guess there ain't none of us got any 
kick cornin', at that.**

Less emphasis is placed upon the importance of the role of Joe 
in The Most Happy Fella, hoesser*s Joe does not have the same close 

relationship;with his boss that Howard's Joe has, however, he does think 
that "Tony sure is a fine fella,!e and he declares, "If it wasn’t you was
such a great, guy to me, I wouldn’t have stock with you this long.61

The "fifties’* are not the "twenties,and it is more appropriate 
that the Joe in the musical is not a "Red" but simply one of the wind’s 
"rambling kin,” who feels the urge to move on to a new place ’’when the 
bunk I ’ve been bunkin’ in gets to feelin* too soft and cosy, when the
grub they been cookin’ me gets to tastin® too good, when I ’ve had all I
want of the ladies in the neighborhood.fr

He, too, is moved to sympathy for Amy on her wedding night, and 
it is while tie is singing his song of comfort, "Don’t Cry," that he feels 

the impact of sexual attraction to her.
Also like Howard’s Joe, he is grateful to Tony for his kind 

treatment and feels obligated to stay on as foreman until Tony is at
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least out of the-wheelchair* Be -never learns of Rosabel la’s pregnancy; - 
therefore, •his .ppssihle; reaction- to this occuir.e]ice can only be guessed

tey/Rosabeila is! not the fampered, daughter of a patrician family 

as was Boccaccio’s .Francesca; she is a waitress who, tired of hard work 
and loneliness and of resisting the advances of men whom she knows to 

r he .inereiy:';fV 0lves, “ answers.,Sony’s: aPhe because he seems sincere in his 
expressed desire to get married* .

She takes a considerable gamble when she spends the little money 
, that she has ott a trbusseau'and a train.ticket and gives up her job to ;

: : go to marry a man whom she has .not seen. , ! • " : '
She is not met at the station, and when she gets a ride to the 

grape ranch, she recognizes Job as the.man whose picture she has received 
: . during her mail order courtship, Amy may be a working girl, but she is 
proud, and; the possibility of being laughed. at, by Joe or her fellow 
waitresses or guests at the sposalizio, is almost more than she can bear.' 
For all the reasons discussed in-the chapter on plot elements, Amy/

; : Rosabella marries Tony, his kindness and 'consideration'win him her love. .
She truly regrets her brief .affair with Joe, which was pre- ,.. \ -

cipitated by her recognition of him as the man whom she had expected to 
■ marry and by her misery and shock on her wedding night. It never occurs 
. to her to blame Tony in the slightest for this affair. In fact, she can, - 

:: ;!.! hardly, beileve that: iony .can find it in his. heart to forgive her, but when 
she is convinced of his sincerity, she is happily persuaded to remain
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with the man whom she has grown to love.

- J Permission has been obtained from, the* author for use in '' 1 ■ 
this section of all summaries of or quotations; from The -Most Haobv: Fella,



; ; V. ' X : r: STRUCTURE'OF'THE PLAYS • ' ' ' , \ ' '

Each playv^right, then, has handled the main plot elements of the 
Paolo-Francesca story, interpreted the. main characters, and added various 
minor characters of his own, all according to his individual conception 
of his drama,:; . There are also many variations ifr the structure of the . . 
plays; the most'outstanding structural features of each drama-will be 
considered in this chapter. , , • ■ ' ; . ' , : . '

' • ■. Boker *s .only two sources for his Francesca da Rimini were, no 
doubt,• as - several commentators have mentioned, Dante and Boccaccio, The 
poetic inspiration that Boker received from Dante is apparent in the 
garden scene Hhere Francescavhnd^faoloyvactihg- oht,, the' old romance, kiss 
and,confess their mutual love. The background details come mainly from 
the legendy as first told’ by Boccaccio, rather.than from actual history.
Most of these details from the legend are more dramatically effective than"
> those of the history. In real life the love affair covered a period of 
approximately ten yeatsV Boker showed, dramatic wisdom by following the 
tradition which implies that the .murders took place shortly after ; :
Francesca’s marriage. The briefness of the affair and the inevitability 
of the love of Boker’s young.Paolo and Francesca combine to prevent a 
sordid note and to point up the ’’beauty and pity" of their love. If Boker 

had followed history, he would not have achieved the unity of time by
implication that the action covered only a period of■ a few days- or weeks,.

,  v :  : '' i i -   - X  - ■ ■ ''l X  ' ^ - ; X  '
:. According to history, both families were Guelphs, but Francesca's

serving as a pledge Of peace between two'warring cities, as she did in .
Boccaccio’s version and in Boker * s play, certainly stregthens the
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:inotivation ̂ or Francesca^: :mar'tlage bo; Lanciotto, Boker also ignores. ‘

: Paolo’s historical marriage to Orabile, which, is again good dramatic, 
itistinit, Paolo depicted ' as a: husband and, a father as tie 11 as Francesca1 s 
lover co'tild-not :,he ‘the idealistic young mah‘ in the throes of a first great • 
passion that he is, in,Boker*s play, /^d from the simple Standpoint of 

• construction, Boker aahieved- much hetter !*unity of action” by con- • ;
centrating on the emotions pi the, three main characters, of his play,

-; Another,effect; minor hut interesting, achieved by Boker in 
; ignoring history by moving the, action up - from 1275-1285 to around 1300 
: is that of-Dante s presence in Ravenna, contributing to. the gloomy ■ 
atmosphere felt by Francesca when she meets him, Hpacin'g in measure to 
his stately vers e,*' in, the' hall of h ^  father1 s'' castle. ' Actually, of - ■
course, Bante’s host during: his •last years, spent at Ravenna, was the V : ; 

Guido who was Francesca?s nephew, not her father, . I,
' Boker's play is . printed: in Quinn * s' anthologyB.epresentative 

. American Plays, showing, in"notes or;in brackets or •parentheses, additions, 
cuts, = dr .substitutions in the acting versions of 1853 and 1882. 'Scene: 1;, 
Act 1,, was omit tad in the 1853 production; this scene is necessary to' 

show Paolo as a gay young courtier who greatly admires and loves his 
-'deformed elder brother who is, in ■ spite of his handicap, a courageous,..
, renox-med x-jarrior; Paolo's praise sympathetically sets the, stage for . 
Lanelotto8s appearance in Scene1 2. Although Lanciotto is .undoubtedly , 
the leading character, .. an alternate beginning of the 1853 acting, version, ,
,Scene 1, Actlll, would have given the center of interest to Francesca.

. The characterizations of Lanciotto and Paolo would have been weakened by 

this beginning, as well as the central motive of the love of the brothers



for.each othet. ^Moreover, the omission of Scene 3, Act X, would have 
seriously obscured Fepe’s motive for revenge! in this scene, he receives' 
blows from both Xianciotfco and Baolo when he dares to jeer at Lanciotitb, v 
There is no record that any production has used this alternate beginning 
that.would have given the lead to Francesca, In fact, some of Francesca*s 
'best speeches were cut:or.omitted in both the 1853 and the 1882 productions 
In the,1853 version, she loses over half of the lines in her best scene, 
that where she bravely tries to hide her heartbreak when she first • i 
discovers her father's fraud.; in the 1883 version, she is not allowed 
to protest to her father against the marriage of state, Barrett•especially 
demanded the limelight, and-since he was the producer, as well as the 
star, of the 1882 revival, he Was able to effect many of the changes he- 
desired, altthongh violent'arguments on the subject between him and Boker 
have been, reported* Barrett's production began, as did Davenport's, 
with Scene 2, Act I, giving Xanciotto the first appearance on the. stage. 
Act.,, II was greatly cut in this yersion• the minor characters of Guido . : 
and Sitta suffered a great deal in the process of cutting, and Francesca, 
as well, as has been mentioned, lost important lines* Barrett seemed ': 
to have had .a. tendency, perhaps,: attributable, to the popularity of the 
melodramas of his time, to.artificially spectacular effects, for he . 
'brought 'everyone on stage/at':the end of Act;II to join hands and cry,,: ' , _ 
"On to Rimini!*' and at the end. pf the play, he, as Xanciotto, stabbed . ' 
himself, giving an anti-• c 1 imac.tiLc, melodramatic ending to a fine tragedy. 

Although the play has more organic integrity in the printed version, 
some of the changes made for the stage versions can be justified on the 

grounds either of speeding the:dramatic, action or for-economy of stage
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settings^ however, some changes seem to have been made solely for the 
ptirpose of giving more of the limelight to Davenport or Barrett, and 
some of the changes are definite artistic violations.^ . : i

Boker once gave the follbwing literary advice to 11chard Henry ; 
Stoddard: MEead ,|Jhancer for strength, read Spenser for .ease and sweetness, 
read Milton for sublimity and thought, read Shakespeare for all these 
things, and for something else which is his alone. Get out of your age 
as.far,as you can.tE It is not surprising, then, that the romantic drama 
was Boker-*s forte, nor is it strange to find qualities reminiscent of '
Shalcespearian tragedies in Boker*s masterpiece, Francesca da Rimini.
Boker has been accused of reminding one of Shakespeare, to the. latter*s 
advantage; in style. The "romantic"' tone of Boker*s play is Elizabethan 

in three ways: the source of the plot is an old historical legend, the 
scene is medieval Italy, the.inaih characters are patricians. His blank . .
verse, ■.which has been <juoted,:thfoughout this study, -is ^possessed of . 
that distinction which is btie■of Boker*s greatest claims to consideration' 
by posterity.Admittedly, Boker*s ^poetic imagery is distinctly borrowed, ̂  

but his metaphors and similes are nevertheless very aptly, descriptive,

: V . : Bradley, George Heniy Boker, pp. 136-146. : " . . :

v;: ;. , , ; g • ' ; ; - 1  ̂ ' - -■, ■ ■ " . ■' ,
; , Quinn, ■■■A Hi story of the American Drama from the Beginning, to the ; - '

jGiviligar, p. 340. . - ’ ' : -: - . ■■
: c Montrose J. Moses. Representative Flays by American Dramatists, \

18581911 *i.(Hew:Tork, 192l):>- p. :02» ;
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For example, when'I'rancesca saysi: v . . '

' Sir, your talk is drugged; ' ' ^ v
• There's secret poppy in your sugared phrase, 

i v: : Ifll. taste before..! t d k e - i t . , V : ^ . .-b' ■ ' T '
I ant no hawk to fly at every lure* , ; yEl-iii.. 35-37,39j

one - is-' certainiy reminded of 'Shakespeare, but “secret poppy in your ' : ■
sugared phrase” seems to. describe aptly the courtly compliments of Paolo,
who is wooing not for himself, but for his brother; Francesca describes
her.feelings effectively and'poetically when she says, ”1 am no hawk to ;-
fly at every lure"; moreover, the metaphor taken from the medieval sport
is structurally harmonious in this play with its medieval setting.
• •/ In Francesca da •Rimini, there is the "hint at supernatural forces .
operating unseen but surely, just as in .Shakespearian tragedies*. In
the first act, .lanclotto reminds his father that his first memory is that
of his nurse’s dipping her fingers in her slain husband’s blood and x
"signing” him three times with the holy eross, saying as she did so, '
"May this spot stand tl 11 Guido .’s', dearest • blood be- mingled with thy own’ !’
He believes that- , y ■ ■ \ , . . , . ' - '

In the close battle when my wrath is up 
The dead man’s blood flames on my vengeful brow 
Like a' red planet, defiling all 

' My better nature; with-its slaughterous lusts. „
. . #.ii. 56-5W

His father chides, ’ "ToU dismal knot of •superstitious dreams’" and later. • 
when Lanciotto relates the ’message’?, given him when his sword supposedly 
"leaped” from its scabbard, Paolo in turn chides, "Fie, man, you have been

Allardyce Hicoll, An Introduction to Dramatic Theory. ('London. I
1923),-p,.(128, ■ v- : 1:''i;'I:'':- ./':::;'
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ever played oa in. this sort by your, wild fancies, ” Boker weaves.thia 'v/ 
thread subtly into the fabric of the play; he does not insist upon the 

presence of the “supernatural force*? any more than Shakespeare insists .
on the: physical materializafioh of, for instance, his. ghosts. ;. Lanclotfo;. 
believes in the nurse3s prophecy, the Significance.of the sign on his brow;
: and the message of the sword. His father and brother label him .- 
superstitious, but in the last act, after Pope's visit, one of Lanciotto's 
captains observes, “Something' disturbs him. • Do you mark the Spot of 
purple on his brow?st and the .soldier to whom he is speaking pronounces ', 
solemnly,"Then blOod must flow."

Another Sh^cespearian characteristic of the play is the "peculiar 
.relationship which the hero bears to hi s. suf f oitmdingS:.61  ̂:ilis deformity 
helps to intensify Lanciotto’s love for Paolo, who combines youthful hero- ' 
worship and understanding for Lanciotto along with physical’ beauty which, 
the latter admires; However, that same .deformity {“Cripple, that's 

something, cuckold, that's damned,M) makes Lanciotto,.even more zealous in 
upholding, the: medieval code of . .“honor» Micoll has. commented, "Put Hamlet 
•in Othello's place, or Othello in-Hamlet's and there would have been no 
tragedy. “ As with a Shakespearian hero, Lanciotto is confronted with . ■ 
forces beyond his own.particular strength, _ ... ;
, • Finally, Boker's play is a "double" tragedy; there is the outer

' tragedy of the murder of the lovers, arid there,;is the; inner' tragedy of ' /I-. 
Lanciottors struggle between the powerful drive to avenge his honor and 

bis great love for his brother, 1 \ - . . • ' ' .

■ ' ; 0 Hicoll, pi 128. . ' .' ' ; ; ;r \ v - , : . ' ' :
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The influence ;"o£ Shakespfeare upon Bdker ■ is apparent to even 
the casual reader; however, it is also apparent that Boker made very 
effective use o£ the techniques that he learned from his. master.
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. Crawford no dowbt received, 'as did Boker, inspiration from Dante, 

But the poetic beauty'of'the scene where the lovers discover their / 
feeling while reading of Lancelot and Guinevere is absent to a large 

degree in Crawford’s play, possibly because the lovers are older and are 
reenacting, in a seeming effort to recapture their first ardour, the 
scene of the reading of the .old romance. ,

Crawford took many of the details of his story from the history,
, rather than the tradition of Paolo and Francesca. However, he freely 
altered or rearranged some of these details.

As in real' life, his lovers have both been married a number of 
years; both are parents. They have both had to lire a lie, that of being 
a faithful brother and wife, in order to keep their years-old love affair ' 
a secret. In spite of the author’s valiant attempts to portray their 
love as being spiritually beautiful, these circumstances give a coarsened, 
sordid quality to their affair. ' ; v ' ! . i' ■ ; '

To Crawford, the murders took place around 1289, although it is ■ 
generally thought that the lovers died about five years earlier than this. • 
Crawford departs from history and tradition by having Giovanni lord of 

Rimini; in fact, Giovanni’s father, who lived to be more than a hundred 
years of age, survived his eldest son by several years. As lord of Rimini 
in the play, Giovanni, of course, does 'hold" the lives of Paolo and 
Francesca virtually ''in his hands,’■ as Paolo says. It is at Giovanni’s 
request, which has the force of a command, that Paolo goes to Florence, 

However, Paolo’s affair with the wife of a brother who is also his lord 
and who makes a habit of conferring with him on state affairs seems more 

like ungrateful treachery than it might seem otherwise. ,
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Of course, the affair presumably began before Giovanni became head of 
the state.

Another historical departure of Crawford’s is his having Paolo 
killed during his term as Captain of the People in Florence. Paolo did 

hold this dffice, but he was elected some two or three years before his 
death, and he served out his full term. In real life, Orabile Beatrice 
survived her husband and probably died in a natural fashion, but 
Crawford changes both the nature and time of her death. However, the 
ways in which Crawford alters and utilizes these two details contribute, 
much to the dramatic effectiveness of his plot, . ,

One gets the feeling that Crawford’s play should be set to 
music by Verdi, Structurally, the play is almost typical of the 
nineteenth century "well-made" play, on the order of those of Scribe 
and others whose plays became opera librettos. Incident after incident, 
hinging upon mechanical devices such as contrived entrances and exits 
and circumstantial evidence, leads Giovanni to suspect his wife and 
brother of infidelity,

Haolo’s wife comes to curse him; Francesca thinks that he has 
cheapened her by betraying her witha "woman of the people"; Concordia 
just happens to come in as her mother, out loud,' bemoans this imagined 
betrayal. The gaoler misinterprets Paolo’s nod, giving him permission 

to bring his wife in for Giovanni and Francesca to See, as meaning that 
he must kill Orabile to prevent her being heard, Giovanni sees the dead 

woman and believes that Paolo has conspired to toll her, Paolo leaves 
Florence, taking'-# toad through Ghibelline territory in order to mislead



Giovanni * s spy,-Giovanni, hearing of this from his spy, chooses or 
pretends to believe that his brother, as the spy suggests, is involved 
in a political plot against Giovanhi, Francesca bolts her. door before 
meetihg Paolo , in the garden; Giovanni, happens, contrary to his usual -. 
routine, to try to get into the room to consult Francesca." When 
Francesca comes doxm, she leaves her window open, Giovanni notices this 
when he comes to her garden, and later when Fablo, who has gone to 
Francesca1 s room to wait, for her, closes the window, .Giovanni., also notices 
this and is not convinced by Francesca’sstatement that a gust of wind, 
on a still day, closed the Window when Giovanni was not noticing.
Concordia just' happens to want a certain piece of silk that her mother 
has promised her; the next day just happens,to be the Feast of the : 
Assumption, and Concordia, wants to make a mantle for the image of the 
Virgin. Giovanni suggests that Concordia, who has said that the silk 
is in:a 'chest in Francesca’s room, go getithe cloth herself; Francesca : 
finds pretext to keep the child out of her room. Giovanni himself asks - 
Francesca;to let him go with her by way of the tower door; she refuses.
The window sharply closes completely; Giovanni notes it, but says nothing» 
When he is sure that the lovers are together, in Francesca’s room, Giovanni, 
takes a ladder,' left , in the garden that very day by the gardener, places 
it against One of the windows, creeps silently into the room and 

surprises the lovers, /'/ > ■ y: ;
Crawford's charact'efs, while, not afousing sympathy, do proceed -

.with ̂ simplicity, and /singleness;of .purpose,^ v /. . .: ./ . " . :

. Quinn, A History of the American Brama From the Civil Ifar to
the Present Day, I (Hew York, 1936), pi 210,



The action of the play, moves dtrectly, if mechanically, along, becoming . 
more and more accelerated with each incident that, leads to the denouement. 
The main strength of the play is, as one critic .suggested, Crawford1s 
' keen "realization of situation.** ® ; .

,' ; . The first act of They Knew Hhat They Wanted moves, along with
great dramatic precision, from the opening scene where Tony alternates 
between happy excitement at the thought of his approaching wedding and 
panic at the thought of going to meet his bride, to the arrival of. Amy, 
her greeting of Joe, the accident, Amyis discovery of the fraud, and;
:her decision to marry Tony anyway, However, the play moves slowly and 
inefficiently along in some of the scenes in Acts II and III. There ", 
are topical diseuSsiona about such: issues as Prohibition, the 1 ,
and women's rights that, though they may have been of interest to an 
audience of the “twenties,** seem to be little more than mere debates or 
essays in dialogue that are simply spliced into the play at various points.

However weak in structure the play may he in places, " They Knew What 
They Wanted, which was a great Stage success and won the Pulitzer Prize r 

for the season, is a fine comedy of character. The people all speak in 
realistic accents that are in keeping both with their heterogeneous ’
backgrounds and with their stations in twentieth century California life, 
Howard shows great insight in understanding how these people might react . 
to this particular set of circumstances. The “happy” ending of the play 

■is quite plausible, '■ : ’ ' ’ ; 1 -

■ ■ - Hoses, Eepresentative Plays, p. 92.



The characters, though very likeable, are by no means "noble"' in either 
station or spirit; therefore, they would be quite incongruous in a 
.tragedy,' As Quinn suggests,^ "Itwas far different when Lane lot to, : •

Paolo and Francesca played out their tragedy in Boker*s great drama.
They were lofty souls who Could not go on with the stain of guilt upon 
them. But Tony and Amy can go on quite cheerfully. It is perhaps the 
difference between the Thirteenth and Twentieth Centuries, ...

Loesser used They Knew What They Wanted as the basis of his 
musical comedy. The Most Happy Fella. He retains the set of circumstances, 
the setting, and with slight modifications, the main characters of Howard’s 
play. Other characters have been added. The main love story is strengthened 
by the parallel love story of Cleo, who incidentally also serves as Amy ’s 1 
confidant, and Herman. Tony acquires a jealous sister who adds compli
cations by trying to break up his attachment to Amy,

hoesser has eliminated the "essays in dialogue,M that slowed down 
the dramatic action of the earlier play; the musical comedy moves along 
much more smoothly as a result of this judicious cutting. Also effective 
is Loesser’s dramatization of certaih. incidents, such as Tony’s writing 

his first note to Amy, the progress of the correspondence, and Tony’s 
reaction to Amy's request for his picture, that were related in exposition 
in Howard's play* Loesser is a master of that peculiarly American technique 
of the modern musical comedy. The musical abounds in songs, with overtones 

of both ."Tin Fan Alley, ”• and the opera, that move the plot along, . • -

Quinn, A; History of the American Drama From the Civil War to the 
Present Day, II, p.229, ; ' . ..



' ■ CONGMSICES" :
An analysis of each play examined in this study shows that all 

of them contain basically the same plot outline. However, each play
wright brought his.characters to life in his own original way, and each 
constructed his play according to his own interpretation of the theme. 
Although each play is a tributary of the same broad literary stream of 
medieval romance, with the exception of Loesser ’s, based upon Howard8 s 
play, the playwrights do not seem to have been influenced by each other.
The plays of Boker and Crawford both plainly show indebtedness to Dante 
and Boccaccio, bnt their treatments are so dissimilar in characterization 
and structure that it is apparent that Crawford, although he may have had . 
an opportunity to see Boker1s Francesca .da Rimini, did not base his own 
play upon this earlidf one, ■

The' main plot elements of the paolo-Prancesca story lend themselves 
admirably to varied treatment. In the romantic tragedies, the medieval 
Italian setting is retained; therefore the medieval custom of a family- 
arranged marriage’ between two who have never met is an appropriate element. 
In the comedies, with their modern settings, the original circumstance 
would not be fitting, butta,translation is made so that two who have 

never met carry on a mail-order courtship. Again, the betrothal rites 
rendered the principals "half married" in medieval times, and the use of 
a proxy here fits in with the times, but in the comedies,' this element . 
must be translated, and since pictures are usually exchanged in mail
order romances, it is natural that the apprehensive suitor send the 
picture of a handsome young man as his own,

. . 137 ' ... ' ' . . ' ' - .



Each prospective bride; expresses her' attraction to the proxy in words 
fitting to her time and social station. _ The medieval patricians 
particularly admire his graceful horsemanship; the modern working girls 
express their feeling of. ease in his presence. One of the medieval 

girls marries primarily as a patriotic duty; the other does not learn of 
the fraud until after the marriage; the modern girls marry for reasons 
of economy and pride. The medieval girls confess their love of the 
proxy through the reading of an old romance; the modern girls have a 
.brief affair with the man of the photograph primarily because of a 
powerful sexual attraction strengthened by their previous expectation 
of marital consuma&lQ®' with him and by shock and resentment on their 
wedding nights. One medieval husband learns of the affair through a 

Pool’s desire for revenge against one who has not respected his motley;
the other learns of it through the naive prattling of his child. The

. : • - . ' ' . '

comedies treat this element very realistically; the girls’ pregnancies, 
obviously not by their husbands, cause them to confess the truth. The 
taedieval husbands uphold the medieval code of honor by killing their •
. rivals; one of them kills, the girl, in an attempt to have his brother 
die fighting; the other accidentally stabs his wife, just as in 
Boccaccio’s account. The modern husbands have been conditioned differ
ently; they are able to forgive their wives; hence the comedies have 

'•happy*- endings,. .
Different emphasis may be placed, with dramatic effectiveness, 

upon the ages, temperaments, social stations, and importance of the 

characters in the triangle, and minor characters may be introduced or • 
omitted, all according to the playwright’s conception of his drama.
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• Each ô ;: the- trageditiaig; had his own interpretation of the characters of : 
Paolo, Francesca, and laneiottio/Giovanni, with the results that each 
created roles that were highly individual, as well as highly actable, 
the roles of Lanciotto in Boker$s ■play' and Francesca in, Crawford!s :: 
especially appealing to an actor or an actress with the temperament of 
a star*: Boker5s is the first dramatic treatment to make the husband the 
outstanding figure. Hot, only does he do this, but he Introduces the 
love of the brothers,as being the central motive of the.play, without 
taking away sympathy for the young lovers. Boket^s conception of the ; ; 

lovers as being young is in keeping with tradition; Crawford’s characters 
are about the same age as the historical figures. They do not appeal in 
the same way that Boker * s do, but they are mature characters that fit 
well in this . drama with its emphasis upon the love and hate, desire and 
bitterness, stolen bliss and intrigue that grow out of the initial fraud. 
As in Boker*s play, the central character in the comedies is the husband. 
Here is no patrician, however; the incongruousness of Tony, who is stout, 
sixty, likeable, excitable, niive and Childlike, as a lover, is one of 
the chief humorous elements. Joe and Amy are both young, but theirs is 
'a fleeting sexual attraction rather than the poetically beautiful love ; 
related, by Bante. . \

The Paolo-Francesca theme lends Itself to tragedy, either in 

prose or poetry, or to comedy, either in prose or verse.. The medieval 
setting, characters, and circumstances have been particularly appropriate 
for tragedy; the translation of these elements to twentieth century 
America has been effective in comedy* (It is possible, however, that an 
imaginative playwright could reverse the time element in either tragedy 

or comedy.) ' 1 ’
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The blank verse of Boker is a worthy vehicle for conveying the beauty 
of young love arid the nobility and ideality of his characters; Crawford’s 
prose is appropriate for depicting bis highly effective, though 
melodramatic, scenes. Howard’s prose records in realistic detail the 
foreign accents and slahg bf his various characters, Loesser’s songs, 
ranging from the realistic complaint of Gleo in nQoh, My Feet,n to the 
romantic, operatic % y  Heart Is So Full of You, smoothly advance the 
plot of his;musical comedy*

It may be said in conclusion that the Paolo-Francesca theme 
has been, and might well be in the future, a richly valid and effective 
one in American drama, suitable for either tragedy or comedy, with the 
historical characters and setting retained, as in the plays of Boker 
and Crawford, or with the characters and setting translated to modern 
times and circumstances, as in the plays of Howard and boes'ser.
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